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It is a special combination of res that make the RUGER .44 Magnum
Carbine the most important new hunting firearm in years. There are other
short guns, there are other light guns, there are big-bores, there are self
loaders, thE?re are rifles that h~ve mild recoil, but only the RUGER is all
these things in one sleel<l beaytiful package.w¥

y d' f?~'~

The RUGER is the rifle that is never a burden. It is the rifle that can drive
its big bullet through a six-inch pine tree. It is the rifle that gives you that
instantaneous second shot which is sometimes so important. And, it is the
rifle that you will practice-shoot yvith pleasure and safety. Like any good
hunting 'companion, the RUGER Carbine is always ready, rugged and
reliable ... Price $108.00.

There is a lot more to know about thi~new rifle. Your request for complete catalog
will be filled promptly.

MATCHING CALIBER SUPER BLACKHAWK®
superbly finished, single-action $116.00.

Manufactured in Southport, Connecticut, U.S.A. by

STURM~ RUGER & ~OMPANY~ IN~.

31 LACEY PLACE

Canadian Distributor: Peterborough Guns, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario



BROWNING@ The Aristocrat ofAutomatic Shotguns'

Being Called a SQUARE SHOOTER

Is Quite a Distinction ... for a Gun!

BROWNING
®

ANDNOW... .
the New Deer Slug & Buckshot Model

All models are Hand-Engraved.
All gauges: 12, 16,20, & 3" Magnum 12

The requisites of a good gun can be told in simple terms. It must perform effectively,
dependably. It must be durable and should have the symmetry and design essential
to ease of handling and precision shooting.
Ever see combat-ready soldiers on parade? Doesn't the cut of their uniforms and the
sureness of their bearing accentuate the rugged strength and capabilities you know
they possess?
You will have that same feeling when you see the parade 0( Browning Automatics in
your dealer's showcase. Their brilliant finish and clean lines are not deceptive. HigWy
polished surfaces wear better and give outward evidence of the high degree of crafts
manship throughout. There is ample steel of finest quality where it counts, and every
part IS meticulously hand-fitted to give infallible performance. Observe the absence of
looseness or rattle which contributes greatly to their lifetime durability.
When you shoot the Browning, you will sense its solidity, its smooth, sure function,
fine balance and fast handling characteristics. It gives you 5 fast shots, soft recoil, un
equalled speed loading, and the exclusive magazine cut-off.
As a sighting instrument, few can compare. The square end of the receiver is the key.
Perhaps you have noticed that the rear sight on any rifle is at a sharp angle to the
barrel so there can be only one sighting plane to proper alignment. The rear face of
the Browning receiver was designed to provide this same optical advantage. It greatly
facilitates quick, accurate shooting.
Yes, the Automatic-5 is an honest gun, strictly dedicated to the requisites of good
shooting. And even though it delivers nice circular patterns, we are sure every
Browning Automatic owner will accord his gun the distinction of being a SQUARE
SHOOTER.

Write for
FREE

....C_A_TA_LO_G..... Prices subject to change without notice

Write for catalog giving complete facts and data on Browning
guns PLUS special chapters containing practical shooting infor
mation. For shotgunning: chapters on stance, swing and lead,
gauge, gun weight, barrel length, choke, and shot shell
recommendations for various game. For rifle shooting: chapters on B . A C D 3 . S L' M' •
how to shoot a rifle, sighting in, bullet trajectory, where rownmg rms 0., ept.3 0, t. OUlS 3, ISSOUri

to aim for clean kills, recommended calibers and bullet weights. - in CANADA: Browning or Canada, Dept. 330, P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q
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REVOLVING
CARBINE

A rugged, depend
abl.e percussion

revolving carbine
that should

please. the most
discriminating black

powder shooter. In
.44 cal. available in
16" or 18" barrel

lengths, Finished
in a beautiful

high luster blue
with buckhorn rear
sight and a adjust

able silver blade front
sight. A beautiful,

light handy six shot
repeating carbine

which affected the
design stimulus of

the automatic
weapon ...

Price - $125
IT AT YOUR LOCAL
FIREARMS DEALER

NAVY'
MSCO.

689 BERGEN BLVD.
RIDGEFIELD, N. J.

********

THE SMITH brothers (not the cough.
drop variety) were hard to stop at the

Morgan County Gun Club May Open skeet
event at Decatur, Alabama. Clinton Smith
topped the field with a 99 for the trophy (he
actually broke 100 targets, but was perhaps
a mite too careful with one and it flew too
farl. Donald Smith, his brother, and also
from Albertville, took home the AA trophy
with a score of 97. Dr. Harold Blanton of
Hartselle broke 98 targets for the runner-up
spot to Clinton Smith.

A 97 by C. F. Langer from Florence,
Alabama, was good in Class A, Fred Emens
of Decatur took Class B with 96 broken
birds, Doyle Miller topped Class C, and
another Decatur gunner, Bo Agee, kept the
Class D trophy at home. Bill Thompson
drove over from Huntsville, the rocket
capital, and launched a successful shoot in
Class E. Gordon Blanton of Hartselle edged
Randy Emens from Decatur for the junior
title.

A real battle developed in the Silver Dollar
Challenge trophy event that followed the
open registered program. Six shooters tied
over the regulation distance, but two of them

'left the grounds before a shoot-off-and were
home much earlier than if they had stayed!
The four bitter-enders, Bo Agee, Fred Emens,
Dr. Blanton, and Charles Weatherall, fired
six extra rounds. Bo Agee outlasted the pack
for the win as darkness fell.

The Morgan County Club hosted the
Alabama State Skeet championships July 7-8,
and this column hopcs to report on this
event in the heart of Dixie next month.

® ® ®
Speaking of Smith's, there is another

gmith, this one from Mississippi who will
bear watching on the skeet scene. David R.
Smith, a IS-year old youngster from Stark
ville, had a hot streak going early in the
season. Dave won 410, 20, and 12 gauges in
his class at Amite, Louisiana; won 20 and 12
gauge contests in the Spring Fiesta at New
Orleans, plus 20 and 12 gauge titles in the
Hillbilly Open at Starkville.

Last we heard Dave was all set to leave
for the Pan-American event in Dallas, but
Pull! doesn't have the word on what hap
pened there.

® ® ®
Another junior skeeter from Dixie is mak

ing big noise in the skeet world. "Skeet
Shooting Review" reports that Dixie gunners
are already comparing Gordon Blanton from
Hartselle, Alabama, with the storied Miner
Cliett. Gordon broke the hundred straight in
his first registered skeet event, and lost the
shoot-off when he dropped his 124th bird.

Small wonder the lad didn't q~it the sport
on the spot, and take up some game in which
it was easier to win! He's a football player,

however, and thrives on competition. He also
likes water sports, horseback riding, and
naturally, hunting.

® ® ®
The entire skeet world has been saddened

by the death of Mrs. Max (Lecretia) Thomas
of Dallas, captain of the women's All·Ameri
can team and winner of the Ladies All
around, 12 gauge, and 20 gauge champion
ships in the 1961 World Championships at
Reno in 1961.

® ® ®
On the brighter side in feminine skeet

shooting news, young Mrs. Marjorie Annan,
whose performances have brought several
paragraphs in earlier "Pull!" columns, ex
tended the long run in 410 events for women
to 76, topping the old mark held by Mrs.
Ann Martin Hecker and set in 1951.

Like batting records, home nm records,
and track records, skeet records are set to
be broken, or so it seems; and the current
crop of men, women, and juniors give
promise of knocking still more skeet records
into oblivion. We will try to keep the reader
informed as these fine performances by
shooters of an earlier day are topped by a
new and hungry group of target smashers.

® ® ®
MyoId friend (duration of friendship, I

mean, not age) Homer "Hundred Straight"
(Continued on page 41)

Junior Trap Shoot
The State of Washington has a

hunter training program but. as most
do. the emphasis lies with the .22
rifle. Sportsman members of the Van
couver Elks Lodge felt that the lads
should have an opportunity to learn
how to swing a scattergun on flying
targets and they set about giving it
to them.

In cooperation with the Vancouver
Trap and Gun Club. the first class was
held last fall and 35 boys attended.
Parents were welcome but they had
to stay well behind the firing line.

One hour of instruction started the
program to acquaint the boys with
proper gun handling on club grounds.
Good gun manners afield were re
viewed. Following regular trapshoot
ing procedures. squads of lads took
their turns on the field. Not one boy
violated the safety rules.

Of particular interest are the scores.
Most of the boys had never fired a
shotgun at clay targets. yet. out of
the 35 lads. 16 broke better than 20
targets and one youngster broke 24.
The lowest score fired was 11 x 25.

. -Mike Kennedy in "Target Tabloid"
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It's an old saying that "Handsome is
as handsome does." This handsomely dec
orated pistol does very well indeed in
the hands of Detective Lieutenant Gor
don Selby, top marksman of the Phoenix,
Arizona, Police Department, who won it
by maintaining an average of better than
98 per cent on the FBI combat pistol
course. Gun skills have saved Selby's life
on several occasions. Photo is by Charles
Neihuis, Ouray, Colo.
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Heads up•..
you're on him with
your Savage 4-M!

Great n~ws for chuck hunters, small-game enthu
siasts! This new Savage 4-M is chambered for
the great new 22 Magnum rimfire cartridge ...
flat-shooting, hard-hitting, accurate at ranges up
to 125 yards. The 4-M is mighty handsome, too
with Monte Carlo stock, white-line butt plate,
gold-plated trigger. Handy clip magazine. Re
ceiver grooved for scope mounting. Make sure
to see this fine new Savage-at your sporting
arms dealer now.

If you prefer the time-tested .22 long rifle car
tridge, ask your dealer to show you the Savage 4,
accurate and reliable for small game, plinking
and informal targets. Only $35.95.

FREE! Colorful, illustrated, 28-page catalog of
Savage, Stevens, Fox firearms. Write Savage
Arms, Westfield 38, Massachusetts. Prices
subject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.

Sall8ge

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
Edited by John T. Amber

(The Gun Digest Company, Chicago, Ill.,
1962, 1st edition. $2.95)

Only a thorough perusal of the Hand
loader's Digest will disclose the monumental
amount of work that John Amber and asso
ciates have poured into this 224 page com
pilation of handloading equipment and lore.
This is not a how·to book as many had
anticipated; of these there are any number.
Nei ther does the book offer loading tables.
More important, and filling a very real need,
"Handloader's Digest" is first and foremost
a listing of handloading tools, reloading
equipment, and the hundreds of gadgets we
handloaders love. For the asking price,
"Handloader's Digest" is a bargain, the
biggest one in the field.-R.A.s.

SAVAGE CATALOGUE, 1900
(Reprinted, 1960, Savage Arms Co.,

Westfield, Mass. $1.00)
Would you like to buy a Savage rifle, the

famous Model 99, brand-new from the
factory, for $20.00? You can't do that-but
for $1.00 you can buy a facsimile reprint of
the 1900 catalogue, 56 pages and covers, in
which the gun was listed at that price, along
with many other items at comparable prices.
There are those who would call it a form of
self-torture, but if you would like to compare
gun values now with those back there "at
the turn of the century," limited numbers of
these catalogues are available from Savage.

-E.B.M.

THE ARCO GUN BOOK
By Larry Koller and Bob Tremaine

(Arco Publishing Company, New York,
N. Y., 1962. $7.50)

This book constitutes a basic primer for
the beginner and can serve the advanced
shooter as reference. Within its 400 pages,
the editors have compiled some of the funda
mentals of shooting the rifle, the handgun,
the shotgun, some big game and upland
hunting techniques, and such topics as hand
loading, holsters, and numerous other, rc
lated subjects. Interspersed with this infor
mation, and combined with each section of
the book, is a short catalog listing of the
appropriate gear, guns, and ammO.-R.A.S.

OLD BILL WILLIAMS, MOUNTAIN MAN
By Alpheus II. Favour

(Published by U. of Oklahoma Press. $4.00)
Published first in 1935, Favour's biography

of William Sherley Williams may still be the
best factual picture of the legendary Moun
tain Man-the type as well as the individual
-as he really was. Hero or monster depend
ing on when you saw him and under what
conditions, Old Bill was a controversial
figure in his time, became more so after his
participation in the ill-fated fourth Fremont
expedition, and has remained so ever since.
This book does not resolve the controversy;
it merely provides facts with which to feed
it.-E.B.M.
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If you own a rifle,
you need this book. • •

Here's the definitive 98-page manual on the design,
construction, performance and dependability of
the modern telescopic sight ... and you can add it
to your library for just 25¢ ! Prepared by Bausch
& Lomb optical specialists, the designers of the
superb Balvar 8 scope, "Facts About Telescopic

The incomparable Balvar 8 scope . .. continuously vari
able from 2'12 to 8x . .. constant focus . .. no apparent
reticle change . .. 6 fine scopes in 1 for all game.

Sights" is filled with charts, diagrams and illustra.
tions that will make you an expert on scope shoot
ing. Selecting, sighting-in, telescopic trajectory
charts ... everything to know about telescopic
sights is included in this famous book. Send 25¢
to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated, Rochester 2, N. Y.

Makers of: Balomatic Projectors· CinemaScope Lenses
Ray-Ban Sun Glasses· Binoculars. Microscopes
Quality Eyewear • Rifle Sights. Scientific Instruments
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'the secre't of
one sho't kills

is in 'this
core

SPEER BULLETS
DOUBLE SWAGED
'WITH HOT CORES
MAKES'WORLD'S
BEST GAME LOAD
Bullet accuracy and controlled expansion

are the two most important factors in

makin~ ONE-SHOT KI~LS_ Perfect bal·

ance of the .core holds the secret of ac·

curacy - proper adhesion of lead to the

jacket controls expansion. Speer game

bullets with an exclusive .proce~s - double

swaged with hot cores- gives unsurpassed

performance on both counts.
*NOTE-Avoiloble in .25 cal. 100
120; 6.5mm 120-140; .270 col. 130
150-170; 7mm 130-145-160; .30 col.
150-165-180; .303 col. 150·180;
8mm 150-170-225; .33 col. 275;
.338 col. 200-275; .348 col. 180
220; .35 col. 180-220·250; .375
col. 235-285.

THIS HUNTING SEASON LOAD
SPEER BULLETS-BEST FOR

ACCURACY AND SHOCKING POWER

that ·SPEER BULLET gives you
the feeling 'it's definitely superior

. what controlled expansion!

'IT'S THE EASY WAY TO GO

CANADA, 1310 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver 9. B.C.

By KENT BELLAH

Tingle's ,400

HANDLOADING was centuries old be
fore cartridges were invented. The

soft coal burners still provide plenty of
shooting fun at less cost than .22 shorts.
The new Tingle .400 caliber Black Powder
Single Action is a really fine single shot.
It's sold by American Craftsmen, Inc., 12645
La Cresta Dr., Los Altos Hills, Calif., at
$49.50. A dandy legal shoulder stock, at
$19.50, attaches quickly for rifle-like ac
curacy. The guns are made by Bob Tingle,
1125 Smithland Pike, Shelbyville, Indiana.

Bob's pistol is strong, simple, well de
signed and finished. Weight is 36 oz. with
a 8" octagon steel barrel, and a frame
machined from solid brass. Wood is quality
walnut. Main and trigger springs are of the
coil type to reduce breakage. Hammer and
trigger are attractively case hardened for

long life, and well fitted. The square notch
rear sight, adjustable for windage, is locked
with an Allen screw. So is the barrel.
Loosen this screw and the barrel slips out
for cleaning. It has a standard nipple.

The 12 groove rifling is .430" groove diam
eter. Standard equipment includes a nipple
wrench, two Allen wrenches, and a steel
ram-cleaning rod. American Craftsmen or
Lyman can supply moulds for .400" balls
weighing 97 grains. All guns pass a 100
grain FFFg proof charge. This isn't a shoot
ing load.

Tingle recommends 26 grains FFFg with
a .015 bed-ticking patch. You can dip it with
a .357 case. Blacklistics (black powder
ballistics) can be improved with up to 50
grains, or reduced to 15 grains. Use a .38
Special hull to dip about 22 grains, a solid
head .44 Special for 32 grains, or a .44
Magnum for 38 grains. This is all the spread
you need. FFg is OK in the same charges.

I like Winchester caps. No. 12 caps are
correct, but No. 11 works in a pinch. Alcan's
G 12 F (French) foiled caps are much
superior to their G 11 F (Italian) caps.
Pour a charge, place a ball on a patch, ram
it home, seat a cap, and you're in business.
Accuracy is real good. Smoke the brass front
sight for targets. Paint it with red nail
polish for brilliant contrast against any back
ground. Balls are easily cast with soft lead.
They require no sizing, dies, tools or hulls!

You can blast the whey out of targets

tossed in the air with shot loads. Try a .357
case full of black powder, and the same case
full of No. 7% shot. The load isn't critical.
For lack of a better wad use 1f2 sheet of
Kleenex over powder and 1,4 sheet over shot.
Range and pattern would be better if the
bore was reamed smooth.

lIIinois Long Range Copper Plated Shot is
excellent. The heavy plating is not a wash,
and it eliminates leading. In shotguns this
shot is much superior to chilled shot. More
pellets reach the target, penetration is deep
er, and patterns thicker and more uniform.
This is well worth the extra cost in all
reloads.

Some early guns had 6 groove rifling.
Mine, serial No. 48, has 12. Bob's first guns
were stamped Tingle Black Powder Magnum.
Smith & Wesson hit the ceilin" and with
just cause. They were darn nice "about it as
Tingle made an honest mistake. He didn't
know Magnum was a S & W trade mark
registered in the U. S. Patent Office. Th~
fault was the recent doings of some gun
writers who incorrectly called various guns
a "Magnum," or "magnum." For example,
only Smith & Wesson makes a .357 Magnum.
Other firms make guns chambered for the
.357 S & W Magnum cartridge.

Many people would appreciate a quality
si~gle shot pistol for popular handgun car
tndges. They would be fine for plinkin"
targets, and fun shooting. Also for precisio~
long range work, and ammo testin" with
scope sights. One chamber perfectly =li"ned
with the bore, with no gas escape bet:'een
the chamber and barrel, would have an
accuracy and velocity advantage over a
revolver.

Tingle has some good design ideas. He
said he could tool up for around $12,000.
I haven't inquired, but if someone offered to
finance tooling, he might be interested in
filling this void in the handgun field. The
workmanship on the Black Powder model is
proof he could meet the requirements of
accuracy fans. I've long thought there was
a demand for a good single shot pistol even
if it sold for more than a good re~olver.
Let's hope one is available soon, no matter
who makes it.

New Bullets
J urras Bullet Co., Shelbyville, Ind. (write

for catalog) have new .22 Jet .223" bullets
in 35 grain H.P. and 36 grain S.P. Designs
are similar to the Sisk-Bellah .224" 37 grain
H.P., except the flat nose is larger, and the
cavity is half as deep. I designed the Sisk
cavity to extend below the jacket mouth for
faster expansion or explosion. Both J urras
pills have jackets that cover the entire bear·

(Continu.ed on page 14)
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These handsome Match Shooters Cases come in 8 different col
ors and materials and are fully lined inside to match. There are
models with or without back door with capacity for 3, 4 or 5
guns. Features sliding tray for guns, ample space for ammo and
accessories, plus special mounts for spotting scope. Quality
constructed, light, easy to carry. Keeps your sidearms always
safe and secure. Only $27.50 and up. Pachmayr Lok-Grip
Adjustable Handgun Tray - with features for securing ALL
handguns in place available at small additional' cost per case.

9

Exclusive patented bridge·type design gives you
the type of shooting comfort you have long sought
in a recoil pad. Cushions and absorbs recoil shock, enables you
to enjoy a day's shooting without shoulder pain. Patented White
Line feature enhances the appearance of the finest gun. Made
of specially compounded Neoprene, these pads are guaranteed
not to be affected by oil, solvent or extreme weather. A style.
size and color for every discriminating shooter. Prices start as
low as $3. Slip-on pad $1.50.

Shown: New Stipple Designed Deluxe Field Model Pad.

• CHOICE OF 8 NEW COLORS

• 3, 4 or 5 GUN CAPACITY MODELS

• NEW FULLY ADJUSTABLE HANDGUN TRAY FOR
SECURING ANY HANDGUN IS AVAILABLE

NEW
PACHMAYR
DELUXE

HANDGUN
CASES

PACHMAYR

vv~L~
RECOIL PADS

AYR

O-SWING
TOP MOUNT

SEPTEMBER 1962GUNS

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED BY THE WEST'S OLD
EST GUN HOUSE! SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY!

You'll have a great advantage with a Lo-Swing Top Mount on
your favorite hunting rifle-open sights or scope at your finger
tips. In some hunting emergencies this patented Lo-Swing fea
ture may mean the difference between life or death ... a kill or
a miss. Easy to install. Features exclusive windage and elevation
adjustment. Unconditionally guaranteed to maintain absolute
zero alignment no matter how many times scope is swung to
side or removed. Only $20.00.

SWINGS TO SIDE
FOR USE OF
IRON SIGHTS

Send for beautiful 16-page brochure featuring the
latest in gun accessories and services from the
West's Oldest Gun House.

PACHMAYR Gun Works, Inc.
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. G-9 .,.
Los Angeles IS, Calif. W&Lr~!;;;!

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE brochure.
Name _

Address _

City & State 1oI;-'''~

AMERICA'S FINEST
I

FREE!!!



The Armed Citizen
Many readers send clippings of new.~

stories about citizens who have twarted
criminals by timely and courageous use of
guns. We cannot possibly print all of these,
but this writer speaks for ItS and for many
readers in a letter accompanying a clipped
news story of a bank robbery halted by
armed citizens in Washington, D. C.

I was pleased to note by this story that
average citizens, who some lawmakers claim
are incapable of protecting themselves, have
here done an excellent job of doing just
that! I think the men mentioned deserve
great credit. Had they been prohibited by
legislation from using these weapons to
apprehend the robbers, ·it would have taken
lengthy and expensive procedures of the law
to do so.

Like many others, I had not been. fully
aware of the fact that we are slowly being
deprived, by insidious legislation, of the
right to defend ourselves. Many articles in

your magazine have brought this fact to my
attention. Many thanks for this, and for a
fine publication.

John C. Steinberger
Washington, D. C.

Hurrah For Maryland
When Howard McClanahan of Temple

Hills, Md., cashed a check in the bank in
Accokeek, Md., he wondered why the usually
friendly teller wouldn't speak to him. As
he turned away from the teller's window, he
saw a man holding a gun. McClanahan
walked out of the bank and headed for a
hardware store.

In the store, McClanahan phoned police
while the store owner, Robert Perrygo, load·
ed guns. Armed with shotguns and revolvers,
McClanahan and Perrygo and Richard L.
Knowles of Clinton, Md., returned to the
bank. Knowles went around to the back of
the bank building just as the bank robbers
started away in a car. Knowles cut loose with

the shotgun and hit the car twice. The car
crashed, and the bandits leaped out.

The chase rounded the corner of a gas
station, where Horner Gibson, 50, slid out
from under a truck and grabbed his gun
from the truck cab. When the police arrived,
the bandits were spread-eagled on the gas
station's concrete driveway, guarded by Gib
son, Perrygo, McClanahan, and Knowles:

As Bayne Brook, a County Commissioner,
said later, "We people down in Southern
Maryland just don't stand for that sort of
thing." Hurrah for Maryland, and for a
posse of sturdy citizens with guns!

Curtis Morris
Washington, D. C.

That Stovepipe Business
Regarding the "Trail & Target" column

(June, 1962), if you can allow your gUll
muzzle to sway 5 inches and still hit a 5·inch
bull at 50 yards, you're a better man than
I am, Gunga Din!

Carl 1. Lucas
Sparta, Wisconsin

What T&T said was, "... provided you
maintain that perfect sight picture." A bullet
fired straight down a given line cuts the bull
at 3 o'clock. A bullet fired straight down a
line five inches to the left of that first line
cuts the bull at 9 0'clock.-Editor.

Help Wanted
My wife and I have recently moved from

Canada to California and find that we are
not permitted to own guns because we are
not American citizens, even though we were
thoroughly screened by police of both coun
tries. This is disconcerting in view of our
keen interest in guns.

I am interested in joining a Fast Draw
club. Are there any Fast Draw clubs in the
Beverly Hills area, and do any of them have
guns and holsters available until we can buy
guns and rigs of our own?

Donald Daniels
9051 Briarcrest Lane

Beverly Hills, California

What Happened to Albert Manton?
I am seeking the aid of your readers in

tracing Albert Manton, a grandson of the
celebrated English gunsmith, Joseph Manton.
Albert Manton married a girl named Nellie
Flannagan and then left Australia for the
United States sometime in the 1870s or 1880s.
For some reason unknown, he changed his
name after reaching the United States, taking
as his surname the maiden name of his
grandmother (Joseph's wife), which was
Aitkens.

Most of Joseph's direct descendants are
in Australia and I have succeeded in obtain
ing a great deal of material concerning their
early pioneering days in this country, from
which I hope to present a family biography.
I would like to include as much information
as possible regarding Albert's fate in the
U.S.A. I would be most grateful for any
assistance.

Colin A. Young
Box 8, G.p.a.

Sydney, N.S.W., Australia

Here We Go Again
I have enjoyed GUNS for a long time and

anxiously await each new issue. You are
lucky to have Col. Askins writing for you;
he is surely one of the most experienced gun
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writers around. However, his latest about
Army riflemen being bum shots made me
very sad. Askins made some good points:

1. Army targets don't much resemble the
enemy. This is true. I have field·stripped
many enemies and have found that the
X·ring, if present at all, is not well defined.

2. The Army is 40 years behind the Marine
Corps. In the Corps, firing is done from
behind barricades, from rooftops, foxholes,
through windows, at targets uphill, downhill,
to left or right, at unknown ranges. We shoot
at pop-up targets. cow.:ealed or camouflaged,
and also at moving tHgets. Tracer. are fired
at distant targets at night, by flare lighting.
Once a year, we fire the qualification course.
This gives the Marine confidence in his
weapon.

L/CpI. Daniel M. Vichorek, USMC
Jacksonville, North Carolina

Biggest Woodchuck
In reference to Mr. Kloppenborg's claim

that J'e holds the record for the biggest
chuck killed in the U.S., I am enclosing

some photos of a chuck I shot in Duchess
County. N. Y. The total weight was 19 Ibs.
3 ounces. Any statement you may require to
substantiate my claim would be sent to you
at your request.

Alex P. Toyos
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Speak Out
Thanks a lot for printing the two very

fine letters by Mr. & Mrs. Milton C. Raven
of Lake Stevens, Washington, and Mr. Paul
F. Potter of ViPas, N. J., in the .May issue.
These folks are true Americans, and I'm
glad that we live in a country where we can
voice our views when we feel like doing so.
I think that more people should voice their
views against Communism.

I hope that more Americans will let their
thoughts be known. A lot of us think it
would be too much trouble to write letters
that would help the American cause. My
hat goes off to such people that in theBe
trying times that take the time to say what
they think to the public.

Willis Custom Reloading Service
Concord, N. C.

Behind the Front
I have enjoyed GUNS Magazine for three

years and keep my back issues for reference.
I believe the article "Look Behind the

Front" by Col. Busbey should be printed in
every magazine in the country and read by
everyone in the U.S.A.

Jack F. Young
Ventura, California

(To the shooter wha wants to know
what's new, better ond different

in Scopes, Mounts and Sights.)

This is the new
Redfield 3x-9x

Variable
that will out-perform any known
variable scope on the market. It
features internal adjustments and a
centered reticle which, at low pow
er, is thick and well defined .•• but
will cover less target as pow~r is in
ereased. (U.S. & Foreign Patents Pending)

PRECISION VERSATILITY
AT ITS VERY BEST.

$9950
with standard crosshairs
("MCH" I" at 3., YJ" at 9.,
or "HCH" 1"'" at 3., "'"
al 9.), or at $9.00 addi-

ONLY
tional: Posl and Crosshair;
or Dot (3" at 3., I" at 9•.\.

The World's Most Wanted Scope

Note the new
STReamline
Sptil Rings!

They're i"'erchangeable with any ~edfield JR or
Dl bases. Precision rotary dovetail engineered to
"/IO,OOOth inch! No screws to shoot loose .••
proven dependability, gleaming, glossy-block fin
ish, smooth and trouble free.

JR STR low ht.-$14.00 pr; medium or high ht.

$15.00 pro

Dl STR low ht.-$II.25 pr; medium or high ht.

$15.00 pro

Redfield also manufacturers the finest iron sights
for hunting and target shooting. Your shooting in
formation is incomplete if you don't have Redfield's

compact 1962 catalog. Write:

FIE LD GUN SIGHT CO.
1325 So. Clarkson, Denver, Colo.

"No matter how fast he loads, this
is going to be a slow-fire match."
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HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Ple..e send signed statement _tat
ing that you are 21 or over, not an alien, have not be:e!' con
victed of a crime, not under indictment, not a fUgltlV~ or
drUG addict. Also sena permit if your city or stat. ,equlr''',

RUSH ITEM NOS. (FOf' 30 Dalls Free TriaU)

ENCLOSED 's ..$~ 0 Check C Money Order

o :1~V:O ~:rE~JrefUD~~~M':yS';'eJt~ ~::,e:t lOa~dr::e~f ~:~~
employer and names and addresses of 2 or more companies with
whom you have (or have had) credit accounts. Also your age,
occupation, no. of dependents, date present Jab began. and your

-c::Ji
l
{ o~':rr;(N:~~dlrf::l'::t:gnpe~~O::~~d~ Nl.IJ On First

NOTICE: Credit orders from this ad will be billed monthly for
five months for your convenience. No credit carrying charge will
be added if account is paid in full within 30 days.

o :~~~~~I:::: p~~~le~~~ i:u~D~-:wC~uS~~::~i:IIS::~h'~::
at once and added to your account.

O CASH CUSTOMERS: Send check or money order In full..
(See below r~ilrding POSTAGE.)

O C.O.D. CUSTOMERS; Include at leaat 100/0 deposit witlt
order. •

POSTAGE AND HANDLING: If item number begins with "AU.
send 25c for Postage and Handling. With "B" send $1.00.
With "c.. send $1.50. With "D" send nothing-we pay post
age. With uE" send nothing-shipment is made Express,.
chilrges collect. If you order more than one item, send Postage
for only the one item carrying highest amount of Postage.

Never Before at This Price!
World Famous ffDeeks" Oecoys at unheard of sav
ings! And brand new, latest models, fresh stock!
Molded Of finest latex rubber with beautiful nat
ural lifelike colors permanently cured into the
rubber. Inflate by simply dropping in water-no
blowing required! Wi II not break, chip, crush or
come apart-won't sink if shot up. Ride perfectly
In any weather. Collapse to only a handful-carry

;o~~z:~o~~uy"~urC~:I~\~·w"';the~~Ch~:iY~~~SSG~:~
Head Mallards only. Hurry! ..• these won't last!

:;g~I~~:~I~f:~a~::·:~d~r~:~:~•••••• $8.44
B20-1169. 6 Drakes and 6 Hens .••••••. $15.88
B20-1170. 18 Drakes and 18 Hens .••... $44.88

NEW! Amazing Warmth In Coldest
Weather-One Piece Dacron

INSULATED Lightweight
BLiZZARD·PRUF COVERALL
Ultra Light! Ultra Warm! Perfect
action-free garment for sportsmen,
hunters, ice fi$hermen, skaters,
skiers" sports fans, anyone outdoors.
One piece coverall is easy to 51 ip on
over underwear or slacks and sports

.hirt. Outer material closely woven snag
resistant finest water and snow repel ..
lent Parka Poplin. Dacron insulation
enclosed in Nylon and quilted to pre-

Check every feature of this deluxe all-I?urpose vent shifting. SCientifically bonded to

I~ne~to~~e;ws::::snu~:;-~~'i~e;:i~:~ S~~9t~ds ~~~~ ~~i:~n:he~::ed~~11..1:~~*~9~-wl~~i"z~pp:~
water repellent Du Pont Nylon outside-50 d~ni~r front. 6 roomy .pockels-l. z.ipperech
Nylon lining ••• Full 6 oz. (per sq. yard.) virgin half-belt with shirred elastICized bl-
Du Pont Dacron Fiberfill quilted insulation-com- swing back, adjustable snap fasteners

l:~~~I~iJ~erm.il?.0~x:;avi~~g:~~W~~pe::::rs .:~~ :~a~e~s:eun~~'tabb~l~itk~~t"sc~l~drb;;~~
slash-tYp'e hand warmer pockets. Smartly shirred pocket trim. State your suit size (34-

~:;~se';'~I:~tr::::iS:~O~I.d;[:;en:nK~itc~:~I::a~~ :~~ ~~~.color. Antelope Brown, Hunt..

~~:e T::_:8~0~n:i~:.:a-~~ \~~-_~~}-!:'~~e (~~~~~J: :~:;~~n~~' ..~I~:~'~. ~~~.. $18.88
. , . $11 88 Save More! 2 for $3S.90!

:i~il':~:iE!~IS~i:',Lg~I:.r~~e::::::.•• $2;.25! ~.0ftnll~4:.~.':~~~'.~~.~~?~:. ~~~l~. i.n.s~~~t;~'.$~~:: __._ ·100Of. MONEY 8ACK GUARANTEEI__ ..
Klein'. big 1962 BaTgahl AU-SpoTts Catalog i.I FREE with. Of'den from thi.l Ad and FREE to our CustomeTS. oth.e7'. ple<us a81ld .1.00 (re/UftdecJ wit,. flm order)

U. S, SPRINGFIELD M1903-30j08
SPRINGFIELD M1903'S! LIMITED QUANTITY! Most pop.

Ular military rifle for sporting use of them all! ••• and this
lot are all Model 1903-Al's with high number Nickel-Steel

receivers, milled working parts. Made in Rock Island Arsenal
not commer.cially assembled. 30/06 caliber. 5-shot magazine. Adjust~ble
rear leaf Sight, blade front sight. 431/4" overall. 8.69 Ibs. American

~2a~~:5-;~c~..y ;Ot:~~oD~":~ :~4 ~o~~:~o~~r 22 Week., or $39.95
E20-TI000. AMMO••80/06, 156 gr. 120 rounds. __ •••••••• . $7.:10

Deluxe Nylon ••• Dacron Insulated
2·PC. INNER·OUTER SUIT

This identical suit sells for $18.88
and more in America's largest
stores! $7 off-only at KLEIN'S!

KLEIN'S Low $1188Money. Saving Price,
While "2000 Last

SPECIAL PURCHASEI TOP QUALITYI
VARIABLE POWER SCOPE! ••• 3X TO 9X

Brand newl .•• First qualityl ...-..,..
• • . Made by Tasco! With . :.:
a twist of the wrist you can . " }
have any power you want from ,". ,:
3 to 9. Field of view 14-ft. to ...

30/06 AUTO. ~Y~~age c:::s:r;:~atr:~i~~!~~ s~o~~~e:~~~la=uc~::'e~te':.~~it~:::~fii~::s::;
U. S. M-' GARAND RIFLE fog proofin~. Large eye piece and objective. I" tube. cowhide lens caps.

Finest lot we've seenl Limited quantity.! Famous World War II --=---=----------::;;----------1 ~;e;-a.;.~91: '$::'t;:z~::P;;~7~a$~~~~5fosrc;~e~:~::~:;~:1$34.
automatic rifle in popular 30/06 caliber. All in NRA Very M1917 COLT 45

~~bfeo~~~~f.np:~ ~~t~~o' d8~~':.~t$:.~;b:r~~ek4~~~22a~ee~~: $79'5 u. s. ;;;ve r n m ~ n t . :::'c~~::l~b~~~xc~~~~r:~~r;~9~:I~%::s~ ~~~t$i.~o:oew~; :~~2~~::
C20-T25. Only .....•••...•.•.•••.••...••. :........ M1917 Service Revolvers. B20-T698. 4x SCOPE. Quality and features same as B20-T693 described
GARAND IN "LIKE NEW" CONDITION. All specially selected and cer- 45 ACP caliber-6 half-moon clips above. Compare to $34.95 Scopes. Pay $1.00 Down, or •••..... $19._
tified perfect by Milt Klein! Test fired only! ••• Order now. $89'5 included. 5Y.'~" barrel. Blued finish. B20-TI131. 6X SCOPE. Quality and features same as B20-T693 de--
~-;t!J~r~~~t. 1~:~!$1.00 down. Only..................... ~oo~1 c:~~t~lo$5Jnsl~~it~dq~~~: scribed above. Compared to $39.95 Scopes. Pay $1.00 Down, or.$22.88
DO-TI000. Military 30/06 Ammo, per 120 rd. $7.20: with rifle $5.80 ti~~: ypa)' $1.00 ·down, $1.25 week :,~~_;,~~~~·.8::'eaSWeP~~eMac:.udnt;;~er~~your r~~~:Tf09S Weaver ToP

~o-~21~~~Y ., •..•... $24.95 .. - MAIL TODAYI IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! - ..
.45 ACP Ammo (E20-T468J $2.50 pe7' 50 T'rU. ~ OUr 77th Yecw 01 QuGtI'-

M;I,tary and Poloce Sm;th " • KLEIN'S-Dept. 186
S " W 38 SpecialWesson V;ctory Model revolver 227 W. Washington St.

~~~~~:Ir ca~fb:~.mb~~~~ Jgod .~~ ~ 'Mt. Chicago 6, Illinois
~e:;~~n~':.7~t~~r:.;ec~:f1~~gua~:a~~tc~~~ Please J)rbat 1101£1' name end Oddt'u••epct'atelS/.
rt..ar sight. G.shot, 30 oz. Walnut grips, Ian..

~";':-:;~;~1·5"P~ar~~iO.0 ..D.O:"~: ••• $32.88
E20-T997. 21/4" Barrel •••••••••.. $34.88

'll The Rifle Every G.I.
I' Wantsl Buy Nowl

The only U. S. Military small arms made with the
lines and weight of a modem sporter. Weighs only 5Vz Ibs.

IS" barrel. 36'" overall. Gas operated. 15 shot semi-auto-

:::ccon:~:~!e~u:~gr~~y-:jcuuSr~t~l.e1~6% dle~~n~:bl~~ yds. $6950
C20-T859. Pay $1.00 down, $3.58 a week, for 22 weeks, or
"'20-T~O. SUng with. oiler $2.00; •• _ F20-T5I. Pi&tcm Nut Wrench

:.t:~=gide7'·i3:g5~~2: . ~1'O~Tj lJ~~~Zj8ecaf. ~1iifalT1JO~:mmo: {s:~:l:l;.
lOOms.; ... E.20-T55. HuntingAmmo$5.00per30rds.; •.. F20-T56.

~~6_~?53.Ma!~~~teJ:g:;1~e· $2:5~~~~rn';.,:r:%ci~e~~:.~0~t·95;•••

1917 Rifle-30/06 Springfie.ld Cal. $2995The Famous Enfield Model 1917 Is the LOWEST PRICE RIFLE in the MOST DESIRED 30/06 SPRINGFIELD
CALIBER! Known supplies are very limited-more are not likely to be available!

Top gun authority Major General Julian S. Hatcher in Hatcher'. Notebook says of the U. S. Model 1917 Rifle-ubas.
lcally a typical Mauser, it was improved in several respects. and has a bolt and receiver of high grade Nickel Steel COAS

R
"

that gave it a superbly strong action." General Hatcher further says-Urnany tests over the years have shown the Model
1917 barrels will always outwear the .03 Springfield barrels."

Speclficationa: G-Shot. top loading, 1 in 10" $·groove 26" barrel with sharp clean rifling, rifle overall 46.3". Peep sight adjusta.ble CREDIT
from 200 to 1600 yards, blade front sight. Foolproof safety. Turned down bolt. American Walnut Stock and hand guard with shng

-....:;;-:-:::-::::-:::":':::-:::-::-::::-:::=:--::-:-:=7.~=:----::-:-:::7."'7::-:-:-:::-:-:"Iswivels.All milled parts, perfect shooting condition! BA A CE $1 51 A WEEK
N£W MATADOR DOUBLES! SAVE $50.00 .•• ONLY $119.50! ~:~':c~3$l,;~/~6w::~efo~ag~,yb>;'2E~::~~~eor, ~~~ ,~~'~..~~~~'. $29.95 LN.
$T&1I.~_oValue -' ' I~C~20~-~T~3~4:2':2:..30~/O~6~R:.;fl!e~m~a~d~e~b~Y:.!R:::em~;n~g!..to~n~o~r~w:.:.;;n~c:!he:.::.~te~r~.:,::!!:.:.;,~"!!:'~'';,;';,;$~3::!4~'9~5!.....!::::=::::=F~O::::R:=O=:=N:=L=Y=:~2~2::::W==E=:E=:=K=:S=:=:=::::!. ' E20-TIOOO. Ammo. 30/06, 156 gr. 120 rounds •••$7.20; With rifle .. • $5.80

. SAVE $50.00 NOW! First
~ quality, th~ very latest 1962 models. Deep

fication~U:nI1:rt:~~rn:nlll6~e~~s~s~fM:i:~~r"F~;:
arms International by the world renowned house of AYA.

~i~:feKs~I~~~~e~~i~~~rr.F~~T:n~:~:&se~~~~e::~g~a~~d:jr~~C:::;;: ~ :
han.d engraved receiver; ••• gold inlay ... firing pins individually
spring mounted; .•. close grained hand checkered French Walnut stock
and beavertail ~orend. Cham~red for 23/4 " high.velocity, Magnum or
slug loads~ Weighs 51/2-lbs. In 410 Ga.• up to 71/4_lbs. in 12 Ga.
Overall (with 28" barrels) .45 .... length Of pull 133/4", drop at comb
13/.". drop at heel 21/4", pitch 2S/a ....
C20-TI197. MATADOR FOR 23/4" STD. or H'-VELOCITY SHELLS. State

i~:i~~~~:~I~~~:~~~.~~~~~~.$~~??~~~~~:~~~.~~~r~~~t~e~n!~~ $11950
C20-TI198. 20 GAUGE MATADOR FOR 3" MAGNUM SHELLS. 28" or
30" Mod. and Full Chokes. Pay $1.00 Down, $6.19 a Week for 22
Weeks,.or .•••••••...........•.........•..•..•..•... $119.50
C20-TI132. 12 GAUGE MATADOR FOR 3" MAGNUM SHELLS. 32/1
Full and Full Chokes. Pay $1.00 Down, $6.34 a Week for 22 weeks.
or ..•.••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••• ' ••• $119.99

.303 Br.
Terrific

Bargalnl

SPECIAL WAR
SURPLUS PURCHASEI

ENFIELD SPORTE,R-NRA EXCELLENT!
AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT SCOPES .••

Amazing low price due to huge special purchase from British Air Min..
istry! Th.e finest lot of Enfield No.1. Mark Ifl Rifles we've seen .••
ilnd po.sslbly the last of thiS qUality that may be available for a long,
!ong tlnle! Buy with complete assurance your gun will be mechan.
lI:ally ~erfect ... with clean sharp rifling ••. with smooth, oiled
fine-grained Walnut stock with little appreciable wearin9 of wood.
Sporterized sto~k has 900d clean lines, balances well-permits fast han
dling. Rear SIght adjustable for windage and dlevation. blade front
Sight..Turn.ed-down bolt handle, solid brass butt-plate. 10-shot remov-

~~~~~:91~.. n:i~::ivg~s..y .~~:~"'. ~~~r.a~l: • ~?~. ~~i~i.s~. ~~I:~~r: $11.88
ENFIELD RIFLE with FLEETWOOD 4X SCOPE, 3/4'" diameter, Mounted-

::~:r :o~e~~o;:;n:~~~:k~~~~: .~~~ .~1..~~. ~~~.n: . ~~I.a.n~~. $21.88
ENFIELD RIFLE with new TASCO 4X SCOPE, illustrated, I" diameter,
crosshair reticule ••• Mounted, Ready for Shooting! Leather Carrying
Strap Included!

~2~k~~9:; ,p.a~.!~ ..~~ .~o;'~'. ~~I.a~~ .~~.~~. ~ .~~~~ !~~ .~~ $44.88
E20-T999. .303 Bt'. MUita11f Ammo, per 100 rds s8.88

~tsVbn8145NO ! U.S. tof1 .30 CALIBER CARBINE
~L-



New WoW Fodder
Winchester-Western claim their new Mark

5 shotshells give greater range and improved
patterns. They really do! We tested 12 gauge
Super-X 1%-4 and Xpert llh-7%, and found
patterns averaged around 6 per cent beller
than older equivalent WoW stuff. This is a
whale of an advantage on birds or clays, ,and
especially to reduce cripples and misses at
long range. The simple secret is a %"x2"
polyethylene collar that encloses the shot
charge in the bore to reduce or prevent shot
deformation. It simply gets more shot to the
target without increasing the load. The plas
tic strip is approximately .015" thick. (Shot
dents prevent an exact mike reading.) Hulls
are excellent for reloads. This stuff will be
in demand, and you can bet fur, feathers
and clay will fly! WoW made another ad
vance in shotshell efficiency.

WoW was not first with jacketed bullet
loads for .44 Magnum caliber rifles, but they
were first with this type bullet in a hollow
point. The Super-X Hollow Soft Point load'
grouped in about 1%" at 50 yards in a light,
fast handling carbine, which is darn good
accuracy for this type of rifle. The cavity
extends to the jacket mouth. The jacket is
strong and thick, and would probably take
.458 Win. Magnum velocity. Expansion is
about right for medium game, or police use,
with a carbine. The 240 grain flat nose slug
packs a wallop like an Irish shillelagh. Try
it, and see for yourself.

These shoot well in .44 Magnum revolvers.
Bullets expand to about .75 caliber, in moist
sand. Shocking power is mighty powerful,
but a bit less than Super-X Lubaloy Gas
Check loads, due to the heavy jackets. We
left one round chambered while firing 30
rounds. Bullet creep due to recoil inertia
was absolutely zero! Slugs are lacquered
and cases crimped tight. The charge is 23
grains WoW Ball, probably identical to the
discontinued WoW 295HP canister powder.
At least identical charges give these pre
mium grade bullets the same center of im
pact at 100 yards.

When Harvey's Jacketed Jugulars, "The
Most Deadly Bullets" came out, I predicted
a similar type would be used in premium
grade factory loads. The WoW version has a
much tougher jacket and alloy core, with
a long jacket and no sharp shoulder. They
are not a copy of Jugulars, but are a factory
breakthrough in .44 hollow point bullets that
can be fired in revolvers. Let's hope the
hollow point jacketed bullet trend spreads
to include .22 Jet and .357 S & W Magnum
cartridges in fast expanding types for re
volvers. Varmint hunters need these.

WoW's new ammo is "bug free." I don't
like cannelured cases for reloading, and
don't know why the deuce they make them.
However, these took four hot reloads with
out damage. The neat 20-pack boxes are
real handy to carry and will be appreciated
by shooters and reloaders. Congratulations
to the great WoW firm for their progress
in shotshell and metallic ~

cartridges! ~

WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
NOW-"LEFT HAND" STOCKS FOR CARVED, RH .•.$35.00
SPRINGFIELD, FN, 98, M70, AND PLAIN, RH ..... 19.50

SAV. 110 AT ONLY $5.00 EXTRA. RIGHT HAND STOCKS PAD INSTALLED. 7.50
FOR NEARLY ALL MODELS. POSTAGE ..... 1.00

ARMS. INC•• 3274 EL CAJON BLVD., SAN DIEGO 4, CALIFORNIA

(Continued from page 8)
ing surface, turning over the ogive. Both are
deadly in the Jet case, backed with 10.5
grains 2400 and CCI Magnum pistol primers.
The H.P., of course, gives more violent ex
pansion. Bases are quite sharp. You may
buckle cases during seating, unless case
mouths are well chamfered. I don't recom
mend rifle primers in the Jet.

Hornady's new .223" Jet in 40 grain blunt
S.P. is a darn good one with the same load,
with long range accuracy. It has a radius on
the base for easier seating, that also reduces
finning. It gave good results in a Harvey
Kay-Chuk with 10.0 grains 2400, which is
a top load, or the same charge in a Hornet
rifle, which is not a top load. Use rifle
primers in the rifle.

Hornady created an improved spire point,
introduced with his 140 grain .264 in Sep
tember, 1961. Results were so good he will
use a similar design for all spire points in
the future. The best point length for differ·
ent calibers and weights will be determined
by the best ballistic resu ts. This will pre
vent a point being too long or too short in
relation to overall length. The new shape
"looks" better, if you value that feature. 1
don't. But I do think it's an improvement
over the excellent bullets Hornady made in
the past, especially for longer accurate range.
Give their new secant orgive design a fair
trial, and I'm SLUe you'll agree.

Hornady does much creative thinking. He's
experimenting with a shallow and very wide
hollow point for their Short-Jacket revolver
bullets. He may bave an accuracy advantagc
over some cavity shapes, combined with ade
quate expansion for hunting. I'll report on
these after I've done extensive testing, if
they are put in formal production.

Expansion can be increased by drilling
noses of bullets with a Forster-Appelt Pre
cision Case Trimmer, using their Hollow
Point Attachment. This most versatile of all
trimmers has been my favorite since it was
introduced. It now has an improved "L"
shape base rail. This is faster to use and
more convenient than the old "Y" shape, and
it's much easier to move the bearing or
collet housing. The Forster·Appelt people
are clever chaps, and do superb work.

A California lad used a stiff load of H-240
in a .44 Magnum. He got sticky cases when
he switched to CCI Magnum pistol primers.
He felt the primers were at fault, which
they were not. He merely got better ig
nition, burning more powder in the bore
rather than ahead of the muzzle. The CCI
Magnum primers give hotter and longer sus
tained heat for a more uniform velocity
spread, without excessive pressure due to the
primer compound. Fast, perfect ignition is
more desirable in a cartridge than in an
automobile. You know tbat worn and dirty
points and plugs require more gasoline and
reduce performance. The efficiency of a load
doesn't depend on the powder charge if you
get weak, slow or erratic ignition. With
perfect ignition you'll get more efficiency
with lighter charges.

With moderate breech
pressures, the .308
Norma Magnum gives
this kind of powerful
performance:

• 180 grain bullet

• 3100 feet/second
• 3842 foot pounds

For the hunter who
wants the least expen
sive way to a Magnum
rifle, the Norma .308
MAGNUMis the answer.

The .308 Norma Mag
num cartridge fits the
standard .30-06 length
action. It's easy to have
your .30-06 rifle mag
numized, simply see
your favorite gunsmith.

Want more hand loading info?

Send 25¢ to the "Norma Man" for
the new "Gunbug's Guide"

Box GM-9.

Both the New .308 and .358 are
available as handloading compo
nents with the "maximum life" un
primed case.

Look to NORMA for leadership.
Producers of the world's most ad
"anced line of:.

• PRECISION BUllETS
• UNPRIMED VIRGIN BRASS
• LOADED AMMUNITION

To obtain SUPER Magnum Ballistics
with a Standard length Action use
the SUPER POWERED, smashing .358
Norma Magnum Cartridge.

THE GREAT
NEW.3GB
norma
MAGNUI\\
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Send a postcard for one, or all four, of these
helpful booklets. Please order by number:
"How To Get Your Duck" (No. 420), "How To
Bag the Upland Fliers" (No. 421), "Federal
Hunters' Pocket Record" (No. 444), "Inside
Facts on Shotgun Shells" (No. 450). Address
Federal Cartridge Corporation, Department 319,
Minneapolis, Minn.

FREE!
HUNTING BOOKLETS

'"3"Federals feature
\Y the exclusive AI
tite® cushion Wads, the
perfect gas seal for uni

form patterns.

'4'"Federal's extreme
\!)Iy stable, patented
primer assures instant,
reliable, uniform ignition.

HERE'S WHY!

(DFederals are made
with the papular

folded crimp that assures
uniform patterns.

I2"Federals are
\!:,J loaded with full
count, highly polished
shot and the best quality
smokeless powders.
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power scope must be used: the recoil
is too much for the inexpensive .22
scopes). the .256 averaged just over
an inch for five shot 100-yard groups
-excellent accuracy for a sporting
rifle. Handloading the .256 produced
results that closely paralleled the fact
ory ammunition. Loads used were 16
grains 4227. 17 grains 4198. and 15
grains 2400, all with the Speer 60-grain
bullet, using CH dies. Cases were neck
sized only, and 4 or 5 reloads per
case were fired with no difficulties.

Of considerable interest was the way
the .256 performed with 87-grain bul
lets. Loads were 14 grains 4227, 15
grains 4198, and 12 grains 2400. with
87 grains Sierra bullet. (The reloader

is cautioned that these loads worked
well with the rifle I used; they mayor
may not work in your rifle, so be sure
to cut charges before starting.)

It looks as if the 87 grain bullet
should perform well to at least 200
yards. If so, this will be a most ex
cellent load. The lighter 60-grain
bullet is good, but the added weight
and better length-to-diameter ratio of
the 87 grain pill will make it better.

Winchester's factory load is now a
60 grain hollow point bullet. presumably
similar to the old .25-20 repeater bullet.
It should be very deadly on good-sized
varmints.

The Marlin .22 Jet rifle develops
3,000 fps in a 24-inch barrel with
factory ammunition. Accuracy is slight
ly more than minute of angle. which
should make the Jet an excellent mid
range varmint rifle.

When you consider that both the Jet
and .256 were developed as handgun
cartridges, and that both were around
for a year and a half before a rifle was
made for them. the whole situation is
a strange one. But we now have a pair
of rifles that appear to be excellent
performers. Neither detailed specifica
tions nor prices were available at press
time, but an "editorial guess" of around
$75 should be fairly close.

As We Go To Press: The .256 Magnum Is Here!

W HEN Winchester introduced their
.256 Magnum cartridge in April,

1961, there was no gun to handle it.
As announced, the .256 was a handgun
cartridge, and a powerful one. But the
first .256 gun to hit the marketplace is
going to be a Marlin rifle. Shooting one
of the pilot models indicates that it's
going to be quite a rifle.

Another .256 will appear very late in
the year • • • a Ruger handgun. How
ever. not even a pilot model has been
made available as we go to press. We'll
tell you about it later.

Meanwhile, in addition to the .256,
Marlin is also chambering the new rifle
in .22 Jet, giving you your choice of
.22 or .25 caliber.

Both the Jet and the .256'were de
veloped by necking down the .357 S&W
Magnum revolver cartridge. The Jet
was developed by Smith & Wesson and
Remington for the fine S&W Model 53
sixgun ••• a real powerhouse. Even so,
the Jet looks more like a rifle than a
handgun cartridge: and the .256, by
Winchester. looks even more so.

The .256 has been given up for dead
by many shooters and some writers.
But the .256 is here now, and many
shooters are going to be glad it is.
According to Winchester. the .256 with
its 60-grain bullet develops 2200 fps
muzzle velocity and 650 foot pounds of
muzzle energy from a special 8-inch
pressure test pistol barrel. According
to Marlin ballisticians, the cartridge
turns up 2830 fps in a 24-inch rifle
barrel.

Both the .256 and .22 Jet Marlin rifles
are made on the company's basic Model
57-Magnum "Ievermatic" actions. It was
necessary to re-design the breech bolt
to handle center fire cartridges. and
certain receiver modifications were
also made. Barrel and magazines, of
course, are different from those em
ployed for the .22 rimfire magnum.

The new rifle uses a Marlin Micro
Groove barrel. and accuracy is ex
cellent. With 4X Marlin scope (a high-

Owners of military conversions have
improved their accuracy up to 25 %
by equipping them with Lyman Re
ceiver Peep Sights.
At once your eye focuses on target
more naturally, more easily ••. the
image is sharper and cleaner. Mictro
metric click adjustments for elevation
and windage increase your accuracy
even more. Yet these fine Lyman
sights are inexpensive. For as little as
$10.00 you can select the Lyman Re
ceiver and Front Sight combination
that will help improve your accuracy
up to 25%.
Mail coupon today for 24 page FREE
illustrated catalog.

~Lyftlan

UP TO 25%
GREATER ACCURACY
from MILITARY
CONVERSIONS

9

r-··_·· __········~
• THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP., MIDDLEFIELD. CONN. DEPT. G'9-2 •

• NAME •

• ADDRESS I
• CITY STATE·
~.__..._..._----_.
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Model va Scope with Crosshair
Reticle and Weaver-Adjustable
Mount: $79.50

At lower powers, heavier
outer crosshairs enable eye
to pick up reticle quickly,
and square aperture brings
eye to center, or aiming
point. At higher powers,
fine crosshairs within aper
ture are used at extreme
ranges, or when aiming at
small targets. Multi-Range
Reticle is optional at
additional cost.

multi-range
reticle

2~-power

instant
power change

A ~ turn of the scope
eyepiece covers the full
power range. 2~X to
ax. without affecting
focus.

8-power

e "'2 W. R. Wea....r Compa..,

FREE! Sendfor
36-.,..., full-color c.taIlo..

The versatile va I.
a continuously variable-power scope,
for long or short range shooting -in
wooded or open country-at all kinds
of game. The Weaver va gives you a
true all-purpose hunting scope-plus
these fine features:

• The va is always in sharp focus at
any full or fractional power setting.

• va Multi-Range Reticle-for effective
aiming at high or low powers. No
target "blot-out" at any power.

• Power Change is fast, easy, positive.

• lO-element optical system with
coated lenses; best image quality at
all magnifications.

Weaver-Adjustable Mount with
quick, accurate micrometer click
adjustments for windage and eleva
tion.

Lenses hermetically sealed. All joints
compression·sealed with Neoprene
O·rings. Nitrogen filled.

Sold complete with Weaver·Adjustable
Mount, $79.50. No extras to buy. Mounts
made for most hlgh·power and .22 rifles.

versatility plus

With~
variable power 2¥2X 10 ax

,Nlime _

Address -'- _

City Zone__ State _

gun to the shoulder, moving the safety off
simultaneously, and then try to hit the wildly
bouncing can with four fast shots.

Shooting your big game rifle this way can
be fun, but it also can be frustrating when
you don't even get near the target with your
four shots. Ammo will disappear faster than
when punching paper targets, but at the end
of the summer, you can be a real moving
game shot with the help of the Targeteer.
Selling for $23.50, you can get yours in most
gunshops, and pick up some ammo while you
are there - the Targeteer is going to help
your game score, but you will need lots of
ammo!

More Hornady Bullets
Joyce Hornady has released his new 7 mm.

120 grain spire point bullet with secant ogive
two calibers long. This new design will re
place the current 120 grain spire point and
should become a favorite with varminters.

For the .45 ACP, Hornady now makes a
185 grain semi-wadcutter - and they do a
fine job on the range. A word of warning
might be in order while discussing the .45
caliber bullets. The .45 ACP has a diameter
of .452, the .45 Colt diameter is .454, while
the .45-70 bullets have a diameter of .458.
These bullets are not interchangeable!

With the increased popularity of the .264
Winchester Magnum, Joyce has moved for
ward in his bullet design. His latest bullet
and more and more of them will change to
the new shape from the previous spire points
-has a secant ogive spire point 21f2 calibers
long, and has a radius twice that of the tan
gent radius. This means improved ballistics
performance due to the longer and more
pointed nose of the bullet. In the field, this
form is expressed by improved retained ve
locity and energy at the longer ranges.

On paper at 100 and 200 yards, the groups
obtained with the new bullet did not mate
rially alter when the old-style pills were
used; groups in this case were meaningless

(Continued on page 63)

Target Launcher
The Targeteer is a power-actuated bev

erage can thrower that can provide a whale
of a lot of fun. Firing the can is done with
the help of a .22 short rim-fire blank, and
learning to handle the Targeteer is no trick.
Built solidly and for hard use, we took ours
to the range for some fun shooting. Beverage
cans had been filled with colored water, and
the effect of a load of #2 from our Model
12 blasted the fast-moving target in a most
satisfactory fashion. sing .22 rim-fire shot
shells in a revolver produced some spectacu
lar effects, and cans thrown on a steep slope
of our gravel pit-range gave us some fast
shooting, similar to moving game shots.
Starting with a rifle loaded and on safe, a
can was launched up the steep and very high
wall of the pit without warning_ Snap the
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,19 Texas Rangers; only

Back around the tail-end of the 1800's, a
lawman generally had three fixtures: badge,
moustache and Winchester.

Yet, in this rare photograph, we see a Texas
Ranger (he's fifth from the right) holding what
seems to be a Krag.

The other eighteen run true to form, braced
up by their model 1895's.

We asked an old':time Ranger about this
maverick. He said he's never even heard of a
real rifleman who didn't own a Winchester.

But maybe the local gun store had just plain

"run out." Or he lost it in a poker game. Or a
shady gent had "borrowed" his horse - with his
Winchester still in the saddle scabbard.

Obviously our man with the Krag is uneasy.
A man who has once owned a Winchester is
uncomfortable with anything else.

If a man couldn't buy a Winchester, he usu
ally got one-one way or another.

Some Indians would even trade a squaw for
a Winchester. Plenty of frontier cavalry up and
bought their own if they weren't issued; twenty
five dollars was a lot of cash to a trooper that got



18 Winchesters. "Why?

about fifty cents a day from the paymaster. Fact
is, a man neededa Winchester. It was a lot of rifle.

Things along these lines haven't changed
too much. Today's Winchesters are still a lot of
rifle. And a real outdoorsman still needs one.
Men have been known to own several.

True, you prob~bly can't trade your squaw
for one, but on the other hand, how long h,as it
been since somebody's stolen your horse?

In frontier times, Texas Rangers, Indians,
cowboys, horse soldiers, sod busters and dudes
liked Winchesters best for the same reasons men

who work a rifle hard today like them best.
A Winchester is tough. It's a hard, straight

shooter with Winchester or Western ammuni
tion. And it can take it rugged.

You don't own a Winchester? Why?

Reprints.
A limited edition of a specially printed reproduction
of this collector's item photograph is available for 25¢
for handling and mailing. You will also receive a free
1962 Winchester-Western catalog, showing the full
line of guns and ammunition. Write Winchester, Box
8006,New Haven 4, Conn. Win a $5,000 Winchester
.and other prizes.' Information and entry blanks at
your dealers now in states where contests are valid.

7VINCH£sr£A@~~
WlHCID.TBa·WW:II~ftH DIVISION Olin
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•
LIGHT HAS ALWAYS BEEN MAN'S

BEST FRIEND. MAY NOW BE HIS

BEST DEFENSE AGAINST ATTACK

THROUGH SPACE FROM WEAPONS

THAT COULD WRECK HIS WORLD

By LAIRD HARDING

I F THIS STORY BEGAN (as it very well
might) with the flat statement, "Death-ray

guns are here!" there would be one school of
readers who would sneer, "What are you giving
us? Science fiction?"-and another school who
would dash out to the nearest Army Surplus
store to buy a Buck Rogers Special.

You won't find any fast-draw ray guns for
sale in Army Surplus or elsewhere. But don't
let that sneer harden to such a point that it
can't be wiped off painlessly, either. What was
yesterday's science fiction, or even worse-fan
tasy fiction-is today's reality in many areas.
If you think ray guns are not reality, you just
haven't been reading the right journals.

And why not? Science didn't stop short when
it discovered the atom. A surprising lot of scien
tists are only indirectly interested in atoms, as
weapons. They have been searching quietly
(oh, so quietly!) for a weapon that would neu
tralize the atomic weapons. And it should make
your sleep tonight somewhat more peaceful to
know that there are scientists today ·'Who say
(still very quietly, but very confidently), "We
think we have found it." It is even reported
that some such weapons are already in opera
tion-not hip-holster models, but ·big stuff,
waiting for big targets.

GUNS • SEPTEMBER 1962

-Photos courtesy of Bell Telephone Laboratories & Hughes Aircraft.

Bell scientists at Murray Hill plant maintain telephone
contact with Holmdel during optical maser experiments.

tU'l\:;ltl>w
I--,.-

~r-~
Hughes ,Aircraft scientist demonstrates company's light
weight and highly portable laser that fires narrow and
brighter-than-sun beam of light with highest accuracy.
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WHEN TARGETS
FLY TOO FAST...

Ray weapon research and technology is centered on
counter measures against incoming hostile ICBMs. The
problem here is-speed. In the days of World War II, our
anti-aircraft weapons had somewhat the same edge on
enemy planes that a hunter has on a loping buck. The hunt
er's bullet, traveling at some 1,500 miles per hour (2200
feet per second) can catch the buck between jumps. Ack
ack had a similar advantage in speed over its aircraft
target. But when space-flying missiles boosted the target
speed to some 20,000 miles per hour, the advantage shifted.
How much do you lead a target flying ten to fifteen times
faster than your bullet?

But suppose you had a "bullet" traveling 186,000 miles
per second? That is the speed of light-the absolute ulti
mate in speed, so far as we now know-and light is the
"bullet" we are now using.

The military is playing its cards very close to its chest
on this subject, as they should. But let's get one thing
straight: this article does not spill any military secrets.
You can get the same information, from the same sources,
without ever even an introduction to a man in uniform.

Let's start at the corner drug store, yours or mine.
You're glancing through the 1962 "Information Please
Almanac," and you run across this under "Science in
1961": .

"Masers are typical of a branch of science-solid
state physics-that soared to a dizzy peak in 1961 ...
The maser ... has important, descendants, too. One of
them, the laser (light maser) generates a peculiar kind
of light whose waves are all exactly the same length and
march exactly in step. A beam of this peculiar light,

Tube, containing neon and helium, is essential part of
optical gas maser. System emanates a continuous stream
of coherent light that has a spread of less than one
minute of arc, shows up as a spot of light one foot in
diameter on wall a mile away. Masers have varied uses.

The invention of the new gas maser by Bell Labs' A. Javan was a "planned scientific discovery." All complex parts
were calculated in advance by occult mathematics, and the device performed as anticipated on first trial tests.
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Operation of gas maser depends on correct mixture of neon and helium gases to supply an active medium. The radio
frequency exciter supplies the medium with energy. The beam is built up by repeated passes between end plates.

Bell Lab's continuously operating ruby light maser has con
cave mirrors to intensify light pumping. Mercury arc light
is further concentrated to "buzz" the chrome atoms.

which scientists call 'coherent,' does not spread out and
dissipate like an ordinary searchlight beam, but keeps
its brightness for hundreds of miles .. "w

"The laser, which has several forms, has not been
perfected enough for practical use, but its inventors are
sure it will eventually revolutionize many kinds of sci·
ence ... There is some chance that "it can be made into
a sort of death ray to attack airplanes or missiles."
Interesting? I thought so. So I hotfooted it to the local
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library and started plowing through the magazines. After
a while, I discovered this in the February issue of "Dun's
Review" published by Dun & Bradstreet: "

"The optical laser is an electronic gadget with poten
tial uses in products as diverse as satellite communica
tions networks and Buck Rogers-type death rays ...
One laser product (a needle-thin light beam) is already
being used for delicate eye operations." The writer
quotes a doctor as saying, "The effect of the beam on eye
tissue is like cooking the white of an egg." He then
notes: "The ability of laser beams to cook tissue has
suggested to some scientists that they may be the basis
of a powerful 'death ray' that has long been in the
arsenal of science fiction writers."
Next, I visited several specialized research libraries and

ran across a market letter put out by a brokerage firm. In
a special issue devoted to the growth stock potential of the
laser-maser concerns it lists many and, identifying one in
particular, states: "Among the diverse scientific projects
on which the company is working are lasers, with particu
lar stress on the 'death ray' aspects. Reportedly, the com
pany is developing a weapon capable of beaming a million
degree ray 200 miles to atomize any enemy."

Finally, I found, in a technical library, published reports
by authoritative electronic industry spokesmen that in the
middle of the winter, the Office of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering formed an ad hoc optical maser
committee, composed of representatives from the DOD,
Institute for Defense Analysis, ARPA (Advanced Research
Projects Agency) and others. The committee was to report
to DOD's Advisory Group on (Continued on page 60)
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Unless you know what you are doing
and have the tools for the job, it
is best to leave revolvers alone.
Side-plate removal is accomplished
by tapping, not prying. Repairs of
handguns is a job for the experts.

DON'T
BE A

Gun
Butcher
SCREWDRIVERS THAT

DON'T FIT DO MORE HARM

THAN GOOD IN THE HANDS

OF UNSKILLED OWNERS

By BOB WALLACK

E VER SEE a fine gun in a rack and then discover that every
screw head is marred? Ever see a rifle or handgun with

scratches and gouges that were the result of some bungled attempt
to take the gun apart? More guns are ruined this way than in any
other fashion. At least they are ruined as far as original appear
ance and value is concerned.

It's far better never to take a gun apart, even if the gun is used
a lot, than to damage it by misuse. But I dare say not many of
you will be able to resist taking them apart now and again, for
one reason or another, if only because you love to handle them.
If so, here are some pointers.

The worst offender by far is the simple tool called a screwdriver.
Although they are very handy and indispensable tools around the
home, screwdrivers have wrecked as many screws as they have
driven. A gun nut can't ever have too many screwdrivers. He
should fit a screwdriver to a particular screw and then use it only
for that particular screw size and screwhead. Buy the best drivers
you can find; those tempered too soft or too brittle are useless.

Bolt-action rifles can be cared for easily and only bolt removal
is needed. Don't remove metal from wood unless gun gets drenched.
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Buy them slightly larger than you need, then file the blade
to fit a specific screw.

The most ornery screws to handle are those found on
good double shotguns. These have very thin, long slots and
since no drivers are made to fit them, you have to fit your
own. It takes quite a while to do a good job of fitting the
blade to these slots, but the effort is well worthwhile. In
the first place, such screws are extremely tight and only a
well-fitted blade will do the removal job. Anything but a
good fit will cause the blade to squirm out of the slot and
mark the screw head. Then you're through. Screws on top
grade shotguns just can't be replaced except at high cost,
and no amount of work will ever restore the damaged
screw to its original look. •

Incidentally, if you're buying a used gun, the screw
heads are a good place to look first! Sloppy slots mean
sloppy work on someone's part and indicate the likelihood
that some incompetent person has been tampering with the

Double shotguns usually have screws
with very thin, long slots. A filed
down screwdriver is essential, and
it must fit slot properly. This L. C.
Smith was ruined by screwdriver.

Author's OjU Merkel is an old gun
that has seen much use, but doesn't
show its age. Good care without a
screwdriver is the author's secret.

gun. There may be other damage, less visible but possibly
more important.

If you are fortunate enough to own a good double gun
and a double is the most difficult gun to work with for the
non-professional-do not try to take it apart yourself unless
you are competent. It shouldn't be necessary to take the
gun apart more than once a year-after hunting season.
Then, if you don't think you can handle the job-and if
you have any doubts, the answer should be negative-take
it to a good gunsmith and let him handle the periodic over
haul jobs. Note that I said a "good" gunsmith. Good ones
are few and far between, and a gun butcher will ruin the
gun quicker than you will, so be choosy.

As a matter of fact, unless your guns get a good dousing,
it's wise to follow the once-a-year disassembly routine.
That's often enough under the usual circumstances. Careful
cleaning, proper oiling, and careful reassembly will keep
things in working shape. My own (Continued on page 44)

Dents like this in the wood may be
unavoidable in rough field usage.
Remove finish, then steam out the
dent. Refinish the repaired spots.
If you have done a neat job, it
will be hard to see damaged area.
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After a start long before dawn and a busy morning in the blind, a
warm lunch is just the ticket. Here John Popowski waits for chow.

By BERT POPOWSKIMf 0
THE

ORA f
THE MOST UNPOPULAR MAN in any wild-fowling

area is the sky-buster-the hunter who persistently
shoots at birds beyond the sure-killing range of his gun.
Even the best shotgunners produce a percentage of un
avoidable hit-but-not-bagged birds; neither guns, gunners,
nor shot patterns are perfect. But to cripple deliberately by
shooting beyond the capability of the gun and/or the
gunner is a moral crime no sportsman will commit.

But sometimes the temptation is very great. When flight
after flight of luscious mallards wing over just ten, fifteen,
or twenty yards outside your reach, you begin to feel that
virtue as its own reward is a bit below the union wage
scale. Are you going to get yourself a duck dinner, or must
you just sit and mutter in your beard?

"Red" Watt and my son, John, and I got into just such a
situation on a mallard hunt along the PI"atte River flood
water dikes east of Omaha. A 70-mile stretch of river there
is a game refuge, and don't think the ducks don't know it.
They'd feed in the cornfields and, just about legal shooting
time in the morning, they'd start filtering back in scattered
flocks, hitting terminal velocity as they passed above us,
then slanting down contentedly into the sanctuary. It was
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sporty and exacting shooting. Weather had a distinct bear.
ing on how high they flew; some mornings with little wind,
they flew high, hopelessly out of shotgun range. But if the
day was rough at dawn, we could usually depend on some
flocks trying to substitute speed for altitude in getting past
the gun gantlet.

This was a rough enough day, all right, but the mallards
had been shot at on other days and were gun-shy. Some
flocks were much too high, others were just at or just
beyond the outside reach of our patterns, none were down
where we could be really sure of clean kills. It was frustrat
ing. John was some distance above us, and we'd seen him
drop a couple of birds, but Red and I were unhappy.

Red turned to me and offered a solution. "Bert, what if
we both shot together, at the same drake? Wouldn't the
doubled density of the shot pattern, plus double shock,
make up for that extra yardage?"

Every wingshot has seen cases where hunters doubled on
the same bird, bringing him down as if struck by lightning.
Now Red was proposing that we do it deliberately.

"No harm in trying," I decided. "Next flock that comes
through at what seems to be (Continued on page 56)
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John inspects Zulu warrior s spear
point during hunt in South Africa.

By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS

Shooting for Tanganyika Game Control,

using guns and loads of his

own design and make,

John Suhmiller has earned

respect of pro hunters.

At 70, he will go to Africa

again this year

Buhmiller ki lied a
55" kudu during '59.

THIS MAN HAS. KILLED

"••• this big cow was caught in the open. The .375 I'm holding is scoped, but I use open sights in the brush."
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Ivory (top) is the result of first day's
1959 hunt. Tusker, right, was one of four
killed near maize field. Man on left is a
farmer who came visiting, carrying a gun.

164 ELEPHANTS • • •
I F I WERE CALLED UPO to name the most remarkable

hunter in the United States today, my vote would go to
a man better known as a maker of rifle barrels than as a game
shot - to John Buhmiller, of Kalispell, Montana. No other
American has 'equalled Buhrniller's life-time record of 164
elephants. Of these, 154 tuskers (not to mention 35 buffalo
and 15 rhino) were killed after John was 63 years old-a time
of life when m~st shooting men are content to relax in a
rocking chair with their memories.

Seven years ago, at the age of 63, Buhmiller closed up his
shop and set out for Africa. He landed at Nairobi and moved
south into Tanganyika, coming finally into the Manyara dis
trict, where he met an Englishman named G. C. Thorn.
Elephants were giving farmer Thorn a lot of trouble; they were
eating him right out of business. Buhmiller had laid down
490 good U. S. dollars for two tusker licenses (all that they
allow in one year), but Thorn needed help, so John went out
and busted the first two bull elephants he encountered. This
frightened the pachyderms out of Thorn's field for maybe as
much as four days.

"Why don't you get the game department to send some
control hunters here to shoot some of these beasts and save
your crops?" Buhmiller asked.

"I've tried. Their hunters are all busy elsewhere," Thorn
answered.

"Tell you what I'll do," Buhmiller offered. "You go see the
boss game warden and tell him I'll stay here a couple of months
and shoot enough elephants to drive them out of your fields
and those of your neighbors."

Since then, John Buhmiller has made three more trips to
Africa, staying from two to three months each time and hunt·
ing as an unpaid member of the Tanganyika Game Depart
ment. All ivory goes to the department; Buhmiller gets nothing
except the excitement.

Now, hunting elephant is hard, dirty, dangerous work. Buh·
miller makes little of his adventures but, as an elephant hunter
with a trifling score of seven tuskers, (Continued on page 45)
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Buhmiller met fabled Karamojo Bell's former gun
bearer who joined safari as a Lumbwa youngster.

Small South African buck was shot by Buhmiller.
East African dik-dik is much smaller than this.
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Club started with a membership of eight in 1955, has grown steadily ever
since. All boys between the ages of 12 and 17 years are eligible to join.

-Junior Rifle Clubs ...
ACTION-NOT WORDS

By ROBERT DYMENT

30

Sheriff J. Howell Flournoy of
Caddo Parish, Shreveport, Lou
isiana, founded the rifle club.
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IN SHREVEPORT. AS IN EVERY CITY THAT HAS TRIED THEM.

POLICE SHOOTING PROGRAMS FOR KIDS REDUCE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

"JUVENILE delinquency can also be called adult delin-
quency. We all know that for a fact. Whenever you

see a boy or girl who has gone wrong, you may be sure
that some adult associated with him or her has gone wrong
first. Our boys and girls learn to be bad from or because of
our adults, just as they learn to be good from or because
of those who lead them.

"Therefore, I believe that one of the biggest and most
important jobs of law enforcement agencies is the work of
wInning the citizens, particularly the young citizens, to the
side of law and order.

"And the t~aching of respect for law enforcement for
our youth is not altogether a responsibility of parents. It's
a duty and responsibility of the law enforcement officer
himself."

So says J. Howell Flournoy, Sheriff of Caddo Parish,
Shreveport, Louisiana, who practices what he preaches.
Realizing that active young minds and bodies require
"action" in addition to knowledge obtained through talks
and lectures, Flournoy, in cooperation with the Caddo Rifle
and Pistol Club, organized and sponsored a Junior Rifle
Club for boys 12 to 17 years of age-a junior rifle club
that is considered one of the best in the country, and one
that has helped reduce juvenile delinquency in the area.

"Just talk isn't enough. Boys and girls are more im
pressed by what they do and see than by what they hear.
Therefore, I have .made it a policy to show young people
through our Sheriff's Headquarters before they join the
Junior Rifle Club. I show them how we reload cartridges
for range practice. I show them our armory with its riot
guns, machine guns, and tear gas equipment, and explain
how it is all used."

The purpose of the Junior Rifle Club is to teach good
citizenship, respect for the law, and how to handle and use
firearms safely for sport and pleasure. Accredited and ap
proved N.R.A. instructors supervise and instruct all classes

of shooters, from the beginners to those who have com
pleted the prescribed course in shooting.

Tournaments are held, with trophies and medals such as
Sharpshooter, Bar Awards, Distinguished Rifleman, Expert
Rifleman, Marksman, and others going to winners of the
meets.

Near the end of the summer, the Sheriff Flournoy Award
Tournament is held. The entire membership of the Junior

.Rifle Club participates, and shooters are divided into three
classifications--beginners, sharpshooters, and marksmen.
In addition to sunshine and exercise, the incentive of
rifle training keeps the boys (Continued on page 48)

Sheriff Flournoy enjoys handing out the trophies and
medals to the youngsters who strive hard for awards.

Caddo Rifle and Pistol Club is the home of the junior riflemen programs. Active interest of club members made Sheriff
Flournoy's hopes and dreams come true, made the junior club one of the outstanding clubs of its kind in the country.
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LACK OF AMMO RELEGATES

MANY FINE GUNS TO WALL

HANGERS. HANDLOADS CAN

PUT THOSE GUNS TO WORK

These top-break Webley Mark VI revolvers
were originally chambered for the .455.
are now converted to accept the .45 ACP.

"AFINE English handgun-but no am-
munition." It's an old story familiar

to a lot of Americans. Webley, Adams, Lan
caster, Tranter, Kerr-the very names sug
gest the bygone Victorian era, with its gas
lights and hansom cabs, Scotland Yard, the
Bengal Lancers, Kipling, and Conan Doyle.
But the guns are silent, for the most part.
There is no ammunition for them.

This is a problem with numerous old guns.
Many collectors are not satisfied to leave
their guns hanging on the wall, silent in their
memories, gathering dust. They long to hear
these old guns speak again. Others have pur
chased surplus Webley and Enfield revolvers
at bargain prices, and they too would like to
shoot the guns. Well, it's a bit of a problem,
but-it can be done.

By far the most commonly encountered
chambering is the .455 caliber. The cartridge
was used by the British army from 1892
through and beyond World War II. It was
also used extensively for target shooting in
England, though recently it has been dis
placed by the .38 S&W revolver, the 7.65 mm
and 9 mm Parabellum automatic pistol.

The .455 cartridge is accurate and quite
adequate for self defense., It throws a heavier
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slug than our .45 automatic, though at a
lower velocity and with less energy.

The original service round was the Mark
II type, with a charge of 18 grains of black
powder behind a 265 grain lead bullet. Veloc.
ity was about 700 fps, with a muzzle energy
of 289 foot pounds. According to British
manuals, this round is to be used for target
practice only, since rules of war prohibit use
of lead bullets.

The Mark II was replaced by the Mark V}
in British service. It used a charge of 6.5
grains of chopped cordite to fire a 265 grain
nickel jacketed bullet at 600 fps, with a muz
zle energy of 210 foot pounds. Both types
of service ammunition use a balloon head
case, and a corrosive primer of the Berdan
type.

The .455 caliber revolver cartridge is
known variously as .455 Webley, .455 Re
volver, and .455 Eley. There is also a .455
Colt which differs from the .455 Webley in
that it has a longer case. Lyman lists the .455
Webley case length as .750 inch, the .455
Colt as .885 inch. This longer .455 Colt car·
tridge was probably intended for Colt "New
Service" .455's made for England.

Surplus .455 ammunition is available from
Winfield Arms of Los Angeles, Hunters
Lodge, and others. Price at last word was
around $7.50 per 100.rounds, express collect.
This, in most cases, (Continued on page 50)

Forehand & Wadsworth "British Bulldog" chambered
.32S&W, .38S&W••44 Webley, was copy of Webley.
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Webley Mark VI .455 revolver was
the official sidearm of the army
and ammo had corrosive primers.

The British government purchased
many Colt New Service revolvers
chambered for the .455 Colt load.
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By LOUIS WILLIAM STEINWEDEL

Standard Ferguson action above. Gun at left is fancy
officer's model with bayonet that can be extended or
retracted in groove on the under side of the barrel.

measure of rapid fire-as much as five or
six shots a minute-but it played havoc
with accuracy. If any aimed-for target
was ever hit beyond 80 yards, it was
purely accidental, and much closer ob
jects usually enjoyed a fair d~gree of
safety from the flaming fangs of Bess.
Apparently, traditional British understate
ment was not at work when the claim was
made that the Brown Bess could make an
efficient showing on a "deer sized" target
at a range of 360 feet. The size of the
deer was not mentioned.

It is one of the oddest ironies of his
tory that, although the scarce but vocifer
ous American long rifle struck dire fear
into the hearts of the musket-armed
troops of King George, the British pos
sessed at this time a gun remarkably
superior to even the Kentucky. Histor
ians tell us that if only 10,000 of these
guns had been issued to English troops,
the American revolution would probably
be considered as an obscure incident in
the history of "British North ~merica."

This seemingly "magic gun" was the
brain child of Patrick Ferguson, cham
pion sharpshooter of the sprawling Brit
ish Empire and officer in His Majesty
Service at the amazing age of fifteen.

Anticipating history by three quarters
of a century, Ferguson had miraculously
perfected an ingenious breechloading
flintlock with a rifled barrel that delivered
astounding power and accuracy at an
amazing range of 200 yards! In opera
tion, the Ferguson gun-undoubtedly the
most advanced firearm of its day-was a
paragon of simplicity. The breech was
closed by means of a spiral screw plug
which was raised and lowered to allow
for breechloading by means of a small
handle formed into the brass trigger
guard. To load, the shooter pushed the
trigger guard one half turn to the right,
dropped the ball into the opening on the
top of the barrel, added a measure of
powder, and snapped the trigger guard
into its original position. After routine
priming of the flintlock, the gun was
ready to fire, allegedly at the fantastic
speed of eight times a minute in standing
position, four or five times a minute
while advancing.

Fired by his white-hot passion against
the rebellious colonists, Ferguson waged
an unrelenting campaign of his own with
the War Office for adoption of his pro
gressive weapon. Eventually, he was re
warded with a modest measure of success
when he and 200 of his guns were
hustled off across the Atlantic to "have
at the rebels." In 1777, Ferguson blasted
an impressive trail across the Northeast
and, two years (Continued on page 42)

part 2

D URING THE reign of Queen Anne,
British gunmakers had devised a

simple, yet sturdy service musket with a
long, acid-pickled brown barrel that soon
came to be known to friend and foe alike
as "Brown Bess." This gun continued to
be the regulation long arm of the British
army from about 1703 to almost the mid
nineteenth century. Through this amaz
ingly long era of almost a century and a
half, eight million "Brown Besses" were
made and it is estimated that about 100,
000 are still in use by primitive peoples
from the Amazon to Zanzibar.

The Bess was a .76 caliber, smooth
bore, flintlock, fully stocked musket of
rather awkward and unimpressive lines,
a little over five feet long, and weighing

." 10 pounds. Ordinarily, a .71 caliber
round ball was dropped in at the muzzle,
requiring ramming only after the barrel
had been fouled with black powder resi
due. This loosely fitting, easily loaded
hall allowed the Brown Bess a certain

TIB
DUNS THAT
rOUDIT OUR
COLONIAL , ARS
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1HE OLD • 1HE NEW • 1HE UNUSUAL

By WALTER H. CRAIG

NEW OR OLD. THIS HOBBS PISTOL PUZZLES

STUDENTS OF ARMS DEVELOPMENT

GUN sr AN
UNKNOWN MAKSI

Intrinsic and collector's value of gun is considerable, although
cash value is probably not very high. Gun was added to author's
collection because of its interesting and novel design features.

BEING A pistol collector, I am always looking for new
specimens to add to my ever-growing number of guns.

When the E. T. Hobbs pistol was offered to me last year,
I was intrigued enough by it to acquire the gun.

Marked E. T. Hobbs on the right side of the brass frame,
the gun also shows the number "1" on the same side, and
the letter "D" is stamped into the brass behind the hammer
screw. The left side of the frame only shows the marking
22. It is assumed that this denotes the c~Jiber, especially
since the steel barrel mikes .22. Despite a thorough search
of my gun library and the patent office, I learned nothing
about either the gun or its maker. Circulating what scanty
information I had to collectors and GUNS Magazine, a few
bits and pieces of additional information were discovered.

Through these channels, I have had several reports that
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other E. T. Hobbs guns were found, and it appears that
all of these guns-a total of three-show minor and major
design variations, although the craftsmanship is obviously
identical on all guns. The gun in my possession is probably
one of a kind, and it appears likely that it is the first one
built by Hobbs. Recently, I have learned that an E. T.
Hobbs III gun is owned by a collector in Indiana, and that
in the same town a photograph of yet another Hobbs gun
is known to exist. Collectors who have seen and studied
the gun agree that it is original in design and concept.

Even if the gun is of recent date and the product of a
hobby gunsmith, the pistol continues to fascinate me and
it holds a place of honor in my collection. And every once
in a while I wonder who E. T. Hobbs is or was,
where he worked, and how many guns he built. ~
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NEW 225 YARD VARMINTER:
The~22 Sabre

By CHRISTIAN H. HELBIG
Experimental Ballistics Associates
Scotch Plains, New Jersey

Here are the steps, excepting neck annealing, needed to make
.357 Magnum brass into .22 Sabre. Job is easy, case life good.

VARMINT hunters in my area have been looking for
a cartridge that would be effective up to 225 yards,

would not be too noisy in the settled farmland where we
hunt, and that would show less barrel erosion than the
.220 Swift and similar 4,000 fps cartridges. In addition
to these prerequisites, the cartridge would have to be
highly accurate and should be suitable for single shot

actions. The new .22 Sabre meets these specifications.
When the search for the new cartridge design began, it

was kept in mind that certain case designs are claimed
to be inherently more accurate than others, although steep
shouldered cases in general have not established the accu
racy records their inventors would have liked to achieve.
The two most popular short-range varmint cartridges are

After forming, case length is checked for 1.290", and inside neck
is chamfered slightly. Bullet seating depth is not very critical.

HOW A WILDCAT
CARTRIDGE IS DESIGNED

Existing loading dies can be used with a
slight alteration, forming dies were made.
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the .22 K·Hornet and the .218 Bee. When loaded to max·
imum pressure levels, they drive the 45 grain bullet at
3,000 fps and the 50 grain pill at 2,800 fps. This limits
most hunting shots to about 175 yards.

I realize that many handloaders claim higher velocities.
I have no doubt that they achieve them, but only at the
expense of excessive pressures and shortened case life. Ed
Yard and I have chronographed a complete series of test
loads on the standard Hornet and the K-Hornet, but found
that published data claiming 2,900 fps with the 50 grain
bullet could not be duplicated without blown primers and
loose pockets. One of my own K-Hornet rifles gives me
2,940 fps, but with the 40 grain bullet-and this with a
max load that supposedly gives 3,100 fps! A good many
loads listed for the K.Hornet, the Bee, 'and the R-2 Lovell
fall far short of claimed velocities and when these can be
attained, it is only with excessive pressures.

The next varmint cartridge.. that can be considered is
the .219 Zipper, driving a 50 grain slug at 3,500 fps.
Although a fine cartridge, the noise factor precluded its
use in our hunting area. After looking over the available
cartridges, I decided that I wanted something that was
between the K·Hornet and the Zipper, a cartridge that
would deliver about 3,000 fps with a 50 grain spitzer
bullet. Most impgrtantly, the new cartridge would have
to have moderate pressures for the sake of case life. Weight
increase of a bullet fJ;om 45 grains to 50 grains is only
11 per cent, but when a 50 grain spitzer bullet is used,
the higher sectional density and ballistic coefficient affect
remaining velocity at 225 yards-helps flatten trajectory.

In the course of looking for the ideal cartridge, I exam
ined a number of available cartridges and wildcats. The
Mashburn Bee, for instance, has a 25 per cent greater case
capacity than the K-Hornet, but velocities of 3,000 fps
with a 50 grain pill result in borderline pressures. The R·2
Lovell met ballistic specifications, but cases are extremely
difficult to find. Shortening the Zipper case was considered
briefly, but the work involved and the anticipated case life
made this idea impractical. The .351 W.S.L. case was con·
sidered, but the semi-rimmed construction ruled it out.
The .44 Special case would require extensive forming
operations and the large body diameter would also create
a very high backthrust against (Continued on page 52)

WANTED: A LOAD WITH

BEST ACCURACY. LEAST NOISE. AND A

MINIMUM OF BARREL EROSION

•
Meticulous attention to all handloading operations
pays dividends when it comes to grouping. Author's
.22 Sabre consistently gave minute of angle or even
better groups with wide variety of powders. bullets,

.22 SABRE CHAMBER

.254"r·224
"

.375"
.380"

All loads were first checked for excessive pressures,
then for accuracy, velocity. No hot loads were used.
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WORLD'S LARGEST COLLECTION OFo AMERICA'S GREATEST

i SHOOTERS' BARGAINS
SELECT FAVORITES! SHAMROCK ENFIELDS!

PRICESPISTOL

M95 MAUSER SPORTER!

CAL••30-06

ENFIELD NO. 1 MK III I

SPORTER SPECIALS!
mID M91 MAUSER MANNLlCHER CARBINEI
Cal. 7.6SMM

U.S. MODEL 1917 ENFIELDI

/I. sl.lperb, custom, lightweight MauseJ'

The special MH~p~l;.:-efs~)K~uJt~~~~I~*~Zl~l~~e~a~~~fi;i ONLY
the thil'd safely lUJt) converted to SPOrtCI' speciJica.

lions at one-fourth the SpOl'ler price, Rille guaranteed in vel'\' $2795 'good condition and !itock refinishing second to none, An
GCl'man manufactured and all with all milled parts. Complete With adjust
able I'C81' ~ight. turned down bolt, sporter type sling swivels-to ment,ion but

~i;~~~tOfpr\~dO1::~~a~~~~fa.lfe:~:;:'ieSrsran.fhg f v~~~icte:[efJ:°'&efO~:i~ °l~a~~~ •

The pel'fect sleek, trim fast-handling little car
l>ine thaL will set the desi~·n ~l3:ndal'ds for decvdcs
LO come, AND IN MJ\NNLICHEH STYLE-uSUlll.\"

~~rossly more expensive, Even Fel'dinand Hitter von l\'Iann'.
Hchel' would jump in I>.iU'oxYSl1lS of dcolig-ht, All in very '~('od

?F ' ~t,ter condition with all milled, parts and matchin~ numbers.
I111s uuly must be seen to be apPI'c<:,ulled. Carbine desi:;n at its best.

LOWEST

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

$1695!

u. s. SPRINGFIELDSI

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVI

A REAL professional custom conver·

sion performed by the world-famous $'2495'Cogswell & Harrison In)nmakers of
London. COMPLETELY refinished and re·blucd with
~porler ramp front sight, shng swivels and black fore- •
rod tip. Yours now only 524.95. The lJcst doUar for
dollar bl-\" .'\'\f),VREREl In!':ist on this conversion onlv.

ONLY

. rn~~ °J~~K~en~~~'ln~~'n O~\~; $2495'market. Insist on an oriR'lnal while they still la!';t
and in R'ood condition. BEWARE of the fake, crude

COpifOS floatlnR' around these days. Be !':ure of the best. order now. •

Still another Ye Old lhmter spec~ ~OW ONLY
~~~:~~~t~~~~ICc?-~r~s t~n'~H~oE~51~E $3495!M40 MODEL. and at a IlI'ice so LOW

u',at Niklta one! All g'ood or much beller /some vel'y
,:ruod select ~pecllnen only $5 00 more) and complete With <:Ictachable
ma~azme nnd two Oll::nnal lake down lools, The lowest-pl'll'ed hig'h
ounlitv rt""j-llu'n C'\'el'~ A prize \\'estern purchase l'cadY for your order.

ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLEI

The late model 1911 (not to be confused with
the old Model 1889 models advertised else·

where) in good condition. tiome "el'y g'ood only $:3.00
the wa tc~~~;~ol~afl,q~~I~t~.I'i~e,.t?-~mSeii tZacl~2~~~tew~~de &~~Ci(~ilo~O~~
semi-automatic) with its straight pull bolt, (Swiss 7.5 Soft Point
ammunition only f;1.4;; PCI'20 rcls,\ Original baYon<'l~ fllllv;:';l,$l;'),

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES I

Famous 1\1195 Dutch Mannltcher system In the
unique JUIl,:rle Cal'blne version. Complete with $1295 ,

special combination compensalor and a flash hider, RE'-
bored and rechambered to Caliber .303 British In the

early 1950's With exotic receiver ring markings depicting the Indonesian •

~~.~ ~~3sd;~fy°J2~~~I~n~~~i. ~lrrnei~P~n~l~l~n~r¥~~h,,<§~~i~f t1~gii~~P,t;~

M95 ROYAL DUTCH MANNLlCHER JUNGLE CARBINE I
Cal. .303 British

== CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTERI

IMPORTANT-SALES INFORMATION-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: All guns and ammo shipped RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shipping charges
collect) "trom Alexandria,' Va. or Culver City, Calitornia. WESTERNERS! Save transportation costs-order direct from Ye Old Western
Hunter. Service that now spans a continent! (In the heart of the Golden State.) California residents include 4% State Sales Tax on
Culver City shipments. Send check or Money Order.. DO NOT .SENO CASH. Sorry no COD's. Regret we are unable to accept any "All
Heart" 'Sale order less than $5.00. "Money'S Worth or Money Back" guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days after
receipt. Ye Old Hunter will not answer acrimonious letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales limited to continental United States!
Special sale prices, above,. are good for month of publication onlyl CANADIAN BUYERS: Write" direct to' our Canadian Distributor,
Albion Arms, P.!!. Box- 628, Petersboro, Ontari.o. Free Canadian Hunters Lodge catalog and price list. America's Greatest Bareains!

"SUMMER WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE!
Make your vacation complete! Pay for it many times over with special
lot bargains too fantastic to even advertise. Visit our stupendous ware
houses in Alexandria-only a few hours out of your way if you plan
your trip correctly. Convoys from the For and Middle East still unloading
odd lots of exotic material. Also, virtually untapped warehouses now
yielding the greatest weapon surprises ever. Don't delay another second
save time and plan your vacation en route to Alexandria-The Gun Capitol
of the World! - The international mecca of all successful'firearm dealers!

SMITH .. WESSON
.38 SPECIALSI

The ultimate in
~a~dl~l:Aai:';
prJcel Genuine Smith &
\Vessol1 Revolvers eom
pletely refinished and
converted to .38 Special
by the famous London ONLY
firm of Cogswell & Har- $
rIson. 31/2" barrel with 39 95 '
~~~a *~tir~t ;~fps~~~: •
pletely factory reblued.

SMITH .. WESSON
.38 SPECIALS!

WEBLEY .. SCOTT
REVOLVERS!
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ONLY

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on y~r official
busincss letterhead for new sensational discount
list!i. Visit HUNTERS LOOGE or YE OLD WEST
ERN HUNTER durin') wccf~days for greatest
De.;;lcr bargains EVER. Also many choice unad~

vcdis('d items! America'"" Biggest Gun Hous~!

MAUSERl98K

EAST!MIDDLE

GERMANII

FROM THE

WARWORLD

MAUSERS

soo<,,8

Too fantastic to believe? Certainly, from anyone BUT Ye Old Hunter-the only fron
tiersman left in the arms business. The pride of Rommel's legions-Secret World War
II cache of Afrika Korps Mausers discovered at last - not far from the spot where
the "Desert Fox" directed his last futile campaign. A Middle East mystery solved at
last only with the help of a friendly potentate who prefers Ye Old Hunter above all
other hunters. The very latest in the YE OLD HUNTER series of FAMED MAUSERS!

AFRIKA·KORPS

World War II's greatest!.The very latest of the famed Model 98 Mauser
-the rifle often copied but never equalled. A complete, shooting rifle

in the devastating 8MM Caliber at LESS than the price of a 98 Mauser Action
ALONE. ALL are World War II type, with 24" barrel. Some with milled type

Trigger Guards ONLY $2.00 more. ALL carefully stored-NONE with sun-bleached stocks or remnants
of desert sand. INSIST on a Mauser with a historical past-INSIST on a combat ready Mauser-BE

WARE of the reject "home-guard" type monstrosities which others may attempt to "out fox" you with. Order
today and let your imagination glow in t!).e glory that was once Rommel's. There never has been or ever will be
another shipment like this-there never has been or eve r will be another BARGAIN like this. Be sure and take

advantage of our top-grade 8MM Ammunition at the ultra bargain price of only $4.00 per 100 rounds. PAY FOR YOUR RIFLE WITH
THIS BARGAIN AMMUNITION. Remember-the more you buy-the more you save! Hurry your order-less than 50,000 unsold!

, (Ammo in..

'.rhe LOW PflCtl bar
rier broken at last.
'fhe. absolutel:inest
ever in workmanship
and on a J\huser to
boot. This really must
be seen to be apvrcci
ated""":"ask the Illan
\\'ho owns one! NO\V
~t .this re~llced price.
It IS the nfle st.eal or
all tiIlle without ex
ception. A II in VI<;H. Y

0000 or hetter CUIl
ditioll. Some abso
lutely KXCI':L1JI';NT
or nF.TTEH condo
only M.OO additional
Plenty of 7.6;'):'\1)'1
military a III III II lIi
tif,n in ~t.ork onl\'
$6.00 per 100 and
~oft point only
$R.4:') ner 20 rounds,
~I';\V Bayonets with
Scabbards $1.95!

GERMAN MADE
ARGENTINE
MAUSERS!
Cal. 7.6SMM

(Ammo in Stock)

ONLY

Cal. 7MM
(Ammo in Stock)

:!l'li'rom Guat.emala, a
stUJ)endOllS shiplnent
of the world famous,
ultra rare, B H. r\ 0
VZ 24 :M98 iVllluser
\V i t h the heautiful
GU8.temalan Quetz;al
"FUJl:EDO?I BInD"
Heceiver Crest - and
in the ever - popular
iJ\Dt Cali her. The ul
timate l'Hauscr desired
hy EVRHYOI\E
there were relaU\'ely
few 98 ~lallSers made
in the 7l\"IM Caliber,
All milled pans, In
good or better condi

tion only $29.9:5-
, a few in select £'on
l dltion 0 n I y $;;.00

j more. G e n \I 1 n e
':'\'Iallser flR Rayonets
with srahhar{ls
¢:R.fl;,). Order yours
!oclay from this ad!

VI-24
'FREEDOM BIRD'
M~8 MAUSERS!

ONLY

$2795!

A trim, light (Only 8
Ibs.) fast - handling
genuine small ring D8
:.\Iausef in the potent
8MMcaliber. The per
feet rifle for target or
field and one of the
few Mausers with the
sporter type, straight
taper 24" harrel. AI!
milled parts and
turned down bolt han
dle. Each rifle has
heE"n fully ARSEK
AL reconditioned and
comes corpplete with

arsellal tar~et. A
rare opportunity fhat
YOli ran III affor,1
to pass I1P and
at an unprecedented
low price. J..tess than
thirty thousand left
so don't he caught
short, Be sure to
nlace order toda~.. !

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)

ONLY

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)•A specIal, exclush'e

deal with the Shah!
Your choice of the fa
mous B It N 0 \'Z24
with either original
B R N 0 markings or
those with the beauti
ful, rare P E HSIAK
SU.K LIOX crest. The
):Iauser !IS without a
peer as any real gun
smith w i I I confirm.
Smooth, with unequal
ed machining and in
totally good condition.
One of the finest finds

of all times-don't
Jo~e Ollt on this
slmerhargr.in! 8:\'[:,\1
M.e. amlllo $4.00

- RportinA" am-
munition 0 n I Y
$:'). flO per 40 rds.
Origina.l ~f98
"Tlayonetll a n I y
$:1.9fi complete
wit h scahhards!

ONLY

WHAT A FIND! The
ultimate, ultiuune. ul
timate .Mauser 98
Carbine at 311 ullprec
edented low price. The
strongest. yet trimmest
carbine ever arailahle
-forerunner of VZ33
and almost Identical
to the famed G3:J/40
Mauser. In top shoot
ing shape and in A"ood
or better condition,
complete with PEH-

SIAl' SI;1' LIO'.;
CREST A1'D lSt,4·,
harrel. S O.){ E
RllA:'<D NEW IN
ORIGINAL FAC
TOR Y CONDI
TIO, O,LY $15.00
ADDITIONAl... AN

T,I'IlF,DI;rlT,E
OPPORTU1'ITY!
Ba:... onets \\' i t h
scahhards $3.!lfi!

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)

@lID

AMMUNITION SPECIALS , ,
• •

, Minimum order (except SoH,Point) 100 rounds. All p.rices below (except Soft
• Point) per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

.$5.00
............$9.95

7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.).... . $ 4.95 llMM Mannlicher (M.C.)
7.62MM Russian (M.C.) $ 6.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.)
7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) $ 6.00 SOFT POINT CARTRIDGES
.30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) .. $ 6.00
.30-06 Blanks . $ :.gg 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) $3.45
.30-40 Krag (M.C.) ..$. 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) $5.90
.303 British Military (M.C.) . $ 7.50 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) $3.45
.303 British Blanks $ :.00 7.35 Ita~ian Soft Point (20 rds.) $3.45
8MM German Mauser Issue .. $ ••00 7.5 SWISS Soft Pomt (20 rds.) $4.45
8MM Lebel (M.C.) ...$ 6.00 7.62 Russian Soft Point (45 rds.) $6.65

............$6.00 8x56 R Mannlicher .. $ 4.00 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) $3.45
. $6.00 .42 Colt Berdan Rifle (M.C.)* $10.00 .303 British Soft Point (20 rds.) $3.45

...$5.00 .43 (llMM) Remington (M.C.)* $ 5.00 8MM Mauser Soft Point (40 rds.) $5.90
(Those few with ast~isk (*) above are partially shootable but fully componentable.)

PISTOL CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (Pistol) (M.C.) ...$5.00
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) $5.00
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) $4.00
9MM Luger (Parabellum) (M.C.) $4.00
9MM Luger (New, Non-Corrosive) $6.00
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) $4.00
.465 Webley $7.50

RIFLE CARTRIDGES
6.5 Mannlicher (M.C.) ..
7MM Mauser (M.C.) .
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) ...



A GAUGE THAT IS NEEDED?

TO CONFUSION. ARE WE IGNORING

I T'S A JOLT in more ways than one when you face the prospect of giving up
a sport you have enjoyed for many years-and that's what I faced two years

ago about shotgun shooting. It hurt my pride to admit it, and it wrecked my
plans for a lot of gun fun in the future, but the simple fact was-I had become
allergic to recoil!

I wasn't as old as hundreds of men who can shoot full-choked 12's all day
without flinching; I was only 52. III health had dropped my weight by some 20
pounds, leaving me less well padded than some-but no bonier than others. My
shotgun "form" may not be perfect, but I'd shot thousands of shotshells through
a goodly number of guns in years past, with nary a quiver. So why, now, was I
consistently suffering severe headaches after shooting less than a box of shells
through a well-fitted 16, with recoil pad added?

I didn't know why then, and nobody could tell me, neither the medics nor the
gun experts. I don't know why now. But I found an answer-an answer that has
put me back in the game fields when the ducks and the doves and the quail are
flying. And, to me, that's all that matters.

The answer came the hard way, by trial and error. First, I tried one of the
several muzzle brake-choke-compensator devices. The ads said it would reduce
the recoil, and it did that: the trouble was, it didn't reduce the headaches. Don't
ask me why; it just didn't.

Somebody suggested that I try a 20 gauge. I didn't like the idea-I'd shot
that little sixteen of mine for so long that it was like an extension of my arms,
and I hated to discard it. But I borrowed a 20 and gave it a work-out. It seemed
to me that, perhaps because the gun was lighter, the recoil was about the same as
with the 16. Anyway, it gave me the same old headache.

The next logical step would have been to try a .410, but I decided against it. I
don't really know enough about the .410 to know whether I'm right or wrong,
but I just figured it takes a better gunner than I am to kill cleanly, consistently,
at the ranges I have established as my 16 gauge ranges, with those much-reduced
.410 shot charges. (Continued on page 54)

By BILL BRENT

GAUGE to the
RESCUE!

WITH NEW CALIBERS ADDING COMPLEXITY
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liT ,JIIII
*HIGH STANDARD SUPER,MATIC /IWI'''Y ···

other manufacturers ask up to $20 MORE!

FREE CATALOG, INFORMATION

r----------------~-,I To: The High Standard Mfg. Corp. I
I Hamden 14, Connecticut B-962 I
I Please send me FREE "Great Guns" catalog I
I and literature I
I NAME I
I ADDRESS I
I CITY STATE IL •

Barrels Vent Retail
Gun Ga. Choke Device Rib Price

HI-STANDARD 12 YES - adjustable 6-position, no YES only
*SUPERMATIC extra bbls, no extra cost! $141.95
"Trophy" complete

Famous-Name 12 YES - detachable single-choke NO about
Shotgun "A" tubes @ $4.45 each, interchange- $160.00
(American) able bbls @ $48 ea.

Famous-Name 12 NO - uses interchangeable bbls @ YES about
Shotgun "B" $48 ea. $160.00
(American)

America's only 5-shot Gas-operated 12 gauge shotgun ... fires all 2~"
shotshell and Rifled Slugs on full autoload, mixed or interchangeably, with
out adjustment. Autojustor action thinks for you. And, right-weight design
almost "points" for you, balance is so perfect. All you have to do is pull
the trigger.

What's any shotgun really worth? Isn't value measured by appearance, fea
tures and performance? If you agree HI-STANDARD shotguns are handsome
firearms, compare features of the HI-STANDARD SUPERMATIC "Trophy"
Autoloading 12 gauge Shotgun with other American famous-names. One
manufacturer offers a gun with no rib, detachable choke tubes, another
features vent rib, but no adjustable choke. Hi-Standard gives you both
a full length ventilated rib and adjustable choke device ... for less money!
As for performance . . . fire it yourself and find out!

Pistols. Revolvers. RUles. ShotguDs

HI-STANDARD

(Continued from page 4)
Hart, is still going strong. He was a toughie
when we 1,Ised to tangle on the Mid·Western
trap circuit, and a recent issue of "Trap &
Field" indicated he is still tough. This one
issue recorded that "Hundred Straight" had
broken at least one perfect century on his
way to a 491x500 in the Vincennes Indiana
Spring 16·yard Marathon, and that he topped
off the shoot by outlasting a pack of other
toughies in a shoot·off to win the big
Vincennes Handicap event. His 98 from 24
yards got him in the shoot-off with Robert
Allen, Ned Cantrell, and James Burgess,
none of whom give up easy. He accomplished
the task by going straight in the third extra
stanza.

Headlines in the same issue of "T&F" pro
claimed that Homer, along with another
trap-wise veteran, C. R_ Crawford, had paced
the field of 155 singles shooters at the May
wood, Illinois club. Homer took Class A
and the "Senator" took Class B.

Yep, Homer Hart is tough, and getting
tougher. But you wouldn't know it if you
talked to Homer. He's one of the quietest
and most modest men I ever met.

000
What's in a name? Randel Livengood was

"livin' good" back in April at the Wallace,
Indiana, club. He took both ends of the
registered program, with 98 in at 16-yards
and a 92 in handicap.

00 0
Trapshooters are a durable lot. Want

proof? Betty Ann Bixler, editor of "Trap & _
Field," has included a new feature in T&F,
of excerpts from the magazine's predecessor,
"Sportsmen's Review," c4:tted ten, twenty·five,
and fifty years ago.

One item from fifty years ago mentioned
that "Homer CI.ark is still making big scores.
In Mississippi recently, he broke 394x400."

This is the same Homer Clark (Sr.) who
broke 200 straight at Vandalia one day last
year, and who does it with great regularity.
If anything, we might conclude that Homer
is getting better, after 50 years, because he
won't drop six targets in many four hundred
bird events today. What other sport permits
a man, or woman, to stay at the top of the
heap for more than fifty years?

000
Earlier in this column, I asked what's in

a name. Trapshooter Randall Fortune, from
Hatfield, Indiana, shooting at Evansville's
Southern Indiana Gun Club, must have
decided that the name Fortune certainly did
not imply good fortune. Randall was third
in Class A singles by one target, second in
the handicap by one target, and lost the
lligh-Over-AII shootoff by-you guessed it
one target. By this time, he probably con
cluded that it would have been better had
his name been Mongoose Magoo.

000
The oldest, greatest, and most colorful of

all individual sports tournaments, The Grand
American Trapshooting Tournament, is held
this year, for the 63rd running, August 20 to
25, at Vandalia, Ohio. Preliminary days, a
dress rehearsal and warm-up for the fabulous
and storied Grand, are August 17·18-19.

If you have never seen a Grand American,
it's worth the trip if you don't fire a shot.
And if you do decide to enter and shoot,
you may very well be the hig winner. This
is the past history of big winners in the
Grand. The big pot goes to a shooter ~
who "just came along for the ride." ~
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GUNS OF THE COLONIAL WARS
(Continued from page 34)GUNS

THAT
MADE
RISTO

WALNUT
SHOULDER
STOCKS
Now, by popular demand,
we have reproduced
shoulder stocks in
beautifully-grained,
high luster-finish
walnut with brass'
fittings. They will
fit the history
making original
1851 Navy, any
of Qur own fine
replicas, or any
other similar
framed gun. The
high point of
your collection,
its unmatched
beauty will
surpass all
other display
items. Price
... $39.95

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
CATALOG

SEE IT AT YOUR LOCAL
FIREARMS DEALER TODAY~

NAVY ~
ARMS CO.

689BERGEN BLVD.,RIDGEFIELD,N.J.

****************
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later, with the arrival of about 100 more
breechloaders, he was cutting so lethal a
swath through the South that he earned the
unenviable pseudonym of "Butcher of the
Carolinas."

Despite Ferguson's unmatched record and
the gun's merits, the British government
showed astoundingly little interest. So lack·
ing was enthusiasm in the gun-it was the
best in the world up to the mid-nineteenth
century when the Sharps cartridge breech
loader was introduced-that less than 400
seem to have been made, and only about a
dozen museum pieces still exist. In view of

Although workaday guns, many of the
Kentuckies were ornately finished.

Britain's usually paternalistic attitude to
ward firearms invention (it had bought and
issued for Indian use the far-sighted but
unperfected Collier flintlock repeater), it is
hard to reconcile the "royal rejection" of the
superb Ferguson. In discussing the why's of
the winning of the revolution, author Robert
Held lists the ignoring of Ferguson's inven
tion as one more reason why "the Americans
did not win the War of Independence; the
British lost it with iron determination."

Just as "The Kentucky" was the colonists'
ace-in-the-hole, the Ferguson was, in the par
lance of modern commercialism, Britain's
"extra margin." So, as might be expected,
when the inevitable clash between the two
best guns in the world finally exploded, it
provided one of the moments of highest
drama in the Revolution.

General Cornwallis' imminent invasion of
North Carolina in late 1780 electrified scores
of Carolinian backwoodsmen, personalizing
for them a war which had seemed far away
and almost secondary. It was about 1,000
of these defenders of the homeland who
stumbled against the unpopular Ferguson.
Securely ensconced on the heights of King's
Mountain, he boasted that "not all the rebels
in America" could dislodge him. Although
Ferguson had foolishly preferred to rely on
the natural defenses of his position rather
than erect additional fortifications, he was
nevertheless backed by the potent persuasion
of over 100 of his own breechloaders plus
1,000 standard muskets.

When Ferguson made his "every rebel in
America" claim, he was counting on ordinary
Continental troops, not the wily woodsmen
of Carolina. With their brownish buckskins
blending into the fawn-colored October coun
tryside, the attackers lacked not for targets.
With 1,100 brilliant Redcoats shinning in. the
sun like inviting crimson bullseyes, what had
started out as a battle quickly evolved into

a turkey shoot for the native sharpshooters.
With Ferguson's inglorious defeat, the

makeshift army promptly assumed that this
was all that was required of them. Melting
back into their lush wilderness, they appar
ently took with them over a third 01 the
world's supply of General Ferguson's breech
loaders. It is conceivable that an ancient
and rusty Ferguson rifle still stands in some
forgotten, crumbling Carolina cabin-a silent
monument to successful failure.

Ironically, participating in the demise of
General Ferguson at King's Mountain, was
the father of the man who probably con
tributed more than any other to the immor
talizing of the American long rifle-Davy
Crockett. Periodically assaulting the printed
page, the movie screen, and TV, the coon
skin-capped Crockett - complete with his
trusty "Ole Betsy"-seems to personify to a
"T" the westward trek of young America.
Sharing the limelight with its illustrious
owner, "Ole Betsy" has its own string of tall
tales, perhaps the most believable being that
Crockett killed over a hundred bears with it
in nine days. Over a hundred different ver
sions of "Ole Betsy" have been exhibited in
various parts of the country, each one being
fervently claimed as the one which stoutly,
if unsuccessfully, defended the walls of the
Alamo in the hands of Colonel Crockett.
Perhaps one of these hundred was the gen
uine article; but it appears more likely that
Davy's legendary gun ended up gracing the
adobe wall of some Mexican soldier present
on that fateful day in 1836.

After the Revolution, which experts claim
probably wouldn't have been won without
the native American long rifle, the composite
invention of the Pennsylvania gunsmiths
went back to its original, but no less, glori
ous job of filling the family kettle and ferry
ing fearless pioneers safely across the do
main of the original American. The Ken
tucky rifle was a flexible invention, changing
with the times to incorporate improvements,
such as the discarding of the ancient flint
lock for the faster, more reliable percussion
ignition system. As the frontier moved onto
the Great Plains, the Kentucky moved with
it and metamorphically adapted itself to the
changed requirements of the new environ
ment with a bigger caliber, shorter barrel,
and the new name of "Plains Rifle."

As a small game or "squirrel rifle" in the
Eastern as well as Western woodlands, and
as a super accurate target piece, the medium
caliber Kentucky continued to be made vir
tually unchanged up to the time of the Civil
War. And even then, despite the advent of
breechloaders and repeaters, the slim Ken
tucky continued to serve-principally the
Confederacy-as a sharpshooters' rifle.

Today, there are few guns in greater de
mand among collectors and shooters than
the beautiful, gracefully curved Kentucky
rifle. Many of these guns are still active
sharpshooters, putting to shame many of our
modern guns. The "Kaintuck" has, through
its historical usage, gained a very honorable
place in American firearms history-and that
is as it should be. Made through sheer
necessity by many emmigrant craftsmen with
great ingenuity, the Kentucky rifle helped, in
some measure, to form our Constitution ~
-the right to bear and keeps arms. ~
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THE MODERN GUNSMITH
TWO VOLUMES

by JAMES V. HOWE

The most authoritative
work ever written on
gunsmithing and gun
making; invaluable to
professional as well as
amateur. It is the one
work that every
sportsman should have-a real guide
filled with the most practical detailed
information and crystal-clear working
plans to be found anywhere.
Special chapters on craftsmanship, high
velocity experiments, gauging the wind in
testing, gun barrels and safety analysis.
Two volumes 300 ill. 944 pages S15.00

THE AMATEUR GUNCRAFTSMAN
by JAMES V. HOWE

This helpful book is
for all amateurs who
are interested in the
fascinating hobby of
working with guns and
keeping their firearms
in prime condition.
Among many oth.er
subjects it shows how

to equip a shop, how to select and use
tools, gunstock design, tempering and
annealing steel, remodeling shotguns
and handguns, barrel alterations, trig
ger details, bluing methods, formulas.
315 pages illustrated $4.00

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
HANDLOADING

by PH ILIP B. SHARPE

Everything you need
to know about hand
loading is included
in the "handloader's
bible." The most com
prehensive, authori-

tative and complete coverage available
today, it gives you the information you
want on tools and techniques, old and
new, on every phase of the handloading
sport. Containing over 8,000 individual
loads for rifle, revolver, and pistol
cartridges, it discusses every model of
shell and primer, bullet and bullet
mould.
Includes material on electronic equip
ment, loading tools, military salvage,
foreign and military cartridges, and the
manufacture of smokeless powder.
719 pages 340 illustrations S10.00$17.S0750 illustrations

Here in five handsome volumes is a complete, authoritative library on
rifles, guns, handguns, and gunsmithing. Sound, reliable informa
tion on all rifles commercially manufactured in this country, with the
most carefully detailed instructions on how to identify, collect, repair,
arid refinish them. Expert advice on metallic and telescope sights.
Full technical information on handloading and handloading tools
thousands of tested handloads for rifle and handgun cartridges.
Modern workshop techniques in gunmaking and gunsmithing-clear,
step-by-step instructions on etching, engraving and repairing revolvers,
pistols, and shotguns. Restoring antique arms, etc.

THE RIFLE IN AMERICA

LIBRARY·

Over 97S pages

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Introduction by Julian S. Hatcher,
Major General, U. S. Army (retired)
This famous book is the most
authoritative work on rifles and
their cartridges ever published.
For more than two decades it
has been accepted as the stand
ard reference of the industry
and all government agencies.
This dependable book now pro
vides full information on the
military rifles and ammunition

of both World Wars and discusses the possibilities
of converting these rifles to sporting pieces. Gives
detailed information on collecting and identifying
old American firearms, home gunsmithing, metallic
and telescope sights, ballistics of all American car
tridges, current rifle twists, barrel diameters, con
version tables, rifle and accessory manufacturers.

FUNK & WAGNALLS'

SPORTSMAN'S

Funk & Wagnalls Company. Inc., Dept. GM-962.
360 Lexington Ave.. New York 17. N. Y.

Please send me the complete five-volume Sportsman's Library
(regular price $46.50) at your special price of $41.85. I will
pay for this set under the plan checked below:

PAYMENT IN FULL I enclose $41.85 in full payment.

BUDGET PLAN... . . I enclose $6.85 as first payment and
will send you $5.00 a month until the $41.85 is paid. Unless I
am completely satisfied with the Sportsman's Library I can
return it within ten days and you will re/.und in fui! any
money I have paid. . .

Funk & Wagnalls Company. Inc., Dept. GM-962,
360 Lexington Ave.. New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me for 10-days free examination the book or
books I have checked below. After ten days I will either send
you the full purchase price. plus postage. or I will return the
book or books and owe nothing.
__ The Rifle in America 517.50
__ The Complete Guide to Handloading $10.00
__ The Amateur Guncraftsman $ 4.00
__ The Modern Gunsmith (2 vols.) $15.00

Name .

Name .

Address ,

City Zone State .

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~ J

Address .

City Zone State .
I (It you enclose tui! purchase price with this coupon we will pay
I the postage. Same return pnvileges it not entirely satisfied.)

L ~~~~~on~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J
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!!! ANOTHER e PRODUCT!!!
NOW YOU CAN

The modern autoloading rifle is a horse of
another caliber. All the new autoloaders are
gas-operated guns, meaning that gas is uti
lized via a small cylinder under the barrel,
like a steam engine, to operate the action.
The gas-operated guns dump powder residue
inside the forearm where the cylinder is hid
den. These should be cleaned out frequently
if much shooting is done. Remington's 742,
with a two-piece stock, is not hard to handle,
but Winchester's 100 with one-piece stock is
a very tricky gun to get apart and back to
gether again witbout chipping the stock.
Remington's high velocity pump action rifle,
Model 760, is a trouble-free gun that re
quires very little in the way of maintenance.

As long as clean ammunition is used in
any .22 rim-fire rifle, and .the gun is not
allowed to get wet, it is not necessary to
clean the bores of these rifles. However, if
the gun is to be put away for any period of
time, it certainly makes a lot of sense to
clean and oil it thoroughly.

Similarly, there are people who prefer not
to clean a scatter gun throughout the shoot
ing season. I've never believed in this theory
and think it best to scrub the tubes out at
least once in a while.

Cleaning shotgun bores is an easy job
since barrels can be dismounted readily from
the frame or action. One chronic complaint
about shotgun barrels is that lead accumu
lates and builds up from the shot scraping
along the sides of the bore. Usually, if the
condition is not too bad, Hoppe's No.9 will
loosen the lead enough to dislodge it. But
many cases of leading require the services
of a bristle brush. A very old method of
"curing" lead problems is to scrub the bore
with fine copper or brass mesh that is sold
in hardware stores and is used for strainers.
Apparently this action fills in the pores of
the steel and makes a more uniform surface.

Most auto-loading shotguns are subject to
the same accumulation of dirt as auto rifles
are, and this residue must be cleaned out
frequently. Aside from the points mentioned,
most shotguns only require a gentle oiling
periodically to prevent rust.

Revolvers (except the tip-up variety) must
be cleaned from the muzzle, using extreme
care not to damage the rifling by scraping it
with your cleaning rod. Cylinder charge
holes may be cleaned without removing the
cylinder, except on single action guns. One
should avoid disassembly of a good revolver
whenever possible. But if you must remove
the side plate, there is a way of doing the
job: Remove all screws, then tap the frame
lightly with a wooden or plastic object like
a screwdriver handle. This will make the
side plate pop up. Don't ever pry it up!

Generally speaking, automatic pistols are
made for easy and simple disassembly. Bar
rels should be cleaned from the breech end,
and pewder residue should be wiped 011 the
gun with an oiled cloth. Reassemble and the
job is finished.

There is nothing like the looks of a well
kept gun. A little bit of sloppiness and your
pet gun can become an eyesore. Just think
a minute before you try to take it apart, and
be sure you have the right tools handy. Then
use them right. H you can't do that, let
someone else take them apart for you. ~
It's too easy to ruin a good gun! ~

DON'T BE A GUN BUTCHER
(Continued from page 25)

~HOOTE.RS

~~RVIC~, INC.
" CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

CHRONOGRAPHING
LOAD DEVELOPMENT
SEND 25c FOR COMPLETE

CATALOGUE OF SS PRODUCTS
PLUS LOADING DATA.

prized grouse gun, a Merkel 16 over-under,
hasn't been taken down in three or four
years. It's just not necessary. The wood-to
metal fit is very close, and I see to it that
the gun stays well protected, so that only
field stripping is required to keep it in top
shape. Still, once-a-year maintenance for the
average sportsman is a good rule of thumb.

Still among the most popular big game
rifles in America are the lever actions, and
most of them are relatively easy to keep in
working order and do not require extensive
disassembly. The Marlin 336 is probably the
simplest to "field strip" for cleaning. Re
moval of the lever pivot screw permits re
moval of lever, bolt, and extractor. This rifle
is then cleaned from the breech end, the way
all guns should be cleaned. Winchester's
Model 1894 is not an easy rifle to dismount,
and the hunter is best advised to clean it
from the muzzle end, being very careful not
to let his cleaning rod mar the rifling at the
muzzle. The same goes for the Savage 99
and the Winchester 88. 1£ any of these rifles
must be taken down, be very careful to fol
low the manufacturer's directions, and use
screwdrivers that are fitted to the slots.

Just a word about some of the manufac
turer's directions for disassembly and reas
sembly. These frequently read quite clearly
as far as disassembly is concerned. It's long
and tedious reading to be sure, but most
directions are complete and can be followed.
Then, reassembly is quickly disposed of in
four words: "Reassemble in reverse order"!
It's usually not that simple, and often it is
better not to disassemble at all.

Bolt action rifles are the easiest to main
tain and are relatively foolproof if you don't
get carried away and try to rip apart one of
the new trigger assemblies! The simplicity
of the bolt action and its ability to be field
stripped with ease is one of the big reasons
this type of rifle has been so popular for so
long with the military. Millions of citizen
soldiers in many nations across the world
have been able to cope with it quite readily.
Anybody can handle this rifle without diffi
culty; it's perhaps the most rugged type of
rifle ever developed. Ordinarily, all one has
to do is remove the bolt and clean the bore.
H necessary, the magazine can be opened to
get rid of dirt or whatever else may have
accumulated. H the stock must be removed,
that too can be accomplished easily, and it
should be done at least once a year if the
gun is used in the field.

YOUR CASES $4.75
OUR NEW CASES $7.85

MANUFACTURERS

ARM/CALESI
COLlEBEATO (BRESCIA-ITALY)

MOD. 512

32 caliber
22 l. R. caliber

High quality
Bewa,.e
of oounte,.felts'

Ask only the fanJous

GAL£$I

HUNT WITH THE
9MM LUGER

PER BOX
OF 50
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(Continued from page 29)

THIS MAN HAS KILLED 164 ELEPHANTS

I will vouch for each of those three adjec
tives_ Every shot means many miles of the
hardest kind of foot travel and, as for the
danger, elephants that have been hunted as
these have hate humans, are clever as hell at
setting traps for a hunter, and they are shot
usually at ranges of about 60 feet in dense,
dark jungle. Buhmiller has brushed death
many times, have no doubt about it. He is
now 70, but he will return to Africa this
year for more hunting-not because he loves
killing but because he is convinced, as are
the game department experts, that the herds
must be controlled if the species are to be
preserved in the face of expanding land use
and population.

On his first safari, John took along a .375
Magnum and the mighty .505 Gibbs. On the
second, he took a .458 Winchester, a .450
Buhmiller wildcat, and another magnum
wildcat made by himself for a cartridge
using the .378 Weatherby Magnum necked
up to .458 caliber.

On the third trip, he used the .450 Mag
num and .458 Winchester; and on the fourth
trip he took a .470 Magnum and a .500 Mag
num. He has made a lot of one-shot kills,
but he says he has probably averaged two
shots per elephant. This is considered a
good-or-better average by the professional
game control hunters.

Buhmiller says, "The bullet is a big factor
in this shooting. These .470 and .510 bullets
have a tendency to tumble after heavy bones
are struck, and this makes them even more
deadly than the slug that drills straight
through, especially on shoulder shots. Inci
dentally, the shoulder is the best point of
aim for most hunters. If he has a choice,
the average safari hunter should not select
the brain shot; the brain is small and it
takes a lot of experience to know how to
reach it from various angles. The shoulder
shot with a big, hard-hitting slug willl usu
ally at least bring the animal down, whereas
a head shot that misses the brain often seems

FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
culleclors. qUick draw practice,
Western TV fans. Looks and
fpcls like real g-un.

Blue Huish 54.00. Deluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc "hipping.

VALLEY GUN SHOP f~~.:'n.:.ooJ~m:

N~BLE

Aii:RICA'S
FINEST

GUN
VALUES!MODEL 70 - Pump Gun

Perfectly balanced, a fine lightweight .410 shotgun in,
popular slide action design. Safe, economical, excellent
choice for women or youngsters. Ideal for small game at
short range or small bore skeet events.

MODEL 420 - Double Gun
A traditional hammerless double barrel, double trigger
example of superb old world craftsmanship. Perfectly
balanced with smooth, positive action. Left barrel is full
choke; right modified. 12, 16, 20 gao

MODEL 275 - .22 Lever Action
Here's a hammerless, lever action rifle with one piece,
beautifully proportioned walnut stock. Short lever throw
operates smoothly and easily. Visible feeding, safe fire
control, thumb operated safety.

MODEL 60 - 12 and 16 Ga.
Beautifully finished, reliable slide action gun, fitted with
new Vary-Chek (variable choke) and resilient rubber
recoil pad. Available also as Model 65 with plain barrel,
full or modified choke, no recoil pad.

Beautifully
Balanced!

Lightweight
Favorite!

VARY·CHEK
Equipped!

Super.Safe and
Dependable!

superbly designed sporting arms!

MODEL 235 - .22 Slide Action
Excellent for small game, target shooting and all-around
use. Features adjustable sporting rear sight; ramp
patridge type front sight. Receiver machined for quick
detachable dovetail mount for telescopic sight.

Please write for complete illustrated catalog.

Address your inquiries to: The NOBLE Manufacturing' Co., Inc., Dept.G-2, Haydenville, Mass.

7Re N~BLE £I»e 0/ Yo/ltc-Pocked
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New·ldeas In Top Quality Holsters

He has used this same bullet quite suc
cessfully when loaded in the .460 WM case,
expanded, of course, to accept the slightly
larger slug. He says, "I prefer the smaller
Norma case - same head size as the .300
H&H Magnum - (because it) gives me 6
rounds in the Brevex action. The .460 WM
case "is much larger and when I use it I am
limited to only three rounds in the gun.
This, at times, is a dangerous liability. Many
times I have found it necessary to shoot one
gun dry and then wast!l precious time ac
cepting 11 second from my gun bearer. Ac
tually, what the Game Control elephant
hunter needs is a rifle with a 10-shot maga
zine. Like Bell. He used his old .303 SMLE
with its lO·shot magazine. The 7 shots I get
with the .450 Watts and the .475 on straight
Norma brass is at times a real advantage."

Last year, Buhmiller made up a .500 cal
iber by expanding the mouth of the Norma
unformed brass to a dimension which would
accept the 570-grain .510 Kynoch bullet. He
turned down about one-fourth inch of the
heel of the bullet to .487 diameter, thus leav
ing a sharp shoulder, something like the .22
Long Rifle. The recoil of these great car
tridges is so terrific it sets the bullets back
in the case. This is caused by the round
slamming into the forward bulkhead of the
magazine well. Buhmiller's clever shoulder
on the bullet cured that problem. The .500
Magnum tamped with 90 grains of 3031 pow
der produces the same punch, generally
speaking, as the .505 Gibbs. He found thi5
load was poisonous on the tuskers and would
drop the biggest of them in their tracks.

·Since he had by this time proven quite
conclusively that the 90-grain powder load
would kill elephants, why use more, he
asked himself? One case which he shortened
to 2.50 inches holds the 90 grains weight of
3031. It fills the case, leaves no air space,
and functions through the action with effi
ciency. Buhmiller likes the 2.50-inch case
length best in the .500 caliber.

Another wildcat which Buhmiller ma"de up
and likes is the .404 caliber. (The actuul
bullet diameter is .432".) He loaded this one
in the .460 WM case, using bullets of 400
grains by Kynoch and also 400-grain and
500-grain bullets from Barnes. With this
.404 wildcat he could shoot either his own
pet load or, in a pinch, fire the standard
.404 British cartridge.

Buhmiller has had a great deal of experi
ence with a variety of bolt actions. These
include our well-known Winchester Model
70, the Mauser bolt action in both standard
and magnum variations, and the big Brevex
bolt. This latter is essentially a Mauser
magnum but is made by the French. He said,
"All my rifles on one trip were made up on
the Brevex Magnum action. These actions
have a very grave fault; they are made with
so little clearance in the receiver ring that
the bolt will not close on a cartridge which
is simply dropped into the chamber. That
round has got to be fed up out of the magu
zine for the bolt to close on it. I was aware
of this before I took this battery on safari.
As a matter of fact, I had written the Brevex
people about it and asked them t.o do some
thing about this obvious shortcoming. They
refused to make any modifications.

"I admonished myself to be very careful
and never, never drop a cartridge into the
chamber. Despite my admonitions to be care·
ful, I managed to get into trouble twice. In

to do little damage. The beast will simply
take off, and you'll be lucky if you ever see
him again. Game Control hunting is a dif
ferent story; we use the brain shot whenever
possible because, when the brain is truly hit,
the animal goes down quietly without spook
ing the rest of the herd, and you can often
get second, third, even fourth or fifth shots.
Of course, every elephant is a different story;
sometimes an animal will take off like a
freight train after a seemingly well placed
hit, either head or shoulder. Karamojo Bell
favored the head shot - I met and talked
with Bell's favorite gun·bearer; but Bell
killed noo elephants, was a magnificent shot,
and knew exactly where to find the brain
from every angle."

Buhmiller's .460 is quite similar to that
made by Weatherby. Both are made on the
.378 WM case. Buhmiller's version uses a
500-grain solid bullet and 100 grains DuPont
4320 powder. When he commenced to kill
tuskers with this load he found he shot com·
pletely through old Tembo's head more often
than not. This complete penetration oc
curred so frequently that he began casting
about for a cartridge which would give some·
what less penetration and deliver more shock
effect.

He then developed a .475 Magnum wildcat
which is very probably his favorite. He
makes up the .475 on Norma unformed cyl
indrical brass. All it requires is a slight siz·
ing to accept the .475 bullet. His load is
90 grains 3031 powder and the 500-grain
Kynoch bullet as made by the British for
their .470 Nitro Express. This bullet actual
ly measures out to .474 inch. Over a great
many kills, he finds it decidedly superior to
the .450s.

NEW IMPROVED HIDE-A-WAY

Ankle Holster
This is the improved Hide-Away Holster.
made of the finest quality leather ... the
leg strap lined with softest kid to prevent
rubbing and chafing ... hand stitched by
fine craftsmen ... snap strap to keep gun
in holster. The Hide-Away Ankle Holster
solves the hidden second gun problem for
dangerous assignments. Made to fit any gun
from derringer on up. $5.00 PP. No COD.
State make and model of gun when
ordering. HOLSTER & LEG STRAPHOLSTER

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

THE HIDE-A-WAY HOLSTER

.~ Handcrafted
~ for YOU; fits
. inside trousers
" band; conceal

ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2\1. oz.
top grain soft
COWhide, rivet
ed nickel cUp.

•. " .....$2.95 PP.

with
1shell$.95
Express
Collect

~ Additional shells $.50 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent
looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Device. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent
injury. Highly polished heavy nickel case! sprlng
steel clip. SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COD's

Registered Colt Distributors· Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

This product is not intended fOf.•~Ie in s~tes or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

~ 5,.".,,". C.ro,.,

1127-SWORD-CANE. RIDING.CRO~· WHITCO
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather P. O. DRAWER 1712
riding crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside. BRO'WNSVILLE 18, TEXAS
Practical collector's item: attractive for den or
patio. $5.00 PP.
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(see
below)

a hot corner I ran the rifle empty and
dropped a single ronnd into the barrel. Of
course, the bolt would not close. The hell
of it was that a wounded cow elephant was
trying to catch me ·around a small clump of
brush right at the moment. I managed to
get away, but I was pretty lucky. I swore off
the Brevex right after that!"

Sights are extremely interesting from Buh·
miller's standpoint, and I talked to him at
length on the kinds and types of sighting
equipment he used. He said, "I fitted my
.458 and .450 Magnums with the open
V-type iron sights. When I sighted in these
weapons, I was surprised that I seemed to
make better targets with them than with the
peep. For quick, close·range shooting, there·
is no doubt in· my mind that an open rear
sight is quicker than any aperture. I wonder,
at times, if maybe we aren't loaded up with
so much propaganda on the peep sight that
we have actually grown prejudiced against
the open job and are blinded to its virtues."

I asked Buhmiller how frequently he was
charged. The Tanganyika herds are notorious
for short tempers. They have been harassed
for many years, and it has made them quick
to fight. John replied: "Quite a few expe·
rienced hunters have been killed by ele
phants. I had shot 84 of the great beasts be
fore I got an all-out charge on my hands. In
this elephant control work, I strongly favor
the magazine rifle, the double express rifle
imply will not do. Many times the hunts

man comes face to face with an elephant in
heavy cover. The beast may have heard some
sllspicious sounds or gotten a whiff of your
scent. Anyway, the bull or cow will be fac
ing directly toward you when you corne into

mutual view. I make it a practice to fire
instantly. That animal may be part of a
herd. I want five or six shots without the
necessity of reloading. The charge I spoke
about from my 84th elephant came just after
I had dropped two bulls. With a double rifle
in a spot like that, I'd never have had the
time to reload. With the magazine bolt gun,
I was ready."

One of the best of the magnums for taking
elephant is the .450 Watts, Buhmiller be
lieves. The .450 Watts uses a cartridge with
a straight taper and it is possible to inter·
change the .458 Winchester factory loads
with it. Another cartridge he likes very much
is the .450 Ackley Magnum. This cartridge
will hold a little more powder than the
Watts. He has made up his own .450 Mag
num, and says, quite frankly, the differences
between his version and that of Parker
Ackley are small.

Speaking of close calls, Buhmiller says,
"As for close calls, the kind we read about,
I have had few if any. But you want to re
member when you are hunting alone with a
native that you are strictly on your own.
There is no White Hunter at your elbow
with his big double express to back you up.
If some beast does attack you, you must keep
cool and shoot straight.

"For instance, the rhino is a bad actor, but
he can usually be avoided. Allan Tarleton
stated once that in his 38 years of hunting
he had never' found it necessary to kill but
one rhino. An elephant may pretend he is
going to charge, but most of the time he is
bluffing. I was charged once by an unwound
ed buffalo, and I had to kill it. A wounded
buff is quite another matter. Shoot one and

STOP FLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Eor Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K. los Angeles 27, Calif.

WHOLESALE'
GUNS, SCOPES, RELOADING Supplies

FREE CATALOG!
Send SOc for Dealer P/l or $2.00 for
72-page Catalog. Money refunded

\ with first $50 order, or if you don't
J think our catalog or P/l is "tops".f1' Glenn Slade's/} .~ 251r~~~~e ~U~us~~I~~~xas

s~~c:;;~nl'C~r HlVhere the cl.ock replaced tl/e calendar"
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over about mid-year for another three-month
safari. He has a new .460 Magnum made up,
and intends to shoot .458 solids in it---except
he will reverse the bullets, firing 'em base
end first! These, John explains, will "Cut
a heluva wad out of the hide, which will in
sure a lot of bleeding and, besides that, will
make a big wound·channel all the Wily. Too,
there is a lot more shock effect from these
wadcutters than from the conventional round·
nose."

Instead of returning to his favorite stomp·
ing grounds in Tanganyika, he plans on
hunting north of Nairobi, in the Aberdares,
made famous eight years ago as the last
stronghold of the Mau Mau. Finished with
his shooting in these mountains, he intend.
to move over and wind up his safari on the
slopes of Mount Kenya.

"I am awfully keen," he says, with all the
enthusiasm of a boy, "to see what these
wadcutter slugs of mine will do. I throated
the chamber on this .460 to take the square·
ended bullet. In order to insure reliable
functioning from magazine to chamber, I
elected to make up the cartridge on the big
.460 WM case. This case, remember, is a lot
bigger in girth than the Norma brass which
I usually use. I secure a bigger chamber
entrance for this big square-ended bullet to
enter. It has worked very well here in the
shop, and I expect it to do the same up there
in the bamboo on Mount Kenya."

We expect so too-with John ~

Buhmiller pointing the rifle. ~

have him get away, and more times than not,
when you follow him up you will be in for
quite a rhubarb! M'bogo means business,
and somebody is going to get hurt if you
don't stop him."

The editor of the leading hunting and
shooting journal in East Africa, "Field &
Tide," interviewed Buhmiller after his last
safari and, in commenting on the Buhmiller
score of 81 elephants and 5 buffalo in a little
over two months, the editor said:

"To those of our readers who will want to
know where, why, and how such a large bag
is allowed one hunter, and who may be
anxious to set out on a similar expedition
the answer is:

1. Try to arrange it so you land in Tan
ganyika at the right spot just at the moment
when the game department decides that sev
eral hundred elephants have to be destroyed
in order to protect life and property:

2. Make sure that you are able to con·
vince the game warden that you are the right
man for the job!

"Mr. Buhmiller's safari took place in the
Manyara district of Tanganyika where large
herds of elephant and buffalo are sheltered
by dense and almost impenetrable forests
and have for a considerable time been mak.
ing farming a precarious undertaking."

The same advice goes for any GUNS read·
ers who may wish to follow in Buhmiller's
footsteps! I can't help you; neither can the
magazine; neither can Buhmiller.

This year, 1962, Buhmiller plans to go

ACTION-NOT WORDS
(Continued from page 31)

on their toes to excel in marksmanship. to "blast-away." A carefully planned pro·
Of course, from first-hand observation, it gram is supervised by an advisory committee.

doesn't take a psychologist to see how all Heading the committee is H. M. Terry (who
these things impress the youngsters. The is also chief instructor), Sheriff Flournoy,
impression is not only left with them, but it Assistant Police Chief Charles Giglio, W. H.
i~ also taken away and spread to other young Womack (former president of the Senior
people of the area. They come to know and Club), Harry Friedman (local banker), and
respect law and the law enforcement agen- Jim Clark, gunsmith and former world's
cies and officers. champion shooter.

The Junior Rifle Club was organized in Mr. Terry, an accredited N.R.A. instructor,
June, 1955, receiving their charter from the is also in charge of the field program for the
National Rifle Association in October of the youths, being assisted by W. P. Pierce and
same year. Tommy Ward, members of both the N.R.A.

"I .first realized the dire need for some and the Caddo Rifle and Pistol Club. At
type of firearms training outlet for our least one of these three instructors is present
youth when the Caddo Parish Sheriff's De· at all meetings of the junior riflemen, direct-
partment started receiving an increasing ly supervising all firing.
number of complaints from local farmers, as Members who are able to provide their
well as persons living within the city of own rifles are urged to do so, but the
Shreveport, concerning boys shooting .22 Sheriff's Department and the senior club has
rifles around their homes and livestock," a small stock of guns available for use by
Sheriff Flournoy recalls. those youngsters who are unable to furnish

Sheriff Flournoy understood the complaints their own.
and knew that the youngsters wanted and "Shooting appeals to many boys and girls
needed a place to shoot their rifles. who cannot take part in more strenuous

"Give them a decent place to shoot and recreation. And it is not largely a spectator
these complaints will stop," was his answer sport. Everyone is a player in this game.
to the problem. Even the handicapped youngsters and the

Sheriff Flournoy took the problem to the ones with slight heart conditions can partici.
Board of Directors of the Caddo Rifle and pate in shooting," says the friendly Sheriff.
Pistol Club, of which he is president, and Excellent facilities are situated on the 40
the groundwork was laid for the present acre tract of range which makes up the
Junior Rifle Club. A full-time instructor Caddo Rifle and Pistol Club and the Junior
was hired by the Sheriff. Shortly after the Rifle Club. The land has all been cleared
club was organized and operating, com· and fenced and ditched. Trees have been
plaints concerning haphazard firearms shoot· left in the park area. Also, ample parking
ing by young boys began to decrease. The space is available.
club started with 8 members and grew to The small·bore range used by the Junior
125 members by 1957. Rifle Club has a 20 foot embankment as

Junior Rifle Club members aren't allowed backstop, and the. concrete firing line pro·

•
Enioy the unusual in fln.
sportswear, boots, outdoor
equipment availabl. ~o..
where .Ise. One of the
most unusual catol09s ever
print.d. Send for your " ••
(Opy today.

10 POWER

TElESCfJPE- only

$9~5
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pacld.., bolt

,heath $1.00
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SUPER POWERFUL
Full 10 times magnification
greatest practical limit for a
hand held glass.

SUPER WIDE FIELD
View a scene 150 feet wide at
1,000 yards.

SUPER CL~AR
New improved 6 element glass
lens system of highest quality.

SUPER DURABLE
Complete scope is permanently
sealed against weather.

SUPER EASY TO USE
Screw type focus permanently
attached. Fast, simple to adjust.
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"Billy the Kid"

I 2 BADG;R l11
., BOLT HANDLES

Unpolished-$1.25 Polished-$2.50
Polished and Knurled, Double Border-$3.00
(Our shop can weld to your bolt body-polished
total $8.00. Knurled $10.00.) Your bolt handles
altered for low scopes $6.50. One Day Service!

FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-210l.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
• saw • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 26 Ye...

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS
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§ NEUMANN & CO. §
~ will build YOUR GUN! §
§ Custom-made to your EXACT speciflca- §
== tions. Tell liS yonr wishes--we'l1 quote §
==. delivered priceR and deli\"er3~ date. ==
§ 12 & 10 gao ~[al:"num alwal's in stock- ::
§ rue Cheri, 39, LIEGE, BELGIUM §
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FOR DEYAILS WRITE:

MERLE H. TUCKER

Tourist Division, Department of Development

STATE CAPITOL, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Another championship Fast Draw contest is being scheduled
as a part of New Mexico's Golden Anniversary of statehood

to be fired each weekend during the month of September,
beginning Labor Day, on the mile-long street of Lincoln,

where Billy the Kid and Pat Garrett carved sizeable niches
into western history. Fast guns from all over the nation

are invited; many will enter if only to share the thrills of
gunplay on what may be the most fabled street in that

"Land of Enchantment" and legend.
Western movie and television stars will be there

and as if that weren't enough, the annual Lincoln
pageant, "The Escape of Billy the Kid", will be
staged within a stone's-throw of where it actually

happened in three evening performances, Au
gust 3-5. Some 70 or 80 Lincoln County resi

dents participate in the drama.

WHO WILL
OUT-DRAW BILLY?

AUGUST 3-5 in LINCOLN, NEW MEXICO

organizations like the Junior Rifle Cluh can
play an important part in reducing crime
before it can start, says:

"I am sure that each thinking law en
forcemen t officer has often wished that there
was some way for him to charge parents
with the crimes of juveniles. There is no
doubt that such would have an immediate
effect in reducing our juvenile delinquency.
But forcing parents to accept the responsi
bility for their children's acts is no answer,
in my opinion. The solution is in something
broader and deeper than the passing and
enforcing of more laws.

"The duties of a good law officer, I think,
go far beyond his technical duties of appre
hending and bringing violators before a
court. The time and place to begin building
respect for law and order is with our juve
niles. It is not enough that we should leave
this entirely to the parents. Although the
parents are key people in the process, much
of the responsibility lies with us who prac
tice the profession of law enforcement. We
are the ones who must prove to our youth
that we are worthy of their respect.

"Here in Shreveport, I spend more of my
time with boys and girls who have not com
mitted crimes than I do with those who have.
Of course, not every law enforcement officer
can do this. But I believe that a great deal
of the effort of any enforcement agency
should be devoted to winning our youth be
fore they can become involved in crime--any
kind of crime.

"Such programs as our Junior Rifle Club
can do much to interest youths in the 'good
things of life.' It is working here ~
and can work elsewhere." ~

Home of Alexander McSween Two historic bullet holes in Tombstone of Billy the Kid.
-scene of a three·day gun Lincoln Court House made New Mexico desperado was
batt I.e. Billy escaped after by Billy when he escaped killed by a bullet from
the house was set on fire. from the jail's second floor. Pat Garrett's six-shooter.

SEE THE ENACTMENT OF THE "ESCAPE OF BILLY THE KID"!

I .
'\;1

A pistol and big-bore range are also avail
able on the well-kept club grounds. On the
pistol range there are 80 covered shooting
positions and targets operate on compressed
air for timed and rapid fire. There is also
space for 50 yard slow·fire targets. All shoot·
jng positions are floored with concrete. Thus,
the club is equipped to handle 240 shooters.

A modern brick and tile clubhouse has
every convenience for the young members,
including deep well water, cold drink stand,
target room and rest rooms.

For tbe junior riflemen, safety is taught
first, tben sighting and proper trigger
squeeze, and then the correct shooting posi
tions. Three shoots for the Junior Rifle Club
members are held annually. They are the
Sheriff Flournoy Award Tournament; Ki
wanis Annual Junior Rifle Tournament and
the tournament held at the end of the season
for the entire group.

Sheriff Flournoy, summing up his feelings
on youth and juvenile delinquency and how

vides 50 covered firing points with target
butts at 50 and 100 yards. Twenty of these
points are also set up for fifty foot shooting.
There is one coach for every five competitors
and over-all supervision falls to the range
master.

A junior marksmanship program under
the supervision of Captain Harold M. Terry,
Caddo Parish Sheriff's Office, is in its third
year. This particular project provides train
ing in the safety and in marksmanship.

MfM8fR or T'"!f
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HERTER'S MODEL 4S POWDER MEASURE

HERTER'S MODEL B POWDER SCALE

loaded sear, or auxiliary trigger, which en
gaged notches in the hammer to allow single
action firing. Double action firing was
achieved by a lifter pivoted to the trigger.
The cylinder stop was part of the tri-gger,
and engaged the stop grooves in the cylinder
when the trigger was moved fully rearward.
This system of locking was used in inumer
able inexpensive revolvers and is still found
in Iver Johnson revolvers and, with positive
cylinder stop added, in Harrington & Rich
ardson revolvers.

The .450 is now produced by Eley Kynoch
in a smokeless powder version with 225
grain lead bullet. The .450 can also be used
in .455 revolvers, since the .455 is simply the
.450 with a longer case, heftier powder
charge, and heavier bullet.

You can make .450 cases from .455's by
trimming to .680". It may be necessary to
turn the rim to smaller diameter since the
.455 rim is larger and the .450 Adams has an
imbedded-head cylinder, unlike the later .455
Webleys.

Because the .450 case is so short it wonld
not pay to cut down .45 Long Colt cases.
The solid head construction would not leave
enough powder space.

Powder charges should be kept. light.
Original loading was 13 grains of black pow
der behind a 225 grain lead bullet. Velocity
was 650 fps, with an energy of 211 foot
pounds. Personally, I prefer a lighter bullet.
The .450 produces little enough velocity
withont the handicap of an overly heavy
bullet. If I used smokeless powder in a .450,
I would not go over two grains of Bullseye.
You should be able to load the .450 with
either .45 ACP or .455 Webley loading dies.

.450 Revolver
Length overall 1.150
Length of case . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .680
Diameter of rim..................... .510
Diameter of case ..•..................479
Diameter of bullet................... .456
Thickness of rim. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .036

Next we have the .476 Revolver ~artridge.
This cartridge is no longer made, but this
presents no problem. The cartridge case is
the same diameter as the .455, though it is
slightly longer. Bullet is larger than that
used in .455, being .476 inch diameter.

You can use either the .450 or .455 car
tridges in a .476 revolver, though you can't
expect much accuracy-wise using .456 inch
bullet in a bore intended for a .476 inch slug.

Yon can hand load for the .476 revolver,
using .455 cases loaded with .476 inch diam
eter bullets. If you cannot get a bullet mold

For all-around shooting pleasure ••• for downright
value .•. Husqvarna is your rifle. Powerful! Accu·
rate! Weighs just 6 Ibs. 6 oz. This time choose
Husqvarna-world's largest selling, bolt action, high·
powered lightweight. Available in calibers .243,
.30-06, .270, .308, 7 mm., .358 Magnum-with strong
HVA Mauser action. Write for literature on this and
other fine imported firearms.
P. O. BOX 1191 TACOMA, WASHINGTON

gives you ""eight-free
po""er and accuracy

is the Mark VI military ammunition. Since
this has corrosive primers, be sure to clean
your revolver well after firing it.

Brass from this ammunition can be re
loaded. Decapping can be done with the
flattened and sharpened end of an ice pick
by simply piercing the primer and prying it
out, or you can buy a Berdan decapping
tool. When resizing Berdan primed cases, be
sure to remove the decapping pin from your
die. This pin only works with Boxer primers,
and it may ruin some cases if left in place.

If you don't have dies, you can get a set
for the .455 caliber from R.C.B.S. A three
die pistol set sells for $13.50, or you can use
your .45 ACP dies. It would be best to have
another sizer die, either in .455 or .45 Long
Colt, since it saves wear and tear on cases.
The .45 Long Colt and .455 are the same
.480" diameter, according to Lyman's reload·
ing manual. It is better to use bullets larger
than the .452" used in the .45 ACP. Bullets
running .454" to .457" are better suited to
the larger bores of the .455's.

If you have dies for .45 Long Colt, you
can use them, but you will not be able to
seat bullets with the seater die as it is. You
can either shorten it or purchase an addi
tional seating die; the.45 ACP or .455·Web·
ley seater will work.

You can also make .455 Webley cases from
.45 Long Colt. First trim to a length of
.750". The rim of the .455 is .036", while
the rim of the .45 Long Colt is .058". This
means that you will have to turn the rim of
the .45 Long Colt cases down, or, as an alter
native, you could alter the gun to take the
cases with the thicker rim.

Factory ammunition is currently produced
by Eley Kynoch of Birmingham, England, in
a smokeless powder load with a 265 gr. lead
bullet. Ballistics are identical with the Mark
VI service load. The .455 is also produced
by Dominion Cartridge Company of Canada,
and since Dominion uses our Boxer type
primers, reloading is made somewhat easier.

.455 Revolver
Length overall 1.260 inch
Length of case................. .760 inch
Diameter of rim . . . . . • . • . • . . • . .. .535 inch
Diameter of case ........•••......479 inch
Diameter of bullet.............. .456 inch
Thickness of rim 036 inch

Next there is the .450 Revolver cartridge,
also known as .450 Boxer, .450 Adams, and
.450 Eley. This cartridge was used in the
Adams army revolver, England's service reo
volver from 1868 to 1883.

The Adams revolver featured a spring-

LOADS FOR YOUR ENGLISH HANDGUNS
(Continued from page 33)

STANDARD CONVEN·
TIONAL TYPE MARK IRE.
LOADING DIES
Famous throughout the
world, Herter dies are
equal or better than any
reloading dies at any price.
Finest precision machined.
hardened, polished. ALL
POPULAR CALIBERS.

Use any Herter tools or dies for
two months. Use them hard and'
if in your judgment they are not
of the best workmanship and made
of the best materials, return them
within 2 months for a full refund
plus transportation charges.

HERE
IS OUR
OmR.

2 pc. set

Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs.

_!mj\~_
• Price for any pistol or rifle cartridge "2~. Shp.

wgt. 8 01.

• Price for any shotgun shell 4'1¢ Shp. wgt. B 01.

• Finest procurable quality.
eAvaiiable in white or red.

Most accurate. powder meaSure made•.

Empties nearly upright, n'ot '10 de.
grees - prevents powder stic~in9'

Aut,omatic powder knode. Only meas..
ure .with bearing on drum. No long
tube to catch powder. Double pow·
der chamber.
Stand to work over table not edge.
Comes with 4 drop tubes for all siles
of rifle, pistol and shotgun cartridges,

Shp.'wgt. 6 Ibs.

HIGHEST QUALITY
HIGH VOLUME LOW PROFIT PRICES

HERTER'S INC SINCE 1893 WASECA, MINN.

S"d I.r 10m••• Ire. II S d 25, I • t/:'-booklet: How to Re.. .. ~O " or g,an •
load by Georg_ ..~.-:.:. P 9- relaad.rs ,#~~
leonard Herter .~. OIt"log. "ept. 2AH ~Jo

IMMEDIATE OELlVE~" ALL '~ICES FO' WASf .... ~I"H

4Z¢

HERTER'S FAMOUS RELOADING DIES

.Accurate to 1/10 grain~'

.Mechanical dampener a~d "l.....

beam lift. Ol
e325 grain capacity.· .
• Beam insulated against the

forces of galvanic action $625
and static electricity. Super
sensitive with large easy to
read calibrations. Patents Pending. Shp. wgt. 4 Ibs.

• Loads rifle, pistol or shotshells.

~~
• Full length resiles and swages bul.

lets with ease.
, • Lathe bed cast iron frame .not

aluminum or aluminum alloys.
• Complete with primer arm. insert

and shell holder of your choice.
.New Primer catcher $1.37

$139£ Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs

W:ljijii if,?t·]·]iC(-14·'1'·)3i·:;'t-ti i jjl_
• Only measure of this type made with~t

genuine micrometer setting. t··,
: ~e:~i~e;t~:~ f:::~:0~a~1lus;::~~;;f

hopper that takes all weighi off from J!81t
. the powder and prevent~ packing. ,.-
.Comes with four drop tubes that will

take all rifle, pistol and shot shell.
cartridges. Patent Pending. Shp. wgt. 6 Ibs.

HERTER'S FAMOUS MODEL 3
SUPER RELOADING TOOL

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF AMMUNI
TION RELOADING TOOLS. MACHINES AND
COMPONENTS.
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OR THIS WAY

The first could prove to be very discouraging
and, more than likely, an unnecessary waste
of your time and money. The second way, the
Marble way, just about guarantees success.
There aren't too many sportsmen around
that can make one of these calls really sing.
H you aren't one of them, and would really
get a "boot" out of calling 'em in just like a
pro, Marble's has the answer. Because now,
at your dealer's, in one complete package, is
a kit specifically designed to make a pro out
of you _.. and with very little effort. Here's
what you get: 1) a new, extremely high
quality game call (duck, goose or crow); 2) a
beautiful 28-page full color book on ducks ...
how to identify them, their habits and
habitat, etc., and, most important, 3) a "down
to-earth" L. P. record of just how to use the
Marble Call ... with success. All three have
been developed by champion caller, "Tex"
Wirtz. This one new package contains every
thing necessary to make you a game call
enthusiast ... one without a red face.

WAYS TO LEARN
TO CALL GAME

THERE ARE

*
BLISSFIELD, MICHIGAN

Beautifully engraved action with
hand checkered Pyrenees walnut
stock fitted with recoil pad.

MODEL 213
SINGLE TRIGGER· AUTOMATIC EJECTORS

12 gao and 20 gao MAGNUM

*

mental Enfield army revolver which was
tried out as a replacement for the Adams
.450. It was finally rejected in favor of the
Mark II Webley .455 in 1892. The cartridge
is known as .476 Revolver, .476 Eley, and
.476 Enfield. Other guns include the Lan
caster pistols, double action hammerless big
brothers to the Remington over-under, and
Sharps and Starr four barrel derringers; the
Kynoch "Manstopper," a double trigger ham
merless topbreak; and the Colt Single Ac
tion, also made in .450 Boxer and .455.

Many people have the mistaken notion
that the .476 was a real monster of a cannon.
Actually its ballistics were identical to the
.455 Webley black powder load. A charge of
18 grains of black powder drove the 265
grain lead slug at 700 fps with 289 foot
pounds of energy at the muzzle. Cartridge
case, while longer than the .455, is shorter
than the .45 Colt or even the old .45 Schof·
field.

.476 Revolver
Length overall 1.475 inch
Length of case. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .870 inch
Diameter of rim 534 inch
Diameter of case 479 inch
Diameter of bullet.............. .476 inch
Thickness of rim. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .035 inch

Largest of the British revolver cartridges
was the .577 Boxer. This was used in the
Lancaster four barrel and over-under double
barrel pistols. The guns were made in cali·
bers .455, .476, and .577. Tbey were used by
some hunters in India to "back up" their big
double rifles. Since they often hunted tigers
from the back of an elephant, they called
these guns "howdah pistols." There were
also revolvers in .577 caliber, including guns
by Webley and a top-break by Francotte.

Second largest of the English revolver
cartridges was the .500 bore. The big bores
were well-liked by British army officers on
Indian duty_ Their huge slug and tremen·
dous stopping power could be relied upon
to stopping a charging fanatic-sometimes a
handy thing in those days.

There were many other car~ridges, includ
ing .442 long and short, .440 long and short,
.425 long and short, .380 long and short, .360
short, .340 revolver, and .320 long and short.
Most are out and out oddballs, long since
discontinued, impossible to obtain. If your
gun is a .577, .500, .442, .440, .425, .360, or
.340 caliber, you are out of luck.

If you have a .380 or .320 caliber revolver,
however, you can get ammunition for it.
Both rounds, in smokeless loadings, are
made in England by the firm of Eley
Kynoch. The .380 Revolver cartridge fires a
124 grain lead bullet at 625 fps, with a
muzzle energy of lIO foot pounds. The Eley
Kynoch .320 Revolver cartridge fires an 80

MODEL 213 $t69.95

WRITE FOR FREE ILlUSTRATED CATAI.OG

RICHLAND ARMS CO.

from nose to tail. It is said to be the
biggest bear ev~r taken. regardless
of species.

It is at least the world's record
polar bear, so accredited by Boone
& Crockett. Dr. Murray L. Johnson.
Curator of Mammals at the University
of Puget Sound, believes it is the
largest bear ever taken; and Robert
Henning, Editor and Publisher "The
Alaska Sportsman," says that weight
studies prove this specimen to be
larger than any Kodiak ever recorded.

The white giant was killed by Arthur
R. Dubs of Medford. Oregon, on March
3rd,1961.

Try This For Size
Part of the state of Alaska's ex

hibit at the Seattle World's Fair is a
polar bear which stands 11 feet 1112
inches tall, as mounted. The hide, un
stretched, measured 11 feet 9 inches
from paw to paw, 11 feet 4 inches

You can make .476 cartridge cases from
.45 Long Colt brass; proceed the same way
as when making .455's. Trim cases to a
length of .870 inch. It will be necessary to
thin the rims of the cases, unless you in
crease the headspace of the gun to accept
the thicker rims.

This cartridge was used in the experi-

in this size, you could use a Lyman mold
that casts a .475 round ball. If you cannot
get an expanding plug in the .475·.476 inch
diameter, you can simply adjust your seating
die to crimp the bullet (or baIl) into the
cartridge case. For light loads it is not par
ticularly necessary to resize cases.
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KRUPP - AMERICAN WORLD FAMOUS

POWDER SCALE

plated cases were found unsatisfactory, and
only brass cases should be used. Super-X
brass proved best, and did not require neck
annealing. If other brands of brass are
used, I found it best to anneal %" of the
neck. This should be done between the sec
ond and third forming stages. It is possible
to form Sabre cases with a two die set, but
trying to form the cases with only one die
lead to brass troubles. A box of 50 new cases
can be formed, annealed and made ready for
loading, in less than an hour. Since a mini
mum of 20 loadings can be obtained from
each case, the brass problem is nil. Brass
stretching was checked in one case that was
fired 20 times with max loads: total length
ening was .006", and two of my best groups
under %" were made in the course of this
test.

A chamber reamer for a Remington Hep
burn was made. This gun was originally
chambered for the K-Hornet, and the octag
onal barrel had been re-lined. Various loads
of 4198, 2400, and Ball C were tried behind
swaged spitzer bullets weighing 45 and 50
grains. A maximum load, using the 45 grain
pill and 2400, consistently gave less than
minute of angle groups. When max charges

I am indebted to the firm of Eley-Kynoch,
a division of Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd., of Birmingham, England, for the car
tridge dimensions listed for the various Eng
lish handguns rounds, as well as much other
information concerning charges and ballis
tics.-John W. Rockefeller

the .455, and in a lighter gun.
This cartridge fires its 200 grain bullet at

a velocity of 600 fps, with an energy of 160
foot pounds at the muzzle. It is used in the
Enfield Number 2 Mark I and Mark 1*,
Webley Mark IV, and the American-made
Harrington & Richardson "Bobby" and "De
fender," Colt "Commando," and Sm,ith &
Wesson "Victory." The K-38 Masterpiece,
incidentally, is made in .38-200 caliber for
sale in England.

If you have a fine English handgun and
can't shoot it because there is no ammunition
available, get out the loading tools, get the
calipers ready, and make your own. If you
feel that this handloading is too much work,
try to locate a custom loader who will do the
job for you. At any rate, dust off that gun
and get ready to shoot. Give it a try ~
-you owe it to yourself. ~

Boll jeweling under oil $6.50
New Low bolt hondles for scope use

$7.50. Bolh for $12.50

Many kinds of exotic woods for rifle stocks, Custom
rifle building, Blueing, Conversions, Checkering in
many styles, Custom carving at its best. Send $1.00 for
1962 illustrated catalog. Money refunded on first order.

ANTHONY GUYMON, INC., 2206 E. 11th ST., BREMERTON, WASHINGTON

the breech. In an undertaking of this na·
ture, it must be remembered that total
thrust on the breech mechanism is deter
mined by the internal pressure in psi times
the area of the rear section of the case. And
the .44 Special is a large, fat case!

In sectioning a .357 S&W Magnum case,
I found a very heavy base and webb. Though
designed for 35,000 psi, this case could easily
handle 50,000 psi. This was the answer. I
made up several sketches and samples to
check on capacity and forming ability. A
length of 1.30" was considered minimum, yet
offered a 13 per cent greater capacity than
the R-2 Lovell case. In the final design there
is no excessive shoulder angle, nor is the
neck too short. Short necked cases often
lead to erratic pressure and shortened throat
life, and the Sabre case has a working ca
pacity of .084 cubic inches--50 per cent more
than the K-Hornet.

I then made up a set of case forming dies.
The first die reduces the outside of the neck
to .310", the second to .280", and the last
one to .250". This last die makes it possible
to load without further neck sizing or ex
panding. Cases are trimmed to 1.290" and
the inside neck is slightly chamfered. Nickel

~ GUNS OF DISTINCTION ~

THE .22 SABRE
(Continued from page 37)

grain lead bullet at a velocity of 550 fps,
with 54 foot pounds of energy.

You can also use cartridges loaded in the
United States. If your gun is a .380, try .38
Long Colt. If .38 Long Colt is too long for
the cylinder, try .38 Short Colt. If you have
a .320 caliber, try .32 Short Colt or .32 Long
Colt. One gun made in .320 was the Webley
Pocket, a hammerless topbreak pocket reo
volver.

Also, you can make .380 cases from .38
Specials. Simply trim to .710 inch for .380
Short, .945 inch for .380 Long. Use a bullet
with deep hollow base, which will expand
to fill the grooves on firing. Best bullet for
the .320 caliber is Lyman #299155.

There is another revolver cartridge known
as the .380. This is the cartridge used in
the British Enfield service revolver, caliber
.380, Number 2 Mark I and Mark 1*. The
cartridge is known as .380 Mark 1. Other
names for the round include .38 Webley
Special and .38-200. This .38-200 is nothing
more than the .38 Smith & Wesson loaded
with a 200 grain lead bullet, or a 180 grain
nickel-jacketed bullet to comply with the
rules of war. The British felt that this .38
had practically the same stopping power as

Available in white or red.
(specify). Price for any pistol
or rifle cartridge AZ· ,jo
Shpg. Wgt. 8 oz. ..,., ..,..

ORDER DIES AND TOOLS. USE fOR
SIX MONTHS. RETURN If NOT fAR
SUrERIOR TO ANY MADE IN EUROrE

OR NORTH AMERICA.

JVolIVr
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

BUY RELOADING DIES AND TOOLS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

Made under license.
• Guaranteed world's pow-

der measure.
• Quick accurat. micrometer letting.
• Vertical filling and dumping no ira••'.

no powder grinding.
• Automatic: powder knock prevents powder

e1inginq in powder chamber on static days.
• Short powder tube to prevent powder

clinging.
$n·7~. Tabl••tand - you work on tabl. not

7 ¥ table edge.
Shpg. Wgt. 7 lb•.

~!!.
Modo u.dor lico.so. Sh". Wit. 4 lbo.
• V•• ,s .h••cI _",iM.ring ellel accuracy_
• Two le.eling scre...
• Built in crOll rev.l.
• Fro..o twico •• lorg. to .top "lbr.tloft, prolect

b•• r;ngs.
• Built in oil dampene,.
• 1/10 grain .cc:ur.t.. 325 grain capacity.

Stays accurat•.

GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE SAME DAY DELIVERY.
Write today for first FREE reloading book
that really makes it possible for you to
reload rifle, pistol, shotshell ammo in mat·
ter of minutes by superior European method.
Send today for huge FREE catalog of re.
loading tools, dies, supplies. Dept. K2H

KRUPP - AMERICAN CORPORAliON
Formerly Luger American Corporation

Glenwood. Minnesota. U. S. A.

KRUPP· WORLD S FINEST PRECISION

RELOADING DIES
Standard ¥. x 14" threads fit any tool. Die
steel. hand polished. prec:ision machined.

t·· ··..1..... ~T::.D~f~~ ~~~;~ I$:;~E.
3 pc:. Pistol die sets $6.49

STAN~AR: M::·E~g;·12:E.II·
2 pc:. Rifle die sets $5.49
3 pc:. Pistol die sets $7.19
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MARKSMAN'S BAR
ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I::AID
SILVER FINISH

RAISED LETTERS

Badoe. in Stock:
PISTOL SHARPSHOOTER
RIFLE MARKSMAN
PISTOL EXPERT
MARKSMAN BAR
PISTOL MARKSMAN

Expert Rifleman's
Badge

If you haven't had the opportunity to try
the KR IEGHOFF 32 over I under, why don't
you step up to the man who owns one
... find out why this is the best perform
ing shotgun! You will find them at every
major shoot. And most owners will lend
you a 32 for a trial - they're that proud of
their purchase.

TRY ONE ••. If you can't coax one away
from its proud possessor, write us for the
name of a dealer or shooter near you.

TRY ONE...beg,borrow. even~ one!
of Ball C were used, pressure became erratic
and accuracy fell off. With 4198 and a 50
grain bullet, groups of 1" were the rule, but
because of barrel condition, no further accu
racy tests were made.

In the field, the Hepburn accounted for
two chucks, one at 200 yards, the other at
slightly over 250 yards. The 50 grain Sierra
bullet blew up on the chuck at the latter
shot, indicating good remaining velocity at
this range. Another .22 Sabre accounted for
a number of chucks at ranges from 150 to
250 yards. The new gun performed as well
as the original Hepburn did, and I find that
it is far superior to the K-Hornets that I
have used for years. The report is a little
louder than that of the Bee, but considerably
less than that of the Swift.

Tn order to confirm my ballistics data, an·
other rifle was built on a Winchester IIi· L-=::::====================~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Wall that had an M-2 Springfield .22 caliber even before sticking cases were encoun·
barrel in the original .22 Lovell; groove di- tered, charges were cut back. Loads that
ameter was .224" and only setting back and gave the usual signs of pressure were aban-
rechambering were required. The new gun doned.
and some formed cases were sent to Ed The .22 Sabre can attain 3060 fps with the
Yard, a fellow member of Experimental Bal- 50 grain bullet, and cases will slip out eas-
listics Associates. Using a crystal con- ily. Extra velocity can only be obtained
trolled counter chronograph similar to the when case life is sacrificed and loss of accu-
Potter machine, Ed worked up loads and racy is of little consideration. In my Hi·
confirmed my data. All listed loads are safe Wall Sabre, I repeatedly fired %" groups,
and do not produce excessive pressures. AI- using Ball C powder and a 50 grain bullet.
though the Sabre should be loaded close to All of the loads listed in the table are safe
maximum for best perforriJance, this maxi- loads, have been tested for accuracy, velocity,
mum should be approached slowly and with and pressure. Even after 20 reloadings,
caution. There is little question that some primers seated tightly, and only neck sizing
guns will take higher pressures, but it is is required.
always better to be safe than sorry. Exces- In working up loads for any wildcat from
sive pressures were determined by watching someone else's design, it should be kept in
for the slightest sign of case expansion, and mind that tight barrels, hard jackets, large

.308 .243 .222 ~i.g. .222 .22 Hornet .38 Special
Wad Cutter

.32 S & W Long
Wad Cutter

9 M/M .25 ACP ,

r6..ea....sO~...naI6o.nal
~f;4 WASHINGTON 22, D. C.
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flash holes, heavier cases, and steeper twists
are factors that influence pressures.

The .22 Sabre is well suited for the Win·
chester Hi-Wall, the Stevens #44%, the
Sharps Borchardt, the Remington Hepburn,
and several foreign single shot actions of
similar strength. The Sabre is, however, not
limited to single shot actions. The Krag can
easily be converted. Here you grind the bot
tom of the extractor to where it bears
against the bolt body. This permits the claw
to drop down far enough to grip the Sabre
case. Since single loading would be used on

such a conversion, it is advisable to grind
the magazine flush so that a full sided stock
can be used. The .22 Sabre should not be
made up on a Lo-Wall or the Stevens #44
action.

Most existing K.Hornets, Bees, or R-2 Lov
ells can be converted to the Sabre easily and
with little cost-only setting back of the
barrel by a few threads and rechambering
are required. As in all conversions, action
strength should be considered. The Winches
ter Model 65 in .218 Bee is such an action.
If loaded with a great deal of care and by

developing loads cautiously, it is possible to
use this action without untoward effects.
Loading dies for the Sabre are easily made:
simply shorten the lower part of the die body
of .222 Remington dies by %".

The .22 Sabre gives you a highly accurate
225 yard varmint rifle at relatively low cost.
Brass will be available for a long time to
come, and it is a wildcat that ,'von't break
your finances, that you won't have to pam
per, and that farmers won't object to when
you are out popping off a few chucks. What
more can you ask?

.22 SABRE LOADS
BULLET CHARGE POWDER VELOCITY BULLET CHARGE POWDER VELOCITY

50 gr. Hornady Spire PI. 16.6 " #4227 3040 40 Sierra soft point 14.0 " H-240 3220gr.
" 17~5 " #4198 2975 " " 14.5 " H-240 3390

14.0 " H-240 2975 17.0 " #4227 3325
14.3 " H-240 3065 17.5 " #4198 3145

45 gr. Remington HoI. Pt. 19.1 " Ball C 2750 5.0 " Unique 2000
" " 19.5 Ball C 2835 35 gr. Sisk soft point 17.0 gr. #4198 3020

17.3 #4198 3020 " " 13.0 " H-240 3065
17.5 #4198 3050 14.0 " H-240 3240
16.5 #4227 3160 " " " 14.5 H-240 3400
14.5 H-240 3190 17.0 " #4227 3380

41· gr. Sisk super Lovell 17.0 gr. #4227 3295
" " 14.0 " H-240 3165 C;

15.0 #2400 3100

3516 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G-962)
NEW YORK 67, N. Y.- Phone TUlip 1-1900

Send For Our Fully Illustrated

FREE GIANT CATALOGS
SPECIFY HUNTING. FISHING OR BOTH

a 28 gauge over-under, and it's a honey; but
my crystal ball didn't tell me it was coming.

In desperation, I censulted a Stoeger cata
logue. I was sure that 28 gauge guns were
made in Europe and, sure enough, I found
three listed. The one that seemed to fit my
specifications best was a Sarasqueta side·by
side double, 28 inch barrels, bored full and
modified. I filled out the order and mailed
it. This, too, was a victory of need over per
sonal prejudice: I would have preferred to
buy a U. S.-made gun. I have never before
bought a gun "sight-unseen," either, and this
bothered me.

So, when the gun arrived, I opened the
carton with assorted misgivings. Maybe I
was a fool to think I could ever shoot a shot
gun again anyway-any shotgun. But-hey!
This little Spanish piece was downright
handsome! Metal·to-metal work, first class;
a finely grained light walnut stock, pistol
gripped; receiver and under-plate nicely en
graved; triggers and name-insert gold plated.
It came up nicely, seemed to fit me perfectly.
Its weight (5~ pounds) brought back my
qualms about recoil, but I'd give it a trial.

I bought shells for it in the available load
ings-6s, 7%s, 9s-and the misgivings about
recoil mounted as I noted that they were all
high-based shells. Nevertheless, I went to
work on patterns.

The patterns were good; very good indeed,
with all loads, from 20 to 35 yards. And the
patterns were placed neither high nor low
nor left nor right, but right where I held
her. I was so interested in the patterns that
I shot up more than a box and a Ilalf of

THE 28 GAUGE TO THE RESCUE
(Continued from page 41)

Then I remembered something. Some years
earlier, I'd met Charley Skouras, head of Fox
West Coast Theatres. Charley, an avid sports
man, had invited me on several junkets to his
private duck club in the San Joaquin Valley
and Charley had the most beautiful shotgun
arsenal I'd ever seen: four matched, custom
made Parker doubles in 12, 16, 20 and 28
gauge. The 28 was his favorite.

We shot from sunken blinds, over decoys,
and it was amazing to watch Charley clobber
the big ducks with that featherweight little
gun, throwing only % of an ounce of shot. It
was certainly no toy, but a precise and
deadly weapon, within its limitations of range
and pattern. It looked and handled like a
shotgun. I'd liked the feel of it.

Could the 28 be the answer to my prob
lem? I began shopping. I wanted a slide ac
tion, like myoid 16, with full choke. The
dealers told me that Winchester offered a
Model 12 in 28 gauge, but only on special
order, and only in Skeet Grade, with skeet
boring. Skeet boring I didn't want, Skeet
Grade I couldn't afford, so that was that ...
The only other choices, the dealers said,
would be a Remington 28 automatic, or a
Savage single-shot. I didn't want a single
shot; and as for the Remington, a personal
prejudice raised its ugly head in that I just
don't like auto-loaders. Others swear by
them, and that's fine with me; but the only
shotguns I've ever really liked were pumps
and---eome to think of it-doubles.

But no doubles had been mentioned on my
list of choices, either side-by-side or over
under. Since then, Browning has brought out

.. $995
ppd.

MADE IN U.S.A••

NEW SIGHTMASTER"101" RIFLESCOPE • :
It's here at last! The most sensational scope value in a lifetime In your choice of power - 2lh:X, 4X or 6X. Its lot -
all the deluxe features you've been looking for: precision glass optics throughouti color corrected; & with Internal
adjustments for perfect focus & alignment. Beautifully blued steel. long eye relief. Easy to install, fits over 35:0 U.S. •

=~:o~?:.eif~d ri~lisf~~c~~~intfa~~fl~~SED?~¥E $:E~~vf~~: ~~{is~At~:o:e88A~~~tE~~~~~~nMO~de~i~ib~:e~1~UI~0::
power, make ana mOOl1 of rifll••,Ilerl .""lIirl. PAl TECH.ICS, .IC., 119 'In Tlchnics 1111,., Slll.l. lelch. Cllif.

66.00
7.50

10.95
11.25
13.95

9.50
11.95
15.50

9.95
10.80
59.50
12.35

39.60

Special

$ 23.95
28.75
30.95
37.95
52.95

56.95
7.95
9.70

74.95
82.50
67.50

49.95
23.95

53.95

79.50

139.60
9.60

10.80
10.80
28.75
13.20
15.80

6.80
22.00
43.60

9.20
12.50

Lenses.

Retail
Weaver K2. or K3 Cross Hair or

w~:~::e~4 ~~~s.Hair 'or' ..... ed"post:' fi:88
Weaver K6 ed Post. 4S.50
Weavcr KS 59.50
Weaver VS 79.50
Wea\'cr V8 .Iu Range Reticule Com·

w~~~~eer ~jp1't1::mJrde'Mount .:: :::::::: ::: ~:ig
Weaver Pivot Mount.................... 12.50
Weatherby Imperial 2x to 7x CH or TP.. 99.50

~~e:~?Jb:ri~~~~~'~:i:ve~-.1.0.~.~~..o.r. ~~: 19;:gg
Swift's Mark II .:842 Zoom Scope 2.5:00:: to

8x WI CH or with Lens Caps 89.50
Swi 37.50
Swl Eye

Pieces & Custom Tripod.. 89.95

St~rt~~ omplde wSm~\~~eS~ll~~O~

8a~:~~1&0i1~~il~X: 'SPOiti~g: Scope:::::: l1g:~
Hedding Powder and Bullet Scale........ 14.00
Redding Master Case Trimmer 14.50
Redding Master Powder Measure 18.50
Hedd d Powder Measure...... 12.50
Redd d Reloading Press....... 16.00
Pael eluxe Press .....•....... 19.50
Pacl ie Rille Set................ 12.50
Pael Die Pistol Set............. 13.50

f,:~: 1\1 cro ~~:icP~~~~.:::::::::::::::: i~:~
Paci DL 150 Hunter Shotshell Press

Complete W IDies 49.50
Pacific DL 250 Shotshell Press Complete

pa~'lt~i SOO· sh·ot~he'ti· Press' c'o'n"1pietc 99.50
(12 Ga. Only) 174.50

C Press Up or Down Stroke... 12.00
Rille Set 13.50
Pistol Set 13.50
m "H" Press 36.00

L1g~ ~~:np;~~~ ~!.~~~~::::::: i3:~
Line Jr. Dies................ 8.50

Lyman American Comet Press....... 27.50
Lyman All American Turret Press 54.50
Lyman All American Dies - Rifle or

Pistol 11.50
Lyman 55 Powder :\teasure 16.50

Swift's D Binoculars with Coated
ifetlme Guarantee!!

All Prices utlful Plush Lined Carn'ing Case
with Straps. enter Focus Adjustment On Ail Models.

~~ ::~~rr~f:l7X35 ~~.::::::::::::::::: ~gj8 ~~:~~:i= ::~~~rJa~~:r'~ lr?f fOx· 35' \Vid'c"" 56.00 33.60*

8O~JM:~eeptune'·r.i~:"k··ii;'··7·X·35·Lig·tit·.· 120.00 71.95*

*Ad~lgl~to/~"1.~e:;:lmT~~o'Sp'e'c'i~i' Pr'ic~ 95.00 56.95*

LEADING DEALERS OF:
Red Head, lO·X, Winchester. Browning, Remington.
Marlin, F. N. Mauser, Sako, Sava~e. Stevens. Mossberg,
RUR'cr. Smith & Wesson, Hi·Standard, All Major Gun
Companies, Lyman, Redding, Redfield, WUli:1ms. Bueh
ler, Pachmayr, Bausch & Lomb, Leupold, Unertl.
"'catherby, Swift & Anderson, Hod~man. Jon·E, Storm
Queen & Kin~, Olt's, Stackpole Books.

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED
BRAND NEW 1962 MODELS

ADD POSTAGE TO ALL ITEMS
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

SHOWROOM OPEN OAILY
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ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss this fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT AB ElS, Inc., ~~,;;Uy~~~i~,~o~~'i:
Send me your Calalog # 31 with backgrounds,
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and posl·
age.
NAME ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ADDRESS ..
CITY lONE STATE ..

BEFORE YOU BUY just any insulated clothing or
sleeping bag to depend on and live with for many
years, learn the hidden qualities. GET THE
FACTS! Read why scientists, armed forces, explor.
ers, guides, sportsmen throughout the world fate
Bauer quality goose Down the finest of all insula
tions. RISK NOT ONE CENT! Order and com
pare. Read what others say!

"~4-.-W~O~O~D-:--LO-N6-AR-IN-1-III
Finest Gun Stocks & Blanks DEPT. G
FREE Facts & Price List g~nfo~~~t,

~-------------------------~

• MAGAZINE LOADING CLIP
• OVER 15 MOVING PARTS
• FULLY AUTOMATIC

Automatic full size model of

~ c~~fa1~s ~~~rm~~cm~~~~O~
parts. Loads 8 complete
rounds Which snap into the
hard butt simulatin~ a Lu
~er. Fires 8 bullet shaped pellets. Has auto-
matic slide action. Made of heavy. high-im~
pact styrene with amazing attention to detail.

MOST AUTHENTIC MODEL GUN WE'VE EVER SEEN

~1~:;I/oeJ'~i~e:/~~ ;~~~~': r~1~tsin~~~~~1y~~~~e~u~~i~
of pellets and specially designed belt holster. Full
Money Back Guarantee. Simply send $1.98 plus 27c
shipping charge or ordf'r C.O.D. From:

HONOR HOUSE PROD. CORP., Dept. LB-85
11-------Lynbrook; N. Y.

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CHARLOTTE. N. C.

A puff of feathers floated off as the bird hit
the ground, stone dead. I whirled on a cross
over, and it was bird number two. When I
quit shooting I had a limit of 'mourners'
(0), plus 8 whitewings (limit 25), and I
was as happy as a teenager with a souped-up
hot-rod. I missed, of course; missed a lot.
But after I'd gotten the 'word', I had run up
a fairly respectable score, considering the
number of shells fired.

By the end of dove season, I was shooting
that little gun in a way that made no apolo
gies necessary. And with increasing confi
dence, my scores went up accordingly. I was
back in the groove. Quail, later on, presented
no problem at all. Nor did a pheasant shoot
in Imperial Valley. And, thank the Lord for
big favors-no aches, no pains, no nothing
but sheer delight in shooting my new favor
ite. Green lights all the way.

Dividends accrued, too. That light weight,
for one thing. The gun swung faster, and I
could beat the brush all day long, without
getting arm weary from lugging it. The
shells were naturally smaller and lighter, too.
You could carry more of them, without fre
quent trips back to the car for refills.

But the best dividend of all was-my wife.
She took to that 28 like a duck to water.
This, after twenty-odd years of trying with
out success to get her interested in bird
shooting, was terrific. I ordered another 28,
a mate to mine, for her sole use, and now
she takes an active part in the bird shoots,
instead of being a mere bystander or acting
only as retriever. This is all to the good.

I hope American gun makers get the scoop
on the 28 before the Europeans move too far

• ahead. One day, that little gauge is going
to catch fire, like it did with me, and a lot
of shooters are going to want one. It's a per
fect gun for the ladies, and ideal for a boy,
or beginners.

Duck season was about due, but I was
passing it up. Not worth the effort, I kept
telling myself, with ducks so scarce that the
bag limit had dwindled to four a day
(961). But down deep, the real reason was
this: I couldn't sell myself that the 28 was
a duck gun-not on the Colorado, anyway.
Be like asking a boy to do a man's job
unfair to the boy, even though he was husky
and willing. Why tempt the fates-and per
haps be disappointed? You can't ever have
it all. But I wasn't too unhappy about giving
up the ducks. The way it was, me and that
little gun were getting along first rate. We
had it made. With some of the best upland
bird shooting in the world all around me, I
could live without ducks • • • this year, at
least.

Next year-who knows? After all, Charley
Skouras and I killed ducks with his 28 gauge ~
Parker. Maybe next year I'll get me ~
some duck dinners. ~

PELLET

Works LUGER AUTOMATIC

shells before I realized that I was beyond
my headache limit-with no headache!

Next thing was to try it in the field. What
could I do with this baby on flying birds?
I didn't have long to wait; the dove and
whitewing season was only two weeks off.

On opening day, I sneaked off alone, not
wanting anyone around_not even my wife
if I flubbed the deal. Well, frankly, that first
day was anything but reassuring, except that
I coztId shoot this gun without head pains. I
missed a lot of shots-shots that would have
been a breeze with my 16. I shoot with both
eyes open, and I kept seeing those two bar
rels. This or something threw me off. I
tried closing one eye, but this slowed up my
reflexes. Instead of shooting fast, as was my
way, I was being overly careful, taking too
much time, and this was fatal, too. It's hard
to teach an old dog new tricks.

The second day, I went back to myoId
way of shooting. Some improvement was
noticeable, but not much. I was still missing
birds that I could have downed with a hand
ful of gravel. I sat down and took a good,
hard look at the situation, trying to figure
out just what I was doing wrong. Those two
barrels were causing the foul·up, I concluded.
But what could I do so they wouldn't dis
tract me?

On my 16, I'd never been barrel or sight
conscious. In fact, there was no bead sight
on the 16 at all. Instead, I'd taped the end of
barrel into a kind of a blob, and while I was
never actually aware of seeing this, that blob
did subconsciously stay in my vision, keeping
the barrel lined up while I concentrated on
the bird itself. I'd learned this little trick a
long time ago from an old gaffer down in
New Mexico, the finest wingshot I've ever
known. It work~d.

But how would a gimmick like that do on
a side-by-side double? There was only one
way to find out. I covered the bead with
small layers of white tape, building it up
perhaps a quarter of an inch, sloping away
toward both sides of the barrels. I anchored
this crude looking device by taping it around
the tubes. Then I made a lot of dry runs on
birds, from all angles. I found, to my satis
faction, that I was no longer conscious of
the two barrels. How could I be, with that
king-sized blob looming up like a sore thumb?
I was back in business again, now able to
concentrate on the target-or so I hoped.

It was almost noon. The doves were bar
reling in now from all directions to the big
mesquite grove, to rest in the heat of the
day. There was a goodly sprinkling of white
wings. I kept saying to myself over and over,
"Just point it and shoot like you did before,
Don't wait!"

I loaded up: 9s in the right barrel, for
close ones, 7%s in the full choke, for follow
ups or longer shots. I went up with a high
incomer, blotted him out and pulled off.
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retrieved him. He winked at me as he
passed me.

Red, brutally robbed of his share of the
double play, glared at John, gave me a
pained look, and rammed a fresh shell inolo
his Browning. "How do you like that?" he
grumbled. "Every time we shoot with that
kid, he wipes my eye, one way or another!
We should've left him home!"

But that was just talk; Red is genuinely
fond of that son of mine, genuinely proud of
John's considerable shotgun skill, would
never hear to leaving John out of any hunt·
ing foray.

When John came back with the mallard,
Red yapped at him a little, then came up
with another suggestion. "This two·timing
business works so well, why wouldn't it work
better if used copper·coated 4s instead of 6s?
That's a mighty fine goose load; ought to be
fine on these mallards. I got a couple of
boxes in my car. John, if you'll go get 'em,
one box is yours."

"It's a deal, Red," John told him, laugh
ing. "Fact is, I've been using copper·coated
4s all morning. Figured it was the smart
thing to do. Dad says they improve pattern·
ing percentages by from 8 to 15 per cent,
depending on the choke of the gun.... And
the skill of the shooter, of course," he added,
not so innocently, as he headed for the ear.

"What'd I tell you?" Red grumbled. "Here
I been hunting for 50 years, and taught this
kid all I know, and now he beats me to it in
figuring out a practical application of the
best shot load for a given situation! . . .
Anyway, with the greater impact of 4s as
compared to the 6s we've been using, I'll bet
we can drop them cleanly with two simul,
taneous shots instead of three or four. We'll
never have a better chance to run a field test
on the theory."

We gave the theory a field test, all right.
Mature mallards that came over at ranges up
to an estimated 65 yards were stopped dead
in mid·wingbeat when hit with two simul
taneous loads of coppered 4s. We were burn·
ing ammunition, but we were getting clean
kills, with no cripples.

But let me make it very clear here and
now that I do not advise you or anyone to
practice the method by which Red, John,
and I harvested that day's limit of mallards.
We did it successfully, by adhering rigidly
to a controlled situation-and because we
shoot together like a well·coached team. Such
synchronized shooting is not easy; the three
of us had developed timing by shooting
shoulder to shoulder, so to speak, during
countless crow shoots. I don't mean that we
ever, except by accident, shot simultaneously
at the same crow; but when crows are being
called in, it is a nicety of the sport for each
gunner to hold his shot until the other
shooters have targets-for the first shot at

THE DRAKES CAME DOWN
(Continued from page 27)

Join NOW! and receive
this gold·filled NRA mem
bership lapel button. Sells
regularly for $L50-yours
at no extra cost.

~
MAIL THIS
APPLICATION
TODAY!

today's minimum altitude, let's bust the
leader."

We did it. When the next flock came over,
we both picked the husky greenheaded leader
and smacked him almost simultaneously. The
fact that we were shooting from perhaps 30
yards apart administered a crossfire effect
that was probably better than if all the
pellets had come from nearly the same angle.
The big drake staggered, fought for balance,
wallowed downward for 20 yards or so,
leveled off. But he was now within easy 12
gauge range, and Red hit him again. He
came down like a dropped stone.

That greenhead had cost us three shells,
but that's only about normal par for pass
shooting-and he was cleanly killed, reo
trieved, ready for the oven. We took three
more big ones with our new·found strategy,
and next thing we knew, John had joined us.

"What goes on?" John demanded. "From
where I was, it looked as if two shots started
a duck falling and then a third shot puts it
away. What are you guys doing?"

"Here comes a flock," Red told him. "Get
down! When they're over, take the drake on
your side-and I'll show you."

John watched the flock, concentrating on
the drake he'd been told to wallop. When the
boy lifted his Ithaca, Red was right behind
him with his Browning semi·auto. The shots
blended so closely that it would have been
easy to believe that only one gun had fired.
The big drake tumbled, dead before he knew
what hit him. John said, "That brings me
within one of' my limit," and went out and

o $5.00 Enclosed

o Bill me please

:If You Like 10 Runl _

Shoot You Belong In Ih.

NRA

A year's subscription to the world's finest gun magazine
--devoted exclusively to the fascinating subject of fire
arms. Read about rifles, pistols, shotguns. hunting, target
shooting, gun~mithing. gun collecting. reloading and re·
lated subjects-eVeT1J month.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $5.00

Over 400,000 sportsmen invite you to join the NRA.
You'll get prompt answers from our Firearms Information
Service-gun law bulletins-low cost gun insurance-right
to buy gov~rnment gun-equipment-eligibility for a year..
around shooting program-marksmanship instruction
plus many other benefits.
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RiflEMAN
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Shotgunners don'tc::=?' W-=1I I

Have to die Broke!

1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.
*Conjirming application & details will also be mailed.-----------

Please enter my subscription
to THE AMERICAN RIFLE
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THE AMERICAN SHOTGUNNER
by Francis E. Sell. A master shot
gunner who knows the worth of a
dollar, Mr. Sell devotes eight chap
ters to handloading shotgun shells,
a real economy item. Other sub
jects are ~auges, chokes, bores,
stocks, deSign and makes. Also
some excellent writing on the rich
American heritage of shotgunning,
its techniques and developments.
A very smart book buy. Only $6.95

OTHER SUPERIOR GUN BOOKS
PARKER .•• AMERICA'S FINEST
SHOTGUN by Peter H. Johnson.
The fascinating "biography" of
Connecticut Yankee Charles
Parker's masterpiece, considered by
many the ultimate in shotgun
Craftsmanship. $6.50

THE BOOK OF RIFLES by W.
H. B. Smith. Revised and ap
pended by William Piznak, this
classic covers military and sport
ing rifles of the world. Has infor
mation not in other books. $10.0D

SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD
by W. H. B. Smith. The most au
thoritative work on. firearms ever
written, up-dated, revised and en
larged by J. E. Smith, Omce of the
Chief of Ordnance, U. S. A. $15.00

~
At your book seller or sporting

~ ~ goods store, or write:

THE STACKPOLE COMPANY
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
Wi
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(Ammo

Cal. .38 S&W. OriR'inal finish and
lon"lps. Choice 4" or 5" barrel. Con

dition like new-NRA EXCEL
LENT. While supply lasts $49.95

each. A few in NRA GOOd
Condition each 539.95. Send

r:~~~s~i~~~~;f10~Sired.

ROLLING BLOCKS - Cal. .43

i , i

Naval Cutlass with Scabbard. Excellent.
Crest removed. Only $7.25 plus 80c ppd.

RARE NAVAL CUTLASS

l£:iti;:::===,==:::::dJ
SOLINGEN STEEL

COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

57

GIL HEBARD GUNS
KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

RARE WEBLEY REVOLVERS

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White. Weston, Shockey, Clark. Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords. all latest prodUcts and prices, hun
dreds of score Improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard. S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the bigl'lest pistol shoot
ingvalueever for $1.00. MaIled Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

T ER MS: Handguns and Ammo shipped RR EXl.)RESS,
shipping charges collect. Other items shipped !.)ARCEL
:POST ·if you include 'Postage. Write for our NEW
CATALOG.

$8.95 ITALIAN TERNI CARBINE
~af~:r '6~~d~~~ri'a~:g;~:-ei1ehatl y~~~~ensV~eg~~~~~~~i~~;
only $8.95 plus $1.50 ppd. 6.Smm Military Ammo that
shoots, $7.50 per 100. 6.5mm hunting ammo that shoots,
$3.95 per box of 20.

REMINGTON

>~ r

WWI
and 1/

LEWIS

Box 35, 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Va.

WE BUY, TRADE & SWAP GUNS

POTOMAC ARMS CORP.

Complete

$39.95
Accessory Kit $9.95

Used by U.S. & BRITAIN
Light machine gun, cal. .303.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINE GUN PARTS
FOR LEWIS: Anti~aircraft sights $4.95' Loading tool
$?,95; Maga1.ines, $5.95; Carrying 'handle: $2.50; Maga~
ZlOe cases, carrying, $.50; Complete set of wrenches
trigJ?cr gau~e. screw drivers, spanner wrench, $4.00';
J.C~VlS CarrYlllg_ case, $1.50: C,anvas breech cover, $.50:
Utllity bag $.:>0; Accessory kit of Lewis assortment of
par~s, tools and Accessories, $9.95; :\1ost other parts
a\'allable, please send post. ~ard for Quote.
FOR STEN GUN: 9mm ~fagazine $9.50 plus 50c P.P.P.
~OR LANCHESTER: 9mm )Iagazincs $9.50 plus 50c
l.P.P.
FOR THOMPSON SUB-MACHINE GUN: Butt stocks
new w/o hdwe. $3.50 plus 50c P.P.P. Carrying case
$2.25 pIllS 50c p.r.I).
FOR M-3: Magazine case, complete, as issued $1.50
plus 25c P.P.P. Extra magazines $2.25 plus SOc P.P.P.

U.S. M-3 GREASE GUN Cal. .45 ACP
WWII

*UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

*Made unserviceable. or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes. or as a prized decorator for collectors.
SPECIAL: Both Lewis & M·B Guns
Only $80.00, F.O.B. Alex., Va.

ergy per pellet. All of these shot sizes also
suffered corresponding loss of penetrating
power during their /light from muzzle to
target.

Thus, if we take the arbitrary figure of
17.8 foot pounds as close to the minimum
lethal shot dosage, we were probably hitting
our ducks with an average of six or more
Number 4's to drop those drakes so cleanly.
We didn't run an exact check on the average
number of hits per bird, but I recall that
they evidenced surprisingly good pellet dis
tribution from our overlapping shot patterns.
As a matter of fact, while we were plucking
the birds, John mentioned that a couple of
them had taken as many as ten hits apiece
from the crossfire of those copper-coated 4's.

I have talked only of the foot pound en
ergy which different shot sizes provide at
several ranges. But there is another factor
in shot pellet efficiency which is little under
stood: the pyramiding effect of hits by
multiple pellets. To make this m'ost easily
understood, let us confine ourselves to only
one shot size.

The natural, and correct, belief that the
killing power exerted on game is directly
proportioned to the number of pellet hits on
the game tells only part of the story. The
shock factor that each additional pellet hit
produces is a much more potent factor in
grassing game. And that shock factor doesn't
perform according to a siinple mathematical
progression.

A mallard drake, if struck with only one
pellet of Number 4 shot, suffers the actual
amount of physical damage that pellet pro
duces. But he also suffers a certain amount
of nervous shock which, for want of-a simple
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an incoming /lock, that is. After that, crow
shooting is on a free-for-all basis, of course.
But it isn't polite, among friends, to blast
away early and flare the flight away from
your buddies. In such practice, Red and
John and I had learned act in unison with
an almost uncanny precision. We used that
knack that day on the Platte.

I use the story here merely to illustrate a
point. The efficient field use of shotshell
patterns is based on some very basic funda
mentals. But they vary from shooter to
shooter, from shotgun to shotgun. No com
bination of the two, man and gun, performs
exactly as any other combination. It might
seem that such variations are slight, when
the contributing factors are compared; but
existing variations tend to multiply each'
other in field results.

Basically, the only connection the hunter
has between himself and his game is the
density and energy of the shot pellets. But
only those which actually strike game count.
The energy of the rest of the load is com
pletely wasted. Thus, at any given range, it
is immaterial whether the shooter is using a
.410 or a 10 gauge Magnum. The only yard
stick that counts is this one: if the respec
tive shot charges emerge from the muzzles of
both guns at the same velocity and are of the
same shot size--if the same number of them
from each gun strike the game in identical
shock-prone areas--their' killing results are
identical.

At identical muzzle velocities, each size of
shot possesses certain energy factors at pro
gressive ranges. The larger the size of shot,
I he more energy it will deliver at each of
these ranges, though all sizes of shot pro
gressively lose their energy the farther they
travel. Consequently, it is foolish to contend
that small-sized shot can hit as hard or
penetrate as deeply, on any per-pellet com
parison, .as a larger size of shot.

A lot of experimental study has gone into
determining how much total energy must be
delivered on game to kill it efficiently, and
with minimum crippling. Since this varies
with the life tenacity of the various species,
plus young versus old birds, the results of
those studies are merely averages of many
thousands of specimens. Naturally, from a
sporting standpoint, it's always better to
over-kill rather than to under-kill game. The
following figures tend to err in that proper
direction.

The usual and most frequently used meas
uring stick is this: it takes five Numher 5
shot pellets to kill ducks the size of mallards
at a range of 40 yards cleanly. Fired from
game loads, which develop 1330 fps at the
muzzle, each Number 5 pellet retains 3.56
foot pounds of energy at its 40 yard impact.
Thus, the lethal impact of the five pellets
totals 17.8 foot pounds.

At the same range, but using Number 6
shot, it would take seven pellets-each car
rying 2.50 foot pounds of energy, and total
ing 17.5 foot pounds, to achieve comparable
killing power and shock. Similarly, if using
Number 4 shot, it would take only four
pellets to make a clean kill. Each of these
packs 4.77 foot pounds of wallop, or a total
of over 19.0 foot pounds.

At the estimated 65 yards at which we
were shooting mallards, Number 6 shot
would deliver l.50 foot pounds each, Number
5's would pack about 2.25 foot pounds apiece,
and the copper-coated Number 4's would
deliver approximately 3 foot pounds of en-



-with or without a scope. The case
opens perfectly flat, permitting easy
removal of the gun, and if you wish,
you can display, adjust or polish
fine firearms right on the gun case.

Take the case that takes the
honors-from sportsmen and marks
men alike. Choose Bucheimer-an
outstanding name in leather gOQds
since 1884.

One such case concerned an Ohio cock
pheasant that came flying by some 100 yards
away, then suddenly cartwheeled out of the
sky. He had obviously fallen dead. I care·
fully marked the spot and detoured to get
him. That evening, when I skinned him, I
found that he'd been hit with just one pellet,
approximately broadside through the lungs.
That pellet, which I guessed was a Number
4, had gone all the way through. Comically
enough, our party of three needed that bird
to fill our day's limits.

Another instance concerned a mallard
drake. Sitting in my blind I saw this loner
coming and readied to take him as soon as
he got within range. But, to my utter con·
fusion, just as I leveled down on him, he
plunged in among my decoys and floated
there, belly up. Crippled somewhere else, he
had lived long enough to be sighted and
salvaged, instead of becoming raccoon or
hawk bait. He also was a one pellet kill.

As I said, these were freak occurrences.
The thing to keep in mind is that the shot
size you use carries a certain, non·variable
energy factor with it. Hit that bird squarely
with enough pellets, and he'll go down. But
even if you don't have an instantaneous kill,
that x shock factor will grass the bird for
you, providing you use a shot size that is
adequate for the job.

Keep your eyes on those "no·hit" birds
this coming season. Chances are good that
you'll find the bird you thought you missed,
killed by remaining pellet energy and that
unpredictable x shock factor. And don't be
ashamed to use shot a bit bigger than. that
used by your hunting buddies. It will ~
help you to get your limit. ~

No. it's not a mystery story, but a
brand-new gun case that Bucheimer
has added to its outstanding, high
quality line. This model, No. 72, has
a zipper that travels three-quarters
of the way around the case, yet it's
made so that your gun never "rides"
on the zipper.

There's ample room to carry your
gun-always in an upright position

II:...
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Shown: Gun Case No. 72, with popular Model 70, military rifle sling and hunting scope

Bucheimer
presents

THE CASE OF THE WELL-GUARDED RIFLE

way of describing it, I'm going to indicate
by the algebraic symbol x. If that drake is
struck by two pellets, the tissue damage
doubles, but the amount of nervous shock
suffered leaps to the square of the number
of hits-or 4x. Three hits treble the physical
damage, but raise the shock factor to 9x.
Four hits thus yield 16x of shock, and five
hits raise it to 25x.

This rapid progression of fatal nervous
shock explains why there are many cases of
cleanly-killed game, even when loads of fine
shot are used at reasonable ranges. Often not
one of those small pellets penetrates to the
vitals, yet the bird is killed because the
numerous pellets striking it distribute a
large amount of fatal nervous shock. It is
obvious that fine·shot loads contain many
more pellets per ounce or per load of equal
weight, and their cumulative shock is greater
than far fewer hits of the coarser sizes of
shot.

I am, of course, not talking of those cases
where a lone pellet slips into the brain, or
damages the main nerve trunk of the back
bone. Such freak kills, while instantaneous,
are mere accidents.

I've several times picked up strong·flying
birds that suddenly and inexplicably col·
lapsed without my ever having fired a shot
at them. These ranged from ducks through
pheasants and, in at least two cases, in·
cluded Greater Canada geese. The completely
natural explanation is that those were crip.
pIes, usually hit with only one or two large
shot pellets. These birds, flying away from
hunters who had hit them with sub-lethal
patterns, survived until they simply ran out
of gas.

V.s, send m. th. next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for on.
y.ar. $2 enclosed-to be r.funded if I'm not
compl.t.ly satisfi.d.

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,
you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub.

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS hOI aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod·

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts .•. all at money·

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the mare than 5,000

listi ngs twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

mare, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bell

Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone. CY}·
loder, and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit ror two
calLbers $1.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES ColI.:~ °pa~~~ ~:o;g;a

r-----------------
I THE SHOTGUN NEWS G-9
I Columbus, Nebraska
I
I
I
I
I1 Name.._ _ _

I
I Addr _.n _ _ .
I
I
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GEO. BROTHERS, GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.
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NOTICE! NOW AVAILABLE!
INTERCHANGEABLE BARRELS!

CHAMBERING REAMERS

ONLY'Ve think we can sell so many of these
quality chambering reamers at this low. low
price that sheer volume will make up for
our tiny, tiny profit per reamer. Understand S8 95these are production quality reamers, for
use under power 0T by hand. Only two cali- •
bers currently 3v<'lllablc--more coming!
,222 Remington finish reamer .. $S.95 •
.30S Winchester finish reamer .... $S.95.

Rifle and everythln2
needed for immedi
ate shooting . . •

~~ill~)ce:-\ .ExfEn~~~:e
Federal Firearms
Affidavit.)

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!

CfJf:M()f(t.WKWG-tAfmf

~ q~
OVER 10,000 IN USE

~~r:;i~;o~~~~s l~~e t~~e~~h~plP'~ ~c~:bo~~r:~e:~
in Winchester, Remington. Springfield. Mau..<;er and others.
Simply insert in your bolt. Regular safety works as usual.
Normally.a $15 to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY
TO INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES AT THE UN
BELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $4.95 PPD.

(For 1914 or 1917 Models only-state which-not for
British SMLE)

REMINGTON M 12

Unused.
As iSsUed ......•• $1.95

plus 30c post.

WANTED

12 Gauge. 30" barrel. Weight 5 Ibs.-
with shot, caps & powder. Same simple
reliable lockwork. Fowling Piece-only $39.50

EStES

All American Made. Discounts to
dealers of 3 or more. Send lon~,

self·addressed. stamped enveJope
for additional free information.

TRADES? SURE!

~ REMINGTON MODEL 24
~ .22 Automatic Extractors-Un-

available for Years $3.75

$20Q..Q QUALITV

Firin~ pins. Our new improved
design ... $2.75 ppd.

ORDNANCE TOOLS
for U.S. Carbines

GAS PISTON NUT WRENCH,

~g~er~~a~J~<;;n[~~~v.in.~51.~'b8.iS.

MAINSPRINGS FOR 45/70
SPRINGFIELDS, 50/70
SPRINGFIElDS and 1863
MUSKETS. Our make, iden
tical to original.

U.s. GARAND GRENADE LAUNCHERS

NEW FOWLING PIECE

Per-;nits. forging Mauser,
Sprll1gf,eld. Jap. & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport
er. appearance. Takes only
minutes & produces a far
bette.r job than cutting &
weldln~. No need to cool

sor~ heat so bolt is unharmeCL~~~ew~:r I:~~e~;rbl"o~~~r~b;
of Jobs. Our own make & de.slg~-equal to usual $17 to
:~a?s g:~St ~~~Iy guaranteed-with Instructions, ONLY $9.95

Cuns and gun parts. modern or obsolete. Large or small
quantities - ship in for airmailed cash or write details.
No deal _ material returned prepaid immediately.

__v IOFFHAND MODEL~
FULL OCTAGONAL BARREL

NOWl .36 or .45 cal.
Now available in the popular light .36 cal.
Same price. Same complete kit. Specify caliber
with order.

FINEST
RIFLED MUZZLE

• LOADING BARRELS
NOW IN .36 Caliber (l turn in 40'7 or

.45 caliber (1 turn in 56"). 8 groove 15 16"

plus SSca~~~~~4~~,t'on~~".4~~~L,e~~~$ct~:'5<?n~rUS$tt~g
shipping. 45/70 caliber-l turn in 22". 8 groove, 32"
long •.. $15.50 plus 95c.

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS

(FULL OCTAGONAL)

45-70 BARREL BLANKS

*

ROUND BARREL BLANKS

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS:

~:~JO?;r ~l{ \~::, d~a~~!je a~lifl~li~h'i-1i:~dsrr.~~e:ih c~~~i
suitable for center fire calibers. WriginallY made for the
513 Target rifles. Special $4.95 plus 50c post.

I:lgcJf!A7g!!/)I1l@~~t7~

0&& !!JtfJ!}}!Il!#/W

By Popular Demand
Announcing the New H&A Pistol

("

MUZZLE LOADING-Ills" straight 8 groove rifled lengths
1 tw-n in 56"- super accurate ... 32" long $10.95 plus
95c. (Above barrel. only full 48" bench rest model • • .
$1S.95 plus $\.50
45/70 round blanks, 8 gToove rifled, 11/8" o.d., 1 turn in
22" ... $10.60 plus 95c.
.44 CALIBER round blanks. 27" long' x 15/16" dia. Used
for .44 Special. Maj...'"1lum 44/40. Six groove rifled. fine
steel ... $9.50 plus SOc.
.357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mm Lu~er) blanks, 1 turn
16" •.357 groove din., 26" long, .940 o.d.- Many uses
including conversion of Winchester and Marlins in .357
MaR"num rifles ... $9.50 plus S5c post.
.357 MAGNUM blanks, 25" long, 13/16" o.d., 6 groove.
This new size convenient for most conversions ••• $7.S5
plus 60c.
EXTRA HEAVY .22 barrel blanks, full 1-1/16" dia .• 12
g'roove barrel suitable for center or rim flre actions,
27" long, 1 turn 14" ... Only $S.95 plus 90c post.
NEW SIZE .22 blank-6 KToove. 25" long, 13/16" dia.,
suitable for c.t. or r.r. Only $4.95 plus 40c post.

CARTRIDGE COLLECTORS
RARE

- DARDICK TROUNDS-
One of the world's rarest cartridg·
es, triangular in shape, case of spc·

~~rth P~~~~i~r~si~18s~nC:;~J's'"~~f~
$1.50 to $2.00 apiece _ Company
now out of business-our Special
Full, ori~ina) Factory box of 20

Trounds. plus 5 other experimental Trounds including the
extra hi~h power rifle Tround. .22 Tround, Monogrammed
Tround. etc. (You can make money on these or use for rare
trarting' stock. Only smaJi quantity ever made.) All for only
$12.50 (via Express).

For use in rebarreling Winchesters, Marlins, Springfields,

~~~s~kt~\ar~s~i~~~'~'tc.~m~~z~r~~gin~lg~si5J1e&;
across flats. Full 32" long ••• ONLY $14.50 plus 85c.

NEW $4.50
SAVE 50%

set!

As found
on Colt

Sporting
Rifles

FRONT SIGHTS

SPECIFICATIONS

&' l~::~~.re~~~~~
mer percussion rifle

• A new bullet mold

• Flask with quorter pound
of black powder

Box of 100 percussion caps

• Powder measure-maple ram
rod-Screwdriver

• Illustrated instruction book

• Fitted Accessory CARRYING

• 5 shot capacity - requiroo by law.
for hunting, fits flush With guard
streamlines appearance. Solid mao
chinoo bottom-not "raw" appearing
oversizer fold·overs that some are
sellin2' $2.45

• ~~. ~~o~ }~rO$if.i~~~ wrap, only. $1.00
• 30 shot "banana" clips, only $4.95

or 2 for $7.95.
Free waterproof rubber cap
given with each magazine.

NEW HIGH 5PEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply • . • beuatifies & protects. Deep bl ue

(j~~'d'a~~n~~~~~it~~tuaa~:r:~~ei~~~~~i:~ee~t:~::
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.
3 GUN SiZE-SEND $2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
1 PiNT-SEND $7.50 ppd.
Over'" 4 Million Guns have been dressed up
FORMULA 44-40_How about yours?

LYMAN 57A
REAR SIGHTS

NOT $5.00

ONLY $J.49
HOODED TARGET

II
u.s. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

Standard dovetail-interchangeable inserts included. For
Hi·power or small bores. From discontinUed Target rifle of
Jarl!"P~t U.S. maker. At a 700/0 discountl
$1.49 ea. • •.••.••.••••.•••••••••. $12.00 per dozen.

~;fJ:J-u
CONVERSION KIT

FOR ALL 30.06 SPRINGFIElDS (.03·Al, A3, A4)
Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of
your fav()l·lte rille. even afler big g~lI11e season is past.

~~\~i~P~II~:~~ ~~~f.ti~~al~O~I~e~lt.I!/~~h~~n~g~g~nr;~hgg~~
~~~~ertoh~~n~e:~sh~~~tefo":gg~03)~O(~~?"Sif~~e ~~I~eSh~~~
actin~ bolt. with precision rifled harl'el Hner gives

:2fe~I~,c~~,:-~~.J1~:~~ tr~~~;r ~~ar~lstals~~~,m~~~f,~~~
Bolls have adjustable headspace feature guaranteelnJ!
years of accurate shouting. Over 2.000 happy users.
Volume sales tUlllhle pl'lce to a LOW. LOW 519.95 ppdExtra mazazlnes $1.75 ppd.

QUickly installed sig'ht set.
Streamlined front ramp with
si~ht. Rear sight with both
wmdage & elevation buill in.
Both installed by simply

}!;oh~:n.iRgoAl~~e. Sr~~rS~,Nv.5
Ld. Plenty of wall thickness
for reami~ to all popular
sizes. Blued, ready to in·
stall. O~LY $2.95 for complete

IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING,
TARGET & MATCH SHOOTING
all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
#lAs recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo.u

~)J)JJ)))}Jjjjijj}jj}.D& oth;r i ~~~~::es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

One piece safety firing pin, with crisp speed lock action.
Just seconds to install, no laborious taking apart of old
firin~ pin. Really safe, does not depend on tiny wire
clips. True "'Jauser type with solid safely shoulder. Lock
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mainspring ofspecial Austrian steel $3.75

GPECI/tt..
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"The Continental Styled"
Full-Sweep Panoramic View

DELUXE

SHOOTING GUSSES
have "crystal polished" un
breakable heavy plastic AMBER

~~?~f~g, ~f:g~IP~~or~~: ~Vir~
rich leatherette case $6.95 ppd.
-easily worth double. Avail.
also in Sportsman GREEN.

WESTCHESTER TRADING
G·2478 Arthur Ave., 8ronx 58, N. Y.

imally small (and therefore oscillating so
intensively) that they penetrate 14 feet of
lead. The sequence is radio (including TV,
shortwave, microwave), infrared, visible
light, ultraviolet, X·ray, gamma ray, cosmic
ray.

Radio waves run from around 18 miles
down to fractions of an. inch in length. The
next two shorter bands are infrared and
visible light. The range of light, usually
given in Angstrom units running 250 million
to the inch, is 7,000 A. to 4,000 A. Still
shorter are the hazardous and invisible ultra·
violet rays from 4,000 A. to below 2,000 A.;
and, next, the band of lethal X-rays, one
thousandth as long as light rays, measuring
one-billionth of a centimeter· At the bottom
of the heap are the devastating cosmic rays,
l/45th as long as X·rays, which have been
detected 400 feet below the ocean waves.

The original and biggest possible "Death
Ray" gun is the sun. Fortunately, the earth's
atmosphere slows down and stops incoming
murderous radiation, just as cotton batting
stops a slug in the ballistic laboratory. The
lethal rays produced by the sun's 1l,000°F.
incandescence are blocked so effectively that
the average sunbeam runs 43 per cent visible
light, 42 per cent infrared, and 15 per cent
ultraviolet. Man has duplicated most nat
ural radiation, with the exception of cosmic
rays, the deadliest.

Almost all bands in the spectrum have
been harnessed to work for industry. Ultra
violet puts vitamin D in breakfast fodder,
kills germs. X-rays inspect castings, control
hot slab dimensions in steel mills, help your
doctor see what's wrong inside your body.
Tunnels of inhared lamps bake paint jobs
in auto factories. And so on. In warfare, the
first death ray weapon was the family of
atomic and hydrogen bombs. The second
was the warhead of the Nike-Zeus. According
to one writer, when this anti-missile is ex
ploded near a hostile ICBM, "the neutron
particles released by the Nike-Zeus detona
tion will cause nonexplosive fission within
the ICBM and, like a powder which burns
in the open instead of exploding, its energy
will be released harmlessly."

X-rays are emitted by cathode ray tubes,
radar by klystrons and magnetrons, electric
light by the 3,000 F. heat in the tungsten
filament of a light bulb. Just as the coal-fired
steam engine dominated the 19th Century,
experts predict that the laser-maser break
through will set the pace for the technology
of the next century.

It was the invention of the optical maser
or laser that took death rays out of the
realm of fantasy fiction. It catapulted the
electromagnetic spectrum squarely into the
mainstream of history. Untold benefits to
mankind are foreseen: a single light maser
beam can carry as much information as all
the radio communication channels now in

Gunsmiths. hand loaders, gun collectors, rna·
chinists, model builders. hobbyists, handymen
... do ultra.precis!on gaging ten times faster,
no figuring, no guesswork! Big 2" dial reads to
quarter.thousandthsl Charts included on drills,
screws, wIre, sheet metal, etc. In hardwood
case, only $19.95, postpaid in U.S., or $2.00
down, bal. C.O.D., plus postage. to-day money·
back guarantee! Dealer inquiries invited I
QUADRA-CONTtNENTAL, Importers, 113
Queen Anne Ave. No.• Dept, O. Seattle. 9. Wn.
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WILL THIS GUN OBSOLETE THE ATOM?
(Continued from page 23)

Electronic Devices by Spring on its explora
tion of optical maser (laser) applications
divided into two categories-space and tac
tical weapon systems, "with emphasis on the
former."

Implementation: "Army's Frankfort Ar
senal will soon award a contract for de
velopment of a hand optical maser, capable
of generating high-density radiation, for ex-
perimental purposes."

Progress report, same published source, in
April: "As an anti-personnel or anti-tank
weapon the device (optical maser radiation

• weapon) would be useful, but, some industry
sources speculate, is roughly like shooting
pheasants with an elephant gun. Neverthe
less, these applications are being investigated
by Army agencies."

By this time, I was reluctantly discarding
all the complicated lore which the firearms
fraternity has painstakingly collected over
the centuries. Discarded are recoil, windage,
elevation, bullet drift, headspace, lock time,
ballistic coefficient, et cetera. No use search
ing the literature of firearms; what I needed
was a physics textbook.

Visible light, household radio waves, radi
ant heat, X-rays, radar, the ultraviolet that
sunburns and cures rickets, the deadly' gam
ma rays from radium, the mysterious cosmic
rays--all are electromagnetic energy radiated
at the same speed in pulses called waves.
Together, they add up to the electromagnetic
spectrum. Real short waves are known as
rays. All bands in the spectrum have been
mentioned as death ray material.

Tbe speed of light-186,000 miles or
300,000,000 meters per second-is constant,
according to Einstein, and nothing in the
universe can ever top it. The difference be
tween these apparently dissimilar forms of
radiant energy is simply the number of
waves "broadcast" each second, the "fre
quency" expressed as thousands of cycles
(kilocycles--kc) or millions of cycles (mega
cycles--mc) per second. It follows that
wave length, the distance each burst of en
ergy can travel during one cycle before the
next wave starts on its way, must get shorter
as the frequency increases.

Thus, house current at 60 cycles per sec·
ond tosses out a mild wave 3,000 miles long.
And when you look at a violet iris, the
flower-absorbing all other color frequencies
-bounces a beam into your eyes with a
frequency of 750,000,000 megacycles and a
wave length of 41 microinches.

Our eyes are really "radio receivers" tuned
to respond to the narrow band of frequencies
comprising the rainbow colors in daylight.
The heat perception centers of our skin are
also tiny radio sets tuned to the next longer
radiations in the infrared band. The broad
spread of the electromagnetic spectrum starts
with harmless low frequency long wave
radio, and ends with cosmic rays so infinites-

"Beginners Guide to
Handloading" tells
what is needed. why
it is needed and how
it is done. Write today
for your copy. No
obligation.

HOWARD LAKE, MINN.DEPT. 91,

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
.OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED!

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on these
ORDER items. plus many other items
TO DAY for the handloader. Send check

or M. O. Shipping charges extra.

Chrome·plated. hardened.
full length sizing and seat·
ing dies. Th read size 'l's·14.
Regular $13.50 value. For
most rifle and pistol cali·
bers. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.

• Accuracy guaranteed to 1/10 grain.
• Chrome plated easy to read beam.
• Big 325 grain capacity.
• Hand honeC! tool steel bearings.
• Exclusive positive control, lock beam

design for faster weighing.
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.

The most versatile loader
available. Powder & shot
measure adjustable to
any desired load. No ex·
tras to buy. Heavy duty
semi-cast· steel frame for
positive alignment and

function. Fast.
accurate and
easy to use. Com·
bines all the best
features of other
loaders plus
many exclusive
features.

-$4 6 75 Shpg. wt:
301bs.

1<.1. Wells, IHC.

Heavy Duty.
semi·cast
steel frame.
For full length
resizing and
bullet swaging.
Intercha ngea ble
Shell holders. Full
3'Iz inch stroke with
favored downward leverage.

'-""'....~

PROVEN DESIGN
AND QUALITY FOR

TOP PERFORMANCE

FREE!



••. and mighty useful for fishermen, campers,
the whole fami Iy. Single-shot action, rebound
ing hammer make it ideal for beginners.
Shoots .22 long rifle, long or short. At your
sporting arms dealer now only $19.50
fREE catalog. Write Savage Arms, Westfield 62, Mass.

Sange

r~;- ;E:;:-H;D-M';G:-C-O.
I G-21 Bradford. Pa.

I Name .

I Address •••••••••••••• _ I
!.~Y';';~-':":'~'~~~~'';';''';'::';''.:.;J

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
_ No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED-Tested and
proven over 40 years by $1
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND

Eley shotgun shells, 22 rimfire high velocity
cartridges and centerfire sporting ammuni
tion are of the highest quality-for all guns,
all game. Ask your dealer now, and write
for fREE literature. Dealer inquiries invited.

S. E. LASZLO _ House of Impor's
25 LAFAYETTE STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make

b~~Uri?~jl·de~~~~n~a~~IO~~t
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

The FIREARMS HANDBOOK
New Illustrated Reference Book for hord-fo-find
gun ports which we can supply by return maiL
The FIREARMS HANDBOOK is $4.00 postpaid.
SHELLEY BRAVERMAN, ATHENS 12, NEW YORK
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=c~SAFE FUN
>~ for father & son

model 101
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. SLIGHTlY HIGHER IN CANADA.
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existence, according to Bell Telephone
Laboratories. This is the reason why the
recently granted basic patent on the maser
was made available to the public and not
stashed away in a Washington vault. Since
then, masers and lasers have been freely
discussed, but usually only within the nar·
row confines of the electronic industries.

Maser stands for the initials in "Micro·
wave Amplification by Stimulated Emission
of Radiation." The word was coined by
C. H. Townes of Columbia University, who
invented it in 1954 as a laboratory instru
ment. The original maser material was am
monia gas chilled to near absolute zero
(minus 459.6 F.). In 1958, Townes and
Shawlow of Bell Labs proposed the modific'l.·
tion of the maser, built to handle only radio
waves around an inch long, to generate co
herent light waves a billion times smaller.

The first extension of maser principles to
actually operate on light frequencies was
effected by Maiman of Hughes Aircraft in Here is a fast rundown on the rapidly
July, 1960. He called his solid-state ruby developing light ray technology. The first
light maser a "laser," substituting "L" for long excursion by the new instant light took
light instead of the "M" for microwave. As place in New Jersey, Oct. 5, 1960. One team
noted, radio waves and visible light are both of Bell Lab scientists let go with a ruby

optical maser beam at Holmdel, and anotherelectromagnetic radiation, the former being
-of course--invisible. Bell Tel Labs always caught it in a photomultiplier tube at Mur-
call their visible light maser an optical ray Hill 25 miles away. Beam spread was

200 feet for this lab model. The red flashes
maser. Optics is the science dealing with the were clearly visible to the naked eye. '
properties of light. The first continuously operating light

Granddaddy of the ruby light maser is an· maser was announced by Bell Tel in Febru-
other solid-state device, the transistor. Sci· ary, 1961. This breakthrough was accom.
entists at "Mother Bell" also invented this plished by a very sophisticated gas maser
in 1948 and collected a Noble Prize for it which also sharply reduced input power re-
in 1956. Solid-state physics is the occult art quirement by discarding the floodlight. Key
of breathing life into a dead rock. Transis- to the radically _different design is a weak
tors, about the size of a pencil eraser, are electrical discharge through a mixture of
wafers of pure man-made crystal to which a helium and neon. This excites the dead
pinch of metal has been added in the melt. helium atoms which then collide with the
The metallic atoms then provide the elec· live neon atoms, transferring their energy
trical action. The addition or "doping" with billiard ball fashion. Thus stimulated, the
(say) 0.05 per cent chrome while molten bumped neon radiates light to the steady
supplies the atoms which make the other- beam poking out.
wise lifeless maser "mase" and the laser The first ruby light maser to eliminate
"lase." on-and-off microsecond pulses and operate

The usual ruby optical maser consists of continuously was unveiled by B.T.L. Janu-
a helical Xenon flash tube surrounding a ary, 1962. This was done by intensifying
ruby rod, as in the diagram, but minus the light pumping five times. Power require-
funnel added in later Bell Tel model (shown ments were chopped. Ruby originally need-
'in photo). The lamp drenches or "pumps" ed over a thousand kilowatts for pulsed
the ruby with light, exciting the chromium operation, now it'll run steady on 850 watts.
atoms, which then re-radiate this energy to Still present: heavy refrigeration (liquid
the emerging beam. nitrogen), modest milliwatt output, short

Light waves, as they exist in nature or range.
boil out of floor lamp, are all jumbled up, What portent does the ruby light maser
spaghetti-bowl fashion. The light maser generated ray hold for the future?
lines them up vertically like slices in a long, Here's the way the ball is bouncing:
square sandwich loaf, squeezes them into a In 1957, the National Inventors Council
needle or hair-thin beam, and stampedes in its "Inventions Wanted by the Armed
them out, 375,000,000,000,000 per second! Forces" brochure, listed #450: "Destructive
Some light masers operate in pulses or Ray-Equipment of usable size capable of
bursts; new ones are continuous. The beam producing destructive or death rays."
is enormously intense, sharply directional In 1959, the next edition of "Inventions
and collimated, completely coherent and Wanted" listed #450 as "cancelled." The
monochromatic. Sides, almost parallel, are problem was being handled. c;
held within a cone angle of less than 1/10 Looks like we've got it!
degree. More on this subject in a later issue.

Even in their infancy, the Light Squeezers -Editor.

already pack an awful wallop. An early Bell -;."I;ii.&l"-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~;;i
Lab development model of the ruby light .,. I NEW'
maser vaporized carbon. Light squeezin's • t~El'~rN~Big~~gu~ODR':
measuring less than 1 sq.cm. in cross section Especially compounded for the removal of

fi I
lead, metal and powder fouling from rifles,

were given a na tightening by a lens to pistols, shotguns. Guaranteed to improve ac-
focus their 10,000 watt power output onto curacy-will not harm finest bore.
a point with 0.01 cm. diameter and 0.0001 JObb:, ~zj,~~~e!~~~;~~~trn~};~ed.
sq.cm. area. Result: 100,000,000 watt power JIM B ROB 5 T ~~,;;~~;r~.;'P':,~~'.
density.
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With or without exaggeration, the
James Gang's loot seems to have totalled
about $275,000. True, dollars were bigger
then than they are now, but let's divide
that by the number of men in each oper·
ation and by the number of years Jesse
worked at his profession. Unless Jesse
got more than one share in each instance,
his prcy works out to about $1,890 a year.
Subtract pay-ofJs to tipsters, hide·out
landlords, and other essential assistants,
and you leave poor Jesse with less than
the pay oj the bank clerks he bullied.
Far less than the price on Jesse's head,
"Dead or Alive" - which added to the
hazards of his business.

The sad financial saga of the James
Brothers may have been the basis for the
tired old maxim, "Crime does not pay."
There is room for doubt that this is true
today, but the James boys never joined
The Syndicate• ... But they never paid
income taxes, either. So maybe our tears
are wasted. -By Lee Miller

Poor Jesse!

T HEY'RE saying now that the whole
bit about "the dirty little coward

who shot Mr. Howard" was·a frame-up,
that Bob Ford never "laid poor Jesse in
his grave" at all-not by about 70 years!
They tell us now that Jesse really lived
to the exceedingly ripe old age of 107
years. It sounds just like Jesse; he al
ways liked to do things in a big way.

But if this is true, one wonders what
he used for money after he quit the out·
law business. Jesse's work had all the
advantages of professional baseball
short hours, long vacations, outdoor sport,
and plenty of excitement-but it never
made him wealthy. A run-of-the-mill sec
ond baseman with a second division team
today makes more money than Jesse, and
he was the Babe Ruth of bank robbers.
Let's look at the records.

The biggest "job" the James boys did
was the hold-up of the bank in their
home town, Liberty, Missouri: $60,000 in
cash and negotiable bonds. Of course,
there are some who insist the James boys
didn't pull this one, but ~et's give them
the benefit of the doubt.

The three next-best James Brothers
hauls netted $40,000, $30,000, and $22,000
respectively. At least, those were the sums
reported; there is a nasty rumor that
bankers sometimes exaggerate their loss
es-but this is probably a gross libel.

On twelve other raids they averaged
about $10,000. Three times, their loot was
less than $1,000; and on more than one
occasion they pounded out of town under
fire with empty pockets.

Twin Falls. Idaho

"TROOPER"
Handgun Stocks

Box 7·41
HERRETT'S STOCKS

Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kif

ORDER BY MAIL

.JULIUS REIVER CO.
4104 MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99. DELAWARE

They're fitted to fi;~"«
• • • genuine select
Walnut wood! Law En·
forcement, Hunters.

Write for FREE Photographic
Catalog and ordering instructions.

REIVER GUNBOX KITS

World's smallest REAL Derringer
MADE IN "UTTlE ACE"
U.S.A. CAL .22

REPLICA OF SCARCE SHORT
ETHAN ALLEN GARTER GUN FOR
OF ALMOST 100 YEARS AGO. COLLECTOR
GENUINE STEEL & BRONZE. OR
(No aluminum or slush metal). TACKLE BOX

:~~DO:A::=;WT. 3O~~E:I::~~~.. ONLY S1295

A-B DISTRIBUTOR ~~~~A~oH:.~Lf..'t...~~PT. 8

WARSAW, MO., U,S.A., Dept. J12M

Send 25¢
for

-sample

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

or Money Back

He~man trophies
for Den. Rumpus
Room. Cabin. Etc.

!:!!!!.
$5.00

Creans 40 cases
at a time

Dealer
Inquiries

Invit'ed

Authentic Replicas
Reproduced in
Actual Size, De·
sign and Balance.
Solid Cast Alumi
num. Finished in
Gunmetal Black.

START COLLECTING NOW

WINFIELD LABORATORIES, INC.
1750 Hordin", Rood 'Box 56' Northtield. III.

New, non-corrosive "Solvent will -give
your cases that "new ammo·." look.
Just throw your fired cases 'into $0·
lutio" and forget them: they'll 'be
ready for rinsing out at your con...
venience. CASE LI FE won't attack
brass, your hands or your clothes.
Cases' can stay safely in solution for many days.
Eliminates need for wire brushes, Steel 'Wool, strong
acids, tumblers, etc. Cleans primer pockets lJerfeet4

Iy. lab tests prove that one pint can clean up to
2,000 cases 11/5¢ ea.l. Send. '25¢ for sample.

Ask your dealer for. CASE LIFE,·or order direct. We
pay postage.

Takes hours ··of 'work- 'out of 'case cleaninCJ.-

Derringer Mauser 7.65mm Auto
Frontier Colt .44 German P-38
Italian Brevet/ata Colt Cobra .38
Belgium Automatic German Luger
'Colt .45 Automatic German Mauser
C.echoslovakian P,-tol Spanish Maxley
S & W .38 Police Spec. Russian Tokorev
Iver Johnson Cadet 55S Japanese Nambu

Send cash, check or money order only.
Add 4% sales tax in California.

Add 15c for illustrated folder.

LYTLE.NOVELTY COMPANY, DEPT. G-9
9909 Greenleaf Avenue, PO. Box 2146, Whittier, Calif.
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$7.50
25.00
10.00
17.50
8.00
8.00
5.00

10.00
6.00
800

15.00
8.00

17.50
10.00

8.00 •
10.00 :
5.00 •

12.50
17.50
17.50
12.00

AMMUNITION
NEW LOWER PRICES

MILITARY
.30'06 CARTRIDGES per 100
405 Winchester Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 .
32 Winchester Self Loading Soft Point

Per 100 ...•....•...•......•••
7xS 7 Mauser Factory Loads

Per 100 ........•..••••.•.••••
218 B Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 ........••••••.•••..••
9 MM Luger Pistol Cartridges

Per 100 .......•....••.•••.•••
338 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges

Per Box-20 rounds ...•.........
458 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges

Per Box-20 rounds ....••••••.•.•
Cal ••41 RF Short for Derringer-

50 rds•...•.•••••••••••••.•••
•351 Wmchf"ster Self. Loading Metal Patch

P ...· lOO_Valll~ 514.00 .•••••••••
250-3000 Savage Soft Point

Per 100 .•.•••.....•••••••••••
8MM Mauser Military Cart.

Per 100 ....•....••••••• _ ••••
.35 Remington Soft Point

Per 100 ..•......••••••••••••
762 Rm~si~n Military Rifle

Cartndqes. per 100 .••.•.••••••
.25-20 Repeating Rifte Cartridges

Ppr 100 .. _ . . ..••••••••••••
30-40 Krag Blank Cartridge.

Per JOO .....•••••••••••••••
32 Long RF Cartridges

Per 100 .•••••••••••••••••••••
32-40 Soft Point,

Per 100 .•••...•••••••••••••••
270 Winchester Soft Point.

Per 100 .
30-40 KraQ Silver Tip,

Per 100 ...•.•••••••••••••••••
32 Remington Soft Point,

Per tOO • •.•••••••••••••••.•••

Send 10c covering Postage, Printing of
new low-price list of ammo available.

~:~~'it~~~~~r~~:~'::i.t~~.~'O°~~:tP:r3~? 1.00
Bore Scopes .50 Cal. Govt. Surplus: Ppd. 75c

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS$5 DOZEN
75c each

Instantly shows true range!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

T READ
TARGET DISTANCE

IS DOUIU ON DIAL

INSTA.fIrIT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets yOU adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder. Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
E~'epiece for easiest long-range focm:l'\il1g--$29.95 com
plete, or you may order the Rangefinder alone for
$19.95. (Also avallable 250-yd. models from $9.95.)
Ideal gift. FULLY GUARANTEED. Send check to:

IDealers: FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC·9
Write us. 92-60 Queens Blvd., REGD PARK 74, N. Y.

Luger
Mouser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

Colt
Greo t West'n
H & R
Hi-Standard
Iver-Johnson

For boxes, write Jesse Jones Box Corp.,
P. O. Box 5120, Philadelphia, Pa. $2.50 each,
3 for $7.00, 6 for $13.00.

For bound volumes, send magazines pre·
paid to Publishers' Authorized Bindery Servo
ice Ltd., 430 W. Erie, Chicago 10. Price,
$5.75 per volume.

more dirt. Final cleaning was done with a
wire brush and the J-B cleaner. This treat·
ment really did the trick and the bore
emerged looking like new.

Brobst claimed that the cleaner would do
wonders to black powder fouling. Well, we
took one of the black powder rifles and shot
it without cleaning until accuracy fell off
badly. A couple of passes with a patch and
some of the Brobst cleaner did the work for
us. In all: a fine and good bore cleaner that
does not appear to have an abrasive action
on the bore.

Spanish Double
Richland Arms, Blissfield, Michigan, reo

cently submitted a fine Spanish double for
tests and evaluation. The gun, Model 223, is
a side by side, available in 12 gauge and 20
gauge, with or without ventilated rib. We
took to the gun like the proverbial duck to
water, and found it to be a smooth han
dling, fast swinging gun that could hold its
own in any company, even in regulation trap.

(Continued on page 65)

Write today for 2a-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

For
Remington Browning
Ruger Czech
Savage Dreyse
S & W Schmeisser
Walther Llama
And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept.CH-9, Chicago 40, III.

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed
For All American, Many Foreign Cun.

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable mode I Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Block and Staghorn finishes. Low cost. $2.50 to
$8.00-5ee our complete catalog!

J.B Bore Cleaner
Jim Brobst of 31 S. 3rd Street, Hamburg,

Pa., has developed a very good bore cleaner
in paste form. Called the J-B non-imbedding
bore cleaning compound, the two ounce jar
retails for $1.50 postpaid from him directly.
or from your gunshop.

We used the bore cleaning compound on
several rifles, and found it to be satisfac
tory. The real surprise came when we tackled
the cleaning of a badly neglected decorator
gun that came to us for inspection. Custom·
ary cleaning procedures did clean the bar·
reI, but visual inspection revealed consider·
able residual dirt in the barrel. Several
patches of the J·B cleaner, followed once
more with solvent·soaked patches, removed

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 17)

Dress Up Your Library
In handsome boxes (above, left) or in

deluxe bound books with your name printed
in gold on the front cover (at right), each
year's 12 issues of GUNS becomes a perma·
nent reference volume.

since a special bull gun was used in these
tests and groups were minute of angle in
practically all firing. When the groups
spread, it was due to the 35 mph crosswind
that finally forced us to terminate shooting
the day these loads were tested.
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GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-9
Okay. send me my free copy of the all-new 1963 Redbook of Used
Gun Values including the Gun Buyer's Directory and start my
14-issues-for-the-price-of-12 subscription to GUNS immediately.
$6.00 enclosed, to be refunded if not"completely satisfied.

Name

Address _

City Zone__State _L _
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1Iu'~
Ultra-light rain jackets
and pants. Coated ny
lon fabric gives com-
plete protection. Ex
ceptionally durable and
comfortable . . . de
signed for full freedom
of action.

"~~27~"
Top grain leather specially
treated for extra water repel
lency, more pliability and

more comfort. Sturdy, de
pendable ... long-time
choice of foresters, log
gers, sportsmen. Insu

lated and lightweight
for men and women.

Cruiser coats and
pants. 100% pure vir
gin wool Forestry
Cloth, Mackinaw and
Melton Cloth. All col
ors. Beautifully tail
ored. A "must" with
Westerners since 1897.

Duofold

FILSON

2·layer thermal under
wear provides positive
insulation and complete
action freedom. Shrink·
resistant, washable.
Styles for men and
women. 'Also knitted
lounger sweaters and
shirts that are outstand
ing favorites with
sportsmen.

®

~~·c...HAIJER

.•. manufactures "the original
and genuine" 100% down-insu
lated clothing and sleeping bags'
. . . outfits famous expeditions
and outdoorsmen throughout
the world; also features only the
finest time-proven companion
products-among them:

Redfield Variable Scope
Va·riable power scopes have been by·passed

by many shooters because the crosshairs, at
low power, were of the desirable thickness,
but the crosshairs began to look like broom
handles, when magnification was boosted up.
This optical problem has now been solved
by Redfield. Their new variable 3X-9X Bear
Cub gives a sharp picture at 50 yards with
low magnification, and an equally sharp un·
obstructed image at 9X.

The mount provided, and the scope itself,
was tested on four rifles from the old stand·

(Continued on page 68)

Martini·Enfields
Century Arms, 54 Lake Street, St. Albans,

Vermont, recently shipped us a Martini
Enfield Mark I rifle and some Kynoch ammo.
A few passes with a bore cleaner and a
brush cleaned the accumulated dirt easily,
and it was surprising to see a practically
new bore appear as cleaning progressed. The
Martini-Enfield guns were made in two mod
els, the Mark I and the Mark II. The latter
has the short lever and thumb rest, while
the Mark I has the long lever that is said to
improve extraction in tropical climates. Ex
ternally, the gun we received had obviously
seen use, but internally the gun was in NRA
excellent condition.

The Martini-Enfield, it may be recalled,
was at one time the official British military
arm, and despite the age of the gun we test·
ed, it does not seem surprising that the
action has survived for so long. Lack of
Kynoch ammunition in .577-450 precluded
extensive tests, but at 100 yards from a sit·
ling position, our gun grouped slightly over
3% inches. Commercial ammo is available
and reloading is, of course, possible. The gun
did create quite a stir at one of the local
rifle ranges when we casually set up shop
and brought out a gun that was older than
any of the shooters there. A fine plinker, a
good conservation piece, and with a little
cleaning up, the gun could even find a home
over a fireplace. The actions are in good
shape, and two or three friends are thinking
about wildcatting the action. A good buy at
$19.50, either for shooting or decorating.

sells for $139.95; with ventilated rib, the
price goes up $30.

NORM HAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-9

GREENWICH, CONN~
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

New, Exciting, III.ustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands 01 antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,llIjlil!!I pistols, muskets, swords,

!!l daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!

~__.. Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

Deal with Confidence

AMERICA'S
FINEST

ANTIQUE
ARMS

SERVICE

~F
p$l BORE-LITES

I
with curved lucite Heads &

. PPd. Batteries. Smartly finished in

..

' '. ~~;~~e wired-black & green-black pat-

;. DEALERS WHOLESALE: 25 for $17.00 ppd.
100 for $62.00 ppd.

; WESTCHESTER TRADING
; G.2478 Arthur Avenue, Bronx 58, N. Y.

(Continued from page 63)

The 12 gauge guns are chambered for the
2%, inch shell, the 20 gauge guns come with
3 inch chambers. The double triggers func
tion crisply, the safety is positive. We did
find the little hump on the top tang safety
hard on the thumb until we got used to
moving it with the side of the thumb. Once
or twice, the safety hung up, allowing the
clay pigeon to escape until we reached out
with the full choke barrel. Barrels, by the
way, come modified and full in 28 inches, or
improved cylinder and modified in the 26
inch' tubes.

The test gun was beautifully finished,
highly polished Spanish walnut on stock and
fore-arm, with some very fine hand engrav-·
ing on the action. Checkering is all hand
work, making the over-all effect very pleas·
ing. The gun is of the side lock variety with
double safety sears. The receiver and side
plates-the Holland and Holland-type side
lock action is used-are finished in London
Grey. In the European tradition, the gun
opens and closes very stiffiy, but this is a
minor matter that one can get used to or
can have taken care of by a competent gun
smith. Without ventilated rib, the Model 223

GREAT WESTERN SINGLE ACTIONS

FREE Catalog
Write for our 80
page catalog ...
illustrated in color
. . . loaded with
quality items of
interest to all out
doorsmen who de
mand the best.

Dept. M2, Seattle 22, Washington

~~@~
Ruggedly handsome
Western hats that re
flect the vital spirit of
the out-of-doors. Ideal
for hunting, fishing and
other field activities
because they give de
pendable protection
from sun, dust, wind,
rain and snow.

Choice
of

Barrel length
4%"
5112"
7Y2"

Finish,

ONE PRICE

ONLY

58495

GREAT WESTERN GUN KITS
FINISH IT YOURSELF and SAVE $$$

Easy to assemble. All machine operations have been completed.
Only assembly of small parts remains to be done. All calibers
& barrel lengths shown above are available.

.22 Caliber

.38 Special

.44 Special

.45 Long Colt
All Steel Construction, Blue
Grips, 1000/0 Guaranteed.

LARGE CALIBER
COMPLETE

REVOLVERS

CHOICE OF 8 CALIBERS
.357 Magnum
,45 ACP Caliber
.44-40 Caliber
.44 Magnum
Mfg. in U.S.A.

Stag

ONE LOW PRICE 56995
DEALERS SEND FOR INFORMATION

GREAT WESTERN ARMS SALES CO., Dept. 0, 12438 Ventura Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif.
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A COMPASS is an essential piece of hunt·
ing equipment, and with more and •more
hunting travel done in some sort of motor
vehicle, a compass on that vehicle is a
mighty handy gadget, too. Airguide com.
passes (Airguide Instrument Co., Chicago)
come in many models, priced from $7.50 up,

GUNS SEPTEMBER 1962

NEW CIVILIAN DEFENSE WEAPON in
corporates heavy duty features of Tommy
gun. uses .22 cal. ammunition, is marketed
by Hy Hunter Firearms Mfg. Co., 8255 Sun·
set Strip, Dept. 13, Hollywood 46, Calif.
T-62, 22 L.R. Caliber offers grip and ac
curacy of Tommy gun (8 and 16-shot semi
automatic), and lightweigbt maneuverability
of .22 caliber gun. Features G. 1. Parkerized
finish, 16" barrel, adj ustable peep sight.
Weighs 3% Ibs., priced at $59.95.

GAME AND BIRD CALL INSTRUCTION
KIT. Includes a famous OIt call (predator,
crow, duck or goose) and a 45 rpm phono·
graph record with instructions on how to
hunt game and how to use call effectively.
A $4.75 to $4.95 value, combination retails
for $3.95. Kit and practice enables hunter to
call in game for closer shots. A product of
P. S. Oll Co., Pekin, Ill,

SHOPPING

for all kinds of car and boat needs. Thou·
sands are in use by our armed forces, on
land and sea. Airguide Model 75 has an
adbesive mounting which solves the where·
to-put-it problem on many cars. Bright
metal compass pictured upper right is gold
plated commemorative Airguide No. 1,000,000
(not for sale!).

NEWLY DESIGNED CANISTERS £01'

smokeless powders available to hand loaders
of rifle cartridges, pistol cartridges, and shot·
shells by Hercules Powder Co., 910 Market
St., Wilmington 99, Delaware. New design
complies with Federal Hazardous Substance
labeling act which requires precautionary
wording on containers. Redesigned smoke·
less powder canisters are for "Unique," for
rifle, pistol and shotgun; "Red Dot," for
shotgun; "HiVel," for military rifles; "2400,"
for rifles; and "Bullseye," for pistols and
revolvers.

66

MERCURY over-under 12-gauge and 20
gauge deluxe grade shotguns. A natural for
upland game birds or waterfowl. Stock di·
mensions common to all skeet or trap class
guns: drop at comb, 1%"; drop at heel,
2%" length of pull 14". Custom features
include full-length ventilated rib, transversal
locking pin, select Italian Walnut stock.
Mercury Over-and·Under models available in
12 and 20 gauge, made in Italy. Order from:
Tradewinds, Inc., P. O. Box 1191, Tacoma 1,
Wash.

.22 L.R. AUTOMATIC PISTOL. Rigarmi
Model 57. 8-shot, full size with 3" bbl. All
milled steel, highpolish blue. Hamme;less,
lever safety. Quick take down. For camping,
plinking, home protection. Priced $19.95.
$5 for C.O.D. From Weapons, Inc., 11029
Washington Blvd., Culver City 28, Calif.

MODEL 500 12-gauge pump action shotgun
available in 500M (Magnum) Combination.
Shooter gets basic 500 equipped with Special
barrel for 3" and 2%" Magnum shells plus
his choice of anyone of four regular barrels.

.,. These barrels are 30" Full, 28" Full, 28"
Modified, and 26" improved Cylinder chokes.
All barrels for Model 500 are interchange·
able in seconds, without tools. Retail price
of 500M Combination is $95.35, representing
saving of 23'}'o on extra "Regular" barrel.
Manufactured by O. F. Mossberg & Sons,
Inc., 131 St. John St., New Haven 5, Conn.

$32 50

COUGAR INDUSTRIES
MERIDEN. IOWA

FEATURES
Exclusive features: perfection in design.
ing - speed. accuracy· simplicity. Ama
teurs load perfect shells their first try.

COUGAR, the most feature-packed, fool
proof loader available.

ORDER AND e-.t:aul
NO RISK! TRY IT! Order todoy. USe it
for 10 full doys, compare i.with tools
selling for 3 times as much. If not
100"10 satisfied, return for a full re~

fund. Sold by mail only at less than
wholesale prices. Write

StDEkmaker Ehisels

The imported 16 chisels, gouges and V
tools of this set have been especially se·
lected for shaping and in letting of rifle and
shotgun stocks. With this time.saving set
of top grade tooJs you can greatly increase
your productivity and profit.

Price as illustrated .....••...••••• $35.40

MAil SO, FOR BIG NEW 52 PAGE CATALOG #62

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC. Est. 1936
uGunsmith Supply Headquartersu

3577 E. Tremont Ave.• New York 65, N. Y.

An All Weather Bullet Lubricant
For cast rifle and handgun bullets

SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - 50~ each
Fits All Type Lubricators and Sizers

- WRAPPED DUST PROOF -
ASK FOR IT AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Sample - 60¢ - 12 Sticks $6.00 post pd.

LITERATURE ON REQUEST

THE BULLET POUCH
P. O. BOX 4285, LONG BEACH 4, CALIFORNIA

eRELOADERS • BULLET CASTERS

FO~ rHAr CUAN fJVNBAMS.

$995
ACCU-RISER

FITZ GRIPS
ADJUSTS to SIZE!

(Right Hand Only)
HI-STAND .22 & COLT
.45-.38 AUTO PISTOLS

Brochure 25c
Free ON LY to Dealers

FITZ -Box 49702, Los Angeles 49, Calif.



FREE!
Write for

FREE CatalOG
or the
Worill's

largeSl dnd
finest grip
selection!

AMERICA'S
FINEST GRIPS

Often copied. but
never equalled, Point;.
er Stocks are the
finest grips money can
buy. Unique design in
sures you the greate..t
shooting" control &
shooting accuracy. UN
CONDITIONALLY
GUAHANTEED FQH A
LJto~ETIME OF SERV.
ICE. 'ViiI never warp.
flal"c-up, crack or lose
its original luster. For
sharp appearance &
g"1'ca.ter accuracy. make Pointer Stock your next buy.
Avail. for ALL popular handKuns in your choice of
finishes. IVORY. $8.qO: WALNUT & BBONY, $7.50.
Headquarters for genuIne PEARL, IVORY & STAG grips.
CLEAR SIGI:I'! .~COPE CAPS. Protects scope, in
sures .clear vls!lnlJty undeT any weather or hunting"
conditIOns. Aval1. for all popular scopes. Please g-ive
!?I'and, power & model of scope. Only $3.25 Pl'. Fine
fIlter lens $4.95 c3ch. Leather scope cover $3.00.

Southwest Cutlery & Mfg. Co., Inc.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 44, California

PROFESSIONAL FAST-DRAW TIMER re
sponds instantly to shock wave which stops
timer t.o record split second time of fastest
draw. Partner can release button which
lights light and starts time period. Or timer

DELTA GUN LOCK in four basic models,
A, B, C, D fits most models of shotguns,'
rifles, revolvers, and automatics. Simple to
use, thoroughly dependable. Gun lock covers
entire trigger housing, making it impossible
t.o discharge gun in convent.ional manner.
Priced at $3.95 ppd. Dist.ributed by Pixey
Mfg. & Dist. Co., P. O. Box 1411, St.ockton,
Cali£. Specify gun and model.

lNlTH

Our 208 page (atalog-Reference Book contains over 1600
items for sole. American & European Firearms

& Edged Weapons of all periods.
Every item in OUf Book is

PHOTO- llLUSTRA TID.
(ompletely described

and priced.

YOU'RE INVITED on
DON McGREGOR'S

Sa ~,.i :~~T~::~ft FISHING

Northern Territory of Australia
Men, here is the Safari you've dreallled
about, on the borders of beautiful ArnhelTI
land. Experience the thrill of hunting
Buffalo, Crocodile, Kangaroo, Wallaby Pig
and Dingo with Don ~IcGI'egor, profession
al guide and hunter. The most exciting
trip of all time awaits the ad venturous.

Season Open Thru November

WRITE AIRMAIL FOR FULL DETAILS

Don McGregor's Safari,
Pine Creek, N.T., Australia.

SAFARI'S COST ON LOCATION $196

SCOPED HANDGUN

HOLSTERS
$2500
plus $1 pstge.

Regular shoulder
holsters: $18.75
plus $1 pstge.

Goerg Hollow
Pointer $5.95

The seoping of handguns our specialty. We
cater to the handgun hunter.
Goerg Explosive Bullet Kit for making explosive bul
lets for .44 Magnum & .44 'Special Calibers-$9.75.

GOERG ENTERPRISES PO;-},'l.9N~EL'E~~e:~SH.
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FAMOUS PAINTING, "Danger Ahead," cap
tures mood of early Westerner facing un
known enemy with his Marlin rifle. Repro
duced by Marlin Firearms Co., 79 Willow
St.., New Haven, Conn., from original by
famous frontier artist, Frederic Remington.
Re-created in oils by noted contemporary
artist and reproduced on heavy paper suit
able for framing in 20x30" prints. Priced
$1.00 ea. ppd.

can be placed within legal 6" limit of holster
so shooter can time 'himself. Timed accuracy
to 1/100th of a second. Weight 3 lbs., 3 oz.
Warm·up period approx. Y2 minute. Priced
at $39.50 (plus tax and shipping charges).
From the line of M. R. Crossman Co., 546
Hollywood Way, Burbank, Cali£.

BUFFALO SALAMI & ELK SUMMER
SAUSAGE from Wyoming. Fine delectable
meats once satisfied· appetites of Indian and

." early settlers. Animals obtained from Wyo
ming ranches. Salami and sausage make fine
eating and gifts. Net weight, one lb. ea.
Packaged by Rocky Mountain Packing Co.,
Inc. Inspected by Wyoming Dept. of Agri
culture. Shipped prepaid $2.00 ea. Order
from: Ouderkirks, Dept. 4, 1523 So. Maple
St., Casper, Wyo.

SEPTEMBER 1962GUNS

GUN LAMPS designed to blend wit.h decor
of home, lodge, cot.tage. Model 200 (pic
tured) Glisenti Revolver mounted on walnut
base, has 3-way switch, ceramic ashtray.
Sells for $39.95. Model 300 is genuine
German Mauser rifle which comes mounted
on walnut base with three gun butt stock
legs. Has 3-way switch, st.ands 66" high.
Sells for $47.95. Lamps available from
Hunters Lodge, 200 So. Union St.., Alexan·
dria, Va.

GUN STOCKS up ,to 47" long and revolver
and pist.ol grips can be carved on No. 4
Carver Models Turn:O-Carve Tools, manu
factured by Turn-a-Carve Tool, Inc., 9551
Domer Road, Sant.ee, Cali£. St.ocks also take
3-dimensional carvings approx. 7" in diam
et.er. Standard Model Turn·O-Carve Tool,
from templets or originals, duplicates any
kind of turning. Fit.s 7" to 12" wood or
metal turning lathes and turns up to approx.
9" in diamet.er. Carver Model Tool used for
wood carving, but. retains turning feat.ures
of Standard Model.



INDIVIDUAL ORDERS 10% ADDITIONAL

(Continued from page 65)

by .30·'06 right up to the newest Remington
7 mm Magnum. Recoil did not affect the
optical qualities, and fogging tests were non
productive. It is also noteworthy to report
that extreme changes in elevation and wind
age did not in any way affect the location
of the reticle.

The new Redfield scope comes with stand
ard crosshairs, but post and dot are available
on special order. For the varminter, a varia
ble scope is often a inust, and we bave found
this scope helpful on several of the guns
that arrived for tests. Priced at $99.50 with
standard reticle, dot or post will up the ante
another $9. This scope is sure to please a
lot of shooters.

Pacific's DL·250
Bob Deitemeyer of Pacific Gun Sight Com

pany, Lincoln, Nebraska, recently mailed us
one of these new shotshell tools. This is
very sturdy tool with large powder and shot
hoppers that are a blessing to the busy hand
loader. It took six boxes of smoothboore
fodder to get near the advertised speed ~f
250 hulls per hour, but that is a matter of
manual dexterity and practice.

Aluminum Pots
Recently we received a sample of CampfoiI

-a heavy duty aluminum foil sold by Don
lee Metal Products Co., 14 Carneer Ave.,
Rutherford, New Jersey. The kit, containing
a roll of heavy duty foil, directions on how
to use the foil in making pots, and ample
wire to form pots, retails directly from
Donlee for the relatively painless sum of
$1.10, postpaid!

The heavy wire that comes with the pack
age easily forms into handle and rim for a
pot, and then the foil is folded over it to
make a camp pot or skillet. It takes a little
practice to form the cooking utensils, but
once they are formed, we found that they
could be used a number of times especially
when only water was boiled or cleaning was
complete. The Campfoil is tough enough to
hold weight, and the kit is a worthwhile in
vestment for any camper or hunter. CampfoiI
is light and packs flat for easy carrying.

This is not a high-speed progressive load
er, but is a tool designed for the trap and
skeet shooter or hunter who is willing to
spend a couple of hours cooking up a load
of shells for the weekend.

The shell must be handled a number of
times, and several visitors to our gunroom,
despite reading the instructions, neglected to
follow them. Most important in using the
DL-250 is to remember t.o place the hull into

Lauderdale Street
Alabama

COLLECTORS' ITEM

Not a cut-dawn or sporter
ized rifle. Ideal deer gun

in fine working order.

Only $20 f•••b••Selma,Ala.

with 60 rounds of ammo.

Extra ammo $6 per 100.

WALTER H. CRAIG

Send for this tremendous
'1alue todayl

MAUSER TYPE
7MM CARBINE

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

enjoy that hunting trip more this year
if you wear Servus Northerners. Ask your favorite
dealer for these comfortable, American made
boots. Only with rubber can you get absolute
waterproof protection. Insulated against the cold~

Northerners by Servus will give you more hour.
ill' the field.

Write for a free brochure showing all styles of
hunting and fishing footw"ar.

TH'

S~RU•• ER co.
General Office and Factory, Rock Island, III.

Branch Office & Warehouse, 330 Broadway, N.Y•• N.Y.

Authentically Designed

CIVIL WAR
UNIFORMS

Centennial
Organization and

Team Prices
Union or Confederate
Infantry $22.50
US or CSA Artillery
or Cavalry ..... 25.50
Union Officers .. 32.25
Confederate
Officers 38.50
(Each a two piece basic
uniform). Brass Buttons,
s t r u c k from Original
dies.
These and all other
accessories available. •

ENLISTED CHEVRONS
Corporal pr. $2.40
Sergeant pr. $2.B5
First Sgt. or Sgt.

Major $3.35

CSA or US METAL
BUCKLE, (with leather
belt, completel .. $1.20

Cords are Original Issue. ~

CENTENNIAL BOOTS
Extremely comfortable and practical.
Man's sizes 6-12. Widths B & D.
Heavyweight dress leather. Approx..
14" high. $17.50.

METAL HAT
ORNAMENTS ... $ .68

Struck from original dies.
Infantry, Cavalry, Artil
lery.
HEAVY DUTY KEPI $3.25
Same type fabriC as uni
forms.
CAMPAIGN

STETSON $6.50
Fur felt with cord. Hat

Name' _

Addres,5.s _
Usual Suit Size HI. Wt _
Wais'L.--. Hat Size Boot Size-

SAXONY UNIFORMS 230 Canal Street
New York City 13, N.Y.
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the re-slzlng die and then bring the platen
up. Most fellows merely placed the hull on
the platen and then, with a swift move of
the handle, managed to get the shell loused
lip in the die. There is no excuse for this.
The instructions clearly state the step-by
step method of loading, and then it becomes
merely a question of having all components
handy for speedy loading. This DL-250 re
quires that the wad pressure be set only
once, and the subsequent wad seating oper
ations are carried out by simply moving the
handle down until it hits a positive stop.

This is a rugged tool that will serve you
a long time, and that produces neat looking
reloads. We loaded some Mark V hulls, fired
them, reloaded them, and kept going until
the hulls were worn out. Even after four and
five reloads, the finished shell looked good
and performed well in a Model 12, the Breda
Mark II, and a Fox B-ST. The DL-250 re
tails for just under $100, comes in all stand
ard gauges, including Magnum for 12, 20,
and .410.

Walther Pistols
We recently had the opportunity to fire a

WW II vintage Walther P-38 and one of the
new commercial Walther guns, now imported
by Centennial Arms Corp., 3318 W. Devon
Ave., Chicago 45, Ill. Although the WW II
gun was in NRA·excellent condition, the
Walther-Mars gun was far superior in accu
racy, functioning, and handling. Centennial

CUTTS

STILL
THE
BEST

~ynlan

world's original
shotgun cODlpensator

Only the Cutts gives precise pattern perform
ance even at extremely short or long ranges
... greatest recoil reduction. Vents at top and
bottom do not disturb fellow shooters. Choice
of 6 interchangeable choke·tubes makes your
favorite shotgun a multi·purpose sporting arm.
Choose either steel or weight saving alloy mod·
els. Learn how CUTTS can make you a better
shot, up target scores bring in the game from
grouse to goose with one basic gun! Your
Lyman dealer will demonstrate ... or write
direct for free literature.
Xellence through Xperience in Shooters' Products •••

r ------------------,THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP. MIOOUFIELO. CONN. OEPT. G·g-I
I •I NAME I
• ADDRESS •

I~ ~ IL • ~~~~

says GIL HEBARD, Knoxville, lIIinoi.
Outstanding shooter and shooting goods
distributor.

PRIMERS ... that's my choice

Cascade Cartridge, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho

LARGEST PRIMER SelECTION FOR RElOADERS
POWDER ACTUATED TOOL CARTRIDGES FOR INDUSTRY
MAGNUM PRIMERS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE LOADS
RED·JET BULLETS FOR INDOOR SHOOTING FUN

See Special Subscription Offer, Page 64

LIKE GUNS? DON'T MISS AN ISSUE

"YOU
CAN'T

ARGUE
WITH

SUCCESS"

"Consistently uniform ignition
-thatls why I prefer and recom
mend CCI Primers/I

+0

~

PPK at left, WWII P-38 at right.
Arms is now the sole U.S. distributor of
these fine German guns, and they are now
offering the complete Walther line.

The P-38, 9 mm Parabellum, holds 8 car
tridges, has an overall length of 8 7/16
inches. This is one of the few semi-automat
ic pistols that can be carried with a cartridge
in the chamber with complete safety, and ap
plication of the safety uncocks the hammer
after the firing pin becomes locked. In the
near future, more Walther guns will be im
ported by Centennial, including target .22
rim-fire rifles and hunting rifles. The PPK,
caliber .380, is slated to sell for $67.50, while
the P-38 will retail for $93.50.

Hodgdon Data
Bruce Hodgdon, the powder man from

Shawnee-Mission, Kansas, now has lots of
Ball C powder. Designated as Lot No.2, he
and his staff have worked up some dandy
loads and loading data which are now avail
able for this powder. We checked a couple
of .257 Roberts loads and, with our Avtron
chronograph, came very close to his fps data. ."
The same held true for some .222 loads. New ------------------------------~------

loading data for H450 are also available.
Bruce quite correctly suggests that the

first test loads be cut by 5 per cent during
the hot weather season. With our .257 Rob
erts, we found a load of 31.5 grains of Ball
C, Lot No.2, wiLh the 87 gr. Speer bullet,
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to chronograph just 23 fps less than Bruce's
data. This is partly explained by the fact
that we used a Mannlicher-Schonauer with
short barrel; and, of course, there is a varia
tion from gun to gun.

Coats of Many Colors
The Massachusetts Hunter Safety

Color Study Report tells us that
fluorescent orange is the color hunt·
ers should wear in the woods-not
the traditional red. which was long
ago proved ineffectual, and not yel
low. which was recommended by an
other color study group a few years
ago.

According to this new report, yel
low is often mistaken for white, even
by people with strong normal vision.
The center of the human retina is not
sensitive to yellow. and when the eye
is focused on a yellow spot it may
appear white-the color of a deer's
tail! Yellow also looks white in dim
light, as at dusk, or dawn.

"Blaze orange," as it is called, con
verts blue and green light and ultra
violet rays to visible orange color
that seems to glow. It can be seen
under most field conditions, and looks
even brighter in shade than in open
light because of contrast.

So there goes that relatively new
yellow hunting coat to join the old
red one you discarded years ago. Is
"planned obsolescence" creeping into
new fields? If so, it's worth it if it
prevents even one hunting casualty.

Delta Gun Lock
Some of our pet rifles are equipped, with

supersensitive triggers and we hate to see
those triggers snapped when visitors invade
our gunroom. To prevent trigger and action
tinkering, we placed a couple of Delta Gun
Locks on these guns. To be had from your
gunshop, the Delta Gun Lock retails for
$3.95 and the various models on the market
fit a wide variety of guns. The locks fit shot
guns, rifles, and handguns, so be sure to
specify which gun you want to lock when
you ask your gunsmith for these gun locks.

Case Cleaner
Winfield Laboratories, 1750 Harding Road,

Northfield, Ill., now markets the Davy Wil
liams Case Life brass cleaner. This is a solu
tion that comes in a jar. After decapping the
brass, you simply dump the cases into the
solution. After two hours or an overnight
soaking, just take the cases out, rinse them
under the tap, and air dry them. Brass cOllies
out looking like new and, best of all, primer
pockets and flash holes are cleaned of all
powder and primer residue.

We have used a batch of Case Life for
some weeks with very good results. For com
parison purposes, we loaded and fired .38
caliber Monarch brass, loading one batch
right after decapping, running another batch
through the Case Life bath. Case Life solu
tion does not appear to lose any of its solvent
powers and the amount of accumulated dirt
on the bottom of the jar stands mute witness
to its efficiency. Case Life is non-toxic, does
not harm hands or clothing, and you can add
up to 50 per cent water to the original solu
tion as it gets used up. We plan to use this

BIPOD
$17.50

NEW! FREELAliD
"SUPREME" BEKCHREST

STAND $30.00

Use inexpensive
Ward reloading
set to make the
best shotshells
possible. Quality,
sizing are hand
controlled. Loads
light, heavy or
mag with no
changes. New wad guide (not shown) sizes
wads for a slimmer shell; no other loader uses
this system. Exclusive crimping assembly pro·
duces a quickperfect folded crimp. Available in
10, 12, 16,20,28,410 gao

Priced at only $15.95
Send check, we'll prepay. Dealers invited.

WARD SPORTING GOODS
40S Court Street Cloy Center, Kans.

48" RiflE
TRUNK $26.25

FREELAND'S Scope Stands, tnc.
3737 14th Avenue Rock Island, III.

NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rille, the Supreme in Accuracy,
comfort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights ......... $2 f0.00

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

ALL ANGLE
TRIPOD $15.25

FREElAND LARGE LEATHER HOlSTER
RUG, FOR HAMMERLI, and 10"
barrelled hand guns ............•$ 9.98

FREELAND B Shooting Mat 18.00
FREELAND v.. opening Rifle Kit 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove. ...• 5.25
FREELAND .22 Caliber Cartridge

blocks, 50 hole $2.20, DeWar...... 2.55
FREElAND Sling Keeper.............. 1.25

" Mid-Century cuff Comb......... 8.50
" Alum. butt plate............... 10.50
" butt plate w/rubber pad '13.00
" Schutzen hook for above. . . . . . . . 8.50
" OLYMPIC PALM REST from 13.50

CARBIDE LAMP..................... 3.40
Redding Scale ...•.................• 14.00
MITCHElL # 2 Shooting Glasses 12.00
lOX SHOOTING COAT 20.00
REMINGTON 40X rifle .22 Cal.. 139.75
Mossberg 144·LS ..................• 52.45
Sturm Ruger, Single-6. . . . . . . . . • . . . • .. 63.25
**LEE SONIC EAR STOPPLES, Pair. .. . .. 3.95
LYMAN 310 Tool, 1 Caliber 16.50
S&W Model 41 .22 Automatic 100.00
HIGH STANDARD SPORT-King 54.95
HIGH STANDARD Supermatic Citation .. 89.95
Win. 52-D Target rifle Std. or Hvy. ., .,145.00
Rem. 513TR target rifle 88.95

., Colt Scout Buntline 22 Mag. 59.50
Win. Model 12 Std. 12 Ga 109.15
S&W UK" Series .22 and .38 Cal. 81.00
Micro Pistol Sights $11.50 and........ 15.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Jobbing all the Remington. Winchester. Marlin. saw
:::~.e'"Bs1itJ,.h.;~t:r~~~s.C::'~wRi~o~8ir?-A~~~LE~:Sheri:

18102~:'.•
ASK THE HUNTER WHO USED ONE

• Soft Point for RELIABLE Expansion

• Thin forward jacket for FAST
Expansion

• LONG narrow wound channel

• ASSURES MAXIMUM ACCURACY
243, 25, 264, 270, 280 Rem.
7 MM, 30, 338'and 375 CoIs.

NOW ••• no more dirty shells - no
more fumbling for water soaked or mis
placed shells! SHEL-SERV gives you
fast, easy loading from a convenient
weatherproof pouch. Well made of stand
ard 8-oz. duck material, double sewn with
heavy duty polyethylene shell inserts,
SHEL-SERV model "A" holds twelve
standard or magnum 12-gauge shells. The
shells are removed by an easy pull, yet
are firmly held to prevent accidental loss
or removal. SHEL-SERV was subjected
to the most rigorous field tests in all parts
of the country and under all possible
weather conditions. Attaches easily to belt,
vest or jacket. Order today from this ad.

ONLY
UNCONDITIONAllY GUARANTEED $295
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. P.P.

ARROWHEAD ARMS, Inc.
P. O. Box 8016, ST. PAUL 13, MINNESOTA

AT LAST' A Practical
Foolproof SHELL DISPENSER • • •

SHEL-SERV
A MUST FOR:

• HUNTERS

• SKEET
SHOOTERS

• TRAP
SHOOTERS
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ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER __ . $10.95

WITH KICK-OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
F.N. Action (no others),
S4.00 more. Ace Sinqle
Stage Set Trigger. $10.95.

GENUINE HORN

Designed for sportsman's use
in following map courses, de
termining bearings and mop
making_
Weighs less than a pocket
watch-only 2 ozs.

LIFETIME INSURANCE
AT YOUR DEALER, or order
direct by mail (No C.O.D. 'sl.

Polished Basket Weave Butt

Plates, size 1%" x 5", $2.00
each. Solid Horn Blocks for
Fore~end, size 2/1 x 1%",

$2.00 each.

1. Fancy Oreuon Myrtle; 2. Rare Fancll
Oregon Myrtle,' 3. Rare Flaked Ma.ple,· 4.
F'fI1wJ/ Curl.y Mapl,e; 5. Rare IJird.'1c1Je M(fple.
NOTE: In Mannlicher length, rifle blanks or
turned and semi-inletted stocks cost $5.00
more than prices shown.

Fltll"$
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Actions
(White)

Ace 24" or 26" Barrels for .338 or .264 Win. fitted
to your action. (Win.. 70. Enfield. Hig-h No. Spring-
field. FN or 98 Mauser-no others).

rt~e s~~'~~~ha~~lfi~ru~~e~ciion::: :: :: : :: :$:~:gg
If we furnish FN Series 400 Action. . . 89.00

Specify weight, caliber and twist when ordering Ace~

barrels.

I
.Barrel ID~~~c~t \D~~r;~I:t I 'r:?~~zt:ttI Weight

Lightweight 11/8 ~600-=1 22" 2 Ib--:-6 OZ
Sporter-Weiqht _1...,¥8_ ~615__24~ __3_'_b._
Med. Hvy. Wgt. 11/s .700 26" 4 lb. 4 oz.

TWIST: Ace Barrels come in standard twists as follows:
Cal. 243. 257. 270. 7MM••25-06. 280. 338 and 30·06.
1-10. Cal. 244, 250. 300 and 308. 1-12. Cal. 22-250.
220 and 222, 1~14.
F.N. Ace Barreled Action (White), $72.S0-Add $5.00
for F .N. Supreme (Series 400) ActIon.
Fitting Service: Flai~'s will fit any ACE Barrel to your
action. stamp caliber. headspace and test fire for $5.00.
Returned Lo.b. Milvale. Pol .. unless postag-e and insurance
remittance is enclosed.

THE COMPASS
YOU SIGHT

~'~
JW

(Milled Steel)
Made for Flaig'S by Sako, fea

turing Sako's smooth-working
hinged floor plate! with floor· plate

:oe~e:I~1e~~ttgru~~~ld,x,iYlig~~r~nUyarii~
1903 Spnngfield, including .03·A3.

Increases resale value to your Sporter
ized Springfield.

GUNS • GUN PARTS • SCOPES
• AMMUNITION • GUN STOCKS • BLANKS

• GUN SMITHING SERVICE
Write for
F,ee list
#37

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for year around bargain mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept.G, 6844 GorstenSI..Phiiadelphia19, Pa

P. O. BOX 9776
EL PASO, TEXAS

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

'95 MAUSER ACTIONS
& BARRELED ACTIONS
95 Mauser Actions in excellent
condo $15.00; Actions with
our Ace barrels in calibers
22-250, 220, 243, 244, 250,
257, 7MM & 308 calibers
$40.00; Polish and blue
the above unit $10.00
additional

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most rifles, shotguns

and handguns. $250Specify model &
caliber of gun.

HQuick-Drow" Holsters

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
(Jll1POl·te~.. distinctlvcllT. ~ttl'acti,'e, li~ht weight, yet very close grained
walnut. lakes smooth hnlsh and sharp checkerinR'.)

~~~~~~~*~;;~~~~i:n;:~ir?ct~::::::::::::::::::::$iU~ l~ $~U~

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 4 au.
-

FREE CATALOG

lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz.

Made exclusively for Fla.!9~_ by a natIonally known
barrel maker. Each barrel is best quality 6-groove with
smooth, hard-swedged "buttonll patented rifling.
Threaded for '98 Mauser, F.N. Mauser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. 70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegian Krag,
Mex. Small Ring Mauser, Jap 6.5 and 7.7.
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
.338 Win. and .264 Win.
Choice of medium heavy, sparter weight or light weight.
~ally priced: Ace Barrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and 338 ca. ($2.00 more for Enfield barreL)
Guarantee: Barrels ore made to the highest standards
of workrl)onship and after a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refund if
not 100% pleased. Barrel should be head-spaced before
use by a competent gunsmith.

TURNED & SEMI·INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS
All our stack wood is both air dried and kiln dried to belaw 7% moisture content. All blanks are
sent subject 10 customer's approval. All grades are available in lats.

RARE CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE

1~m~cglaa~~s s.e~i:i.n!~t.t~~ .s~~C.k.S. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $~g:~~ t: $~g:gg

~l~~~u~'i~n~I~~ks· (pair)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : = : : : : : : : : : : ~:g8:g 2g:88
OREGON MYRTLE

~~n~e~a~~~.s~/;,~~~n~e.t~~d. ~~o.C~~,. ~r.a~~). : : : : : : : :: : : : : : s~g:gg ~g $~~:gg

~~t~Uiri~laCI~~ks' {pair)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 19:9g:g 3::gg

FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT

N~~t~~i~~;;~·t;;~;;~: no:c~~::::::::::::::::::::$H~ l~ $iU~

on some specially made brass for a high pre
cision rifle to see just how important this
matter of firing residue really is, in cooking
up some high accuracy loads.

New Loot For Target Shooters
They're 9ivin9 tradin9 stamps for

just about everythin9, these days
even for pistol marksmanship.

Winnin9 shooters .in the 1962 South
Atlantic Pistol Championship at Kin
ston, North Carolina, were awarded
a total of 450,000 Gold Bond Stamps.
They were 9iven their choice of
medals. trophies, or stamps, and most
chose stamps.

This isn't too amazin9. We know
plenty of competitive shooters who
would be 91ad to trade a hundred or
so medals for somethin9 useful like,
say. a left-handed screwdriver. Win
nin9 them is fun, but after the first
dozen or so, where do you put them?

Savage Smoothbores
From Savage's new Westfield, Massachu

setts, plant, we recently received two new
test guns. One was the Model 51 Stevens,
the other the new version of the Fox Model
B-ST. The Model 51 is a single shot, bolt
action, .410 gauge shotgun that features a
new action with an automatic safety. The
moment the bolt is closed, the safety goes on
and must be released before the trigger is
pulled. The gun weighs only slightly less
than five pounds and handles very well.
Since this is basically a beginner's gun, the
addition of the rubber recoil pad was a very
thoughtful gesture, although the .410 does
not kick much per se, but kick can and does
scare off a new shooter faster than anything
else. The pattern delivered by our test gun
was a true full choke and, with Winches
ter's skeet loads, it became routine to break
15x25 after a little practice. Considering
that this was the first time that we took a
sub caliber gun to the trap field, we felt
pretty proud of our score-the gun per
formed very well and for $27.50 it is a good
pest gun and a fine practice gun for the."
advanced shooter. For the beginner, stand
ing close to our Trius trap, it was easy to
learn the fundamentals of smoothbore shoot
ing.

For years we have collected our share of
upland game with a Fox B-ST in 20 gauge,

(Continued on page 73)

Willson Sound Barrier
We have been using the #258 Willson

Sound Barrier on the range for about a
month and found it a very effective ear pro
tector. The fluid-filled vinyl cushions fit the
ear and the polyurethane sponge inside the
cup further. reduces firing noises. Ear pro
tectors of this type were originally used by
jet mechanics, and shooters have taken to
them like the well-known ducks to water.
During one bad spell of weather and while
shooting at a public range under a roof, our.
bench neighbor was shooting a large mag
num. Wearing the Sound Barrier, we were
conscious of shooting next to us, but the
sound that reached our ears was not in the
least annoying or bothersome. Al Siegel
Associates, 3603 Lindholm Road, Shaker
Heights 20, Ohio, is the distributors for these
fine ear protectors.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion includjn~ name and address..Pay.
able io advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date Oct. 1962 Issue

(on sale Aug. 25) is July 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
Bl50 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

AUTHORS {, PUBLISHERS

WHITERS SEND Your books, articles. stories. plays for
rree ~valuation. screening and sale. 'Vrite today I Literary
Agent Mead, U15 Broadway. N. Y.C. 10.

BOOKS

GUKBOOK CLASSIC-"'COLT FIREARMS"' by Serven.
Fascinating, profitable reading-the COMPLETE and
ACCURATE story, with 550 illustrations. Don't postpone
it---own it! Available at good bookshops. gunshops. Free
brochure: Box 1711. Santa Ana. Calit.

CAMPINC {, EQUIPMENT

THE GUEATEST BACK PACK In America. W"r1te for
Brochure today. Budd Davis Packs. Dept. 41. 1150
:r\'orth 205th Street. Seattle 33, 'Vashington.

COLLECTORS

"ANTIQUE GUN DEPOT"' Offers: Original C. W.
Muster lWlls ..• $3.50 ppd.: Orlgtnal C. W. Discharge
I'ar Certificates ... $1.50 ppd.; Also: Flintlocks: Per
cussions' 'Vinchesters; Kentuckies; Accoutrements:
Swords; , Bayonets; Parts: Ammunition; Loads More.
Latest illustrated catalogue 50c. ,Vestchester Trading,
G-2418 Arthur Avenue. Bronx 58. New York.

MILITAUY COLLECTOUS. Huge 1962 photo illustrated
"'ar Itelic catalog now ready. Excellent reference. Lists
hundreds of Quallty items: Unitorms. Helmets, Edged
',"eapOns, Medals, etc. Nazi, British. U.S., and Misc.
Foreign. $1.00 P.P. E. Frank. Hwy 33. Freehold. K. J.

DISPOSUIG OF ~Iililary Collecllon: 18 American Mini
ature medal8:-$9.00; 20 French i\ledals. regulation size-

~~S~~6~j~~~~t~~~~!~~~~'2r5eiu~d~~iob~i~~~1~5~~hF~~~h
A,·e., N.Y.. 1'\.Y.

t:;'~l:Jl°le~tr!l~~~; ~oW~;t~~'s.. ~~e~~~I~~~.m~~t~10g$95~~:
Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-G, NewburYpOrt. 'Mass.

cn·IJ~ 'VAll Relics unearthed Vicksburg Battlefield.
-Guns, Oddities. List 25c. l\1inie 4 Balls 50c, 4 for dollar
postpaid. Farish's. Yicksburg. Mississippi.

JUST UETURNED From Europe. Many fine .milltary
relics, curios and military miniatures. 2606 Ridgeland
ltd.. Torrance, CaUf.

LIS'.r OF GUNS, collectors items. 25c check or coin.
no stamps. Bob's House of Guns, 2515 S. 'Vayne Road,
Wayne. l\fichigan.

GUNS-SWOUDS-Knlve.-Daggen-Fla.b. Ble U"
25c coln. Ed Howe. Cooper MUll 10. Maine.

ENCRAVINC

GtTN ENGRAVING of unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme, 302 Ward Bldg.• Shreveport, La.

FOR SALE

STATE PISTOL Laws Booklet, describing current pistol
regulations of all states, $1.00: Henry Schlessinger, 211
Central Park 'Vest, 1\'ew York 24, N. Y.

CAJ.'{NON FUSE 3/32" dia.. waterpruof. burns under
water; 10 ft., $1; 25 ft.• $2. ppd. William Zeller. Kell
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.

CUNS {, AMMUNITION

U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Very good
*30.95. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S. 30·06
Entleld ritles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent-$34.50. U.S.
Ml 30·06 Garand rifles. Excellent-$89.05. U.S. Ml 30
cal. carbines. Excellent-$79.95. British l\lk. 5 303 Lee·
Entleld jungle carbines. Very good $24.95. Excellent
$29.U5. British )lk. 3 303 Lee-Enfield rifles. Very good
-$14.95. British )Ik. 4 303 Lee-Enfield rifies. Very gOOd
-$16.95. Gennan Kar 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Very good-
$29.95. German )Iod. 98 7mm :Mauser rifles. Very good
-$29.95. Czech YZ-24 8mm Mauser rifles. Good-$29.95.
Vcrr good-$34.95. Persian VZ-24 801m Mauser rifies.
Good-$29.95. Very good-$34.95. Persian Mod. 98 801m
J.\1auser carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. 1\ew
$49.95. Swedish :\tod. G33/50 6.5mm Mauser carbines.
Yery good-$29.95. Excellent-$34.95. Perfect-S39.50.
Argentine Mod. 1909 7.65mm J.\fauser rifles. Very good
$39.95. Argentine Mod. 1891 7.65 mm Mauser ritles. Very
good-U9.95. Perfect-$24.50. Italian Mod. 1938 7.35mm
Mannlicher-Carcano carbines. Very good-$l4.95. Guate.
malan Mod. 98 7mm )Iauser ritles. C7.ech made. Fair
$29.95. Good-$34.95. Very good-~39.95. Uussian Mod.
1938 & 1940 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic rifles. Good
-$34.95. Yery good-$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. 30·06.
303 British. 8mm )Iauser. 7mm :\fauser. 7.65 Mauser,
6.5mm Swedish. 7.62mm Russian. 6.5mm & 7.35mm
Italian military ammunition, at $7.50 per 100 rounds. Free
gun Jist. Dealers inquiries invited. Freedland Arms Co.,
34 Park Row, New York 38. N. Y.

•22 TRACERS'"
See a ball of fire ZIP to the target.
Safe too ...•. List $1.49

De.lers and Distributors only

george 30-06 derbes
Pottsville, Po.

lIIANNLICHEU·SHOENAUEU service rifles. 6.5mm. fa·
mous 5-shot rotary magazine. Identical to design of
world-famous 1tfannUcher-Schoenauer SpOrting arms manu
factured today. Only $24.50. Actions only $16.50: 2 for
$30.00. Rare Martini Enfield rifies, Mark I and II. .571/
.450 (.45) caUber. Famous Martini lever action (long and
short lever models). Complete with ram rod. Used in
India. Modern smokeless ammunition currently manufac
tured by Kynoch. Excellent shooters. Only $19.50. set or
two $35.00. Interesting 'Var Curio. conversation piece.
decorator. British Piat "bazooka:' Churchill's secret
weapOn. $9.95, 2 for $15.00. U.S. M. 1. .30 caliber csr·
bines. IS-shot, semi-automatic. gas-operated. New Only
$69.50: 2 for $134.50..410 musket Short Lee Enlleld
Mark III rifles. Made specially for prison guards and riot
pOlice in Pakistan. Rare collector's item. Only $19.95.
Bayonets with scabbards for Short Lee Enfleld Mark III.
Only $1.75. 2 for $3.00. Magazines. 10-shot. $2.75. 2 for
$5.00. add $0.60 pOstage. Century Arms. 54 Lake, St.
Albans, Vermont.

KLEIX'S FAMOUS All·Sports BAUGAIX CATALOG
Is FREE to our customers. Others please send $1.00 (re
funded with first order). :Money Back Guarantee.
KLEIN·S. Dept. G·227 W. Washington, Chicago 6.
Illinois.

COLT 'VALKER-Precision replica for collector or s!Ioot.
er finest materials and workmanship. 4 Ibs. 9 oz., cyhnder
i¥:~~'k~ll~xa~gl(!,s~~:s~~~n~~~iSh, new. $149.50. A. G.

DUE TO Modng 'Vnrehouse! Must sell at once approxi·
mately 1500 British Piat Bar..ookas in "as new" condition.
No reasonable otTer refused. 'Vrite Century Arms Inc., 54
Lake. S1. Albans, Vermont.

H·V JACKETED BULLETS. 122 to 8mm Dlus .357 &
.44 halt jackets. New Co. Offers Free introductory price
list. Ifi-V Products Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 662, Paramount.
Calif.

J~UGER SHOULDER Stocks, as new and original. $28.50.
8x57 :Mauser ammo. American type primer. non-corrosive.
$7.50-100. A. G. Hanak, Box 3510. Sussex. N. J.

"'INCHElO;TEU M50 lightweight 12ga. 30" FC New
$99.50. Ithaca M37T trap model pump. ,'ent. rib. excellent
$149.50. Jen. Trader, Pocomoke City. Maryland.

NE'V FIREARMS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories. Quick Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
'''f'ltlter Oliver, Box 55. Auburn. Indiana.

1962 GREEN CATALOG Available now. :rhousands of
guns, accessories, relics. ammunition. 2ac. Retting,
ll029 'Vashington, Culver City. California.

"LI1.'TLE ACE," 'Varld's Smallest Real Den:inger.. 22
caliber. $12.95. Circular free. A-B Distributor. 4243-B
North Harlem, Chicago 34, Illinois.

SURPLUS MILITARY Pistols $6.95. Uifles $9.05. New
revolvers $9.9!'i. Send 25c for Bargain Guide, 2051 Mesa
"'ay. Santa Rosa, Calif.

CLOSING-OUT Personal Guns, 1.000 other articles. Send
4c stamp. ask for BIG list I-G. Paul Ratliff. Dayton,
Oregon.

1~t~Q~e~EPre~~s~: ~~~~:uns~~~~~sc::~~~~~sN:~~.dern.
DE'VAT 50 cal. MZ Browning Machine Guns $25. Helen
of Troy Enterprises. New Sarepta. Alberta, Canada.

LICENSED DEALERS. M·I Csrbines. New-$57. M·I
Rifles. $60. Sloper, Westwood, California.

CUN EQUIPMENT

GUNS SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted len,ths 50t per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 45¢ AU postpaid. Send for Catal()g 16GC on all
Buehler m·ounts (including New Micro-Dial), Low Safetys.
Maynard Buehler Inc., Orinda, Calif.

"GUN BORE-LITES" w/cur,'ed lucile heads & batteries
... $1.00 ppd. Dealers-"'holesale: 25 for $17.00: 100
for $62.00. 'Vcstchester Trading, G-2478 Arthur Avenue,
nronx 58. New York.

GHAB BA.G Spl.: 100 Assorted pins, sights, sprinlts.
screws & parts for shotguns, pistols. rifles. etc., $1. ppd.;
Top Notch Gun Shop, 1005 :\it. Garfield Rd., Muskegon,
Mich.

CUNSMITHINC

SOUTHERN DJo-;ALEHS-elubs-Gunshops: Wholesale 24
Hour Polychoke Service-Factory Recommended Repair
Station-Choke Alterations---Custom Rebluing-Slow Rust
On Doubles-Repairs and Alterations-Restocking-Re
loading Tools And Components-Jobbing )fost Major
JAnes. Russell's Gun Shop--Marianna. Florida.

BLU-BLAK BLUING, scopes, sights mounted. barrels,
barreled actions. rhambering for standard and improved
cartridges. Model 92 'Vinchester conversions including new
22 Jet and 256 Magnum. Send for my price sheet on. com
plete gunsmithing services. Don Mott. Hereford, ArIzona.

ALTF,R & .JEWEL bolls $8.50. SDringfleld. Enllelds
altered to 308 Norma :Magnum $12.00; Enfields to 300
Weatherhy $24.00: 7.7 Japs to 30·06 $6.00: 300 Magnum
to 300 Weatherby $8.00. Catalog 10 cents. T·P Shop.
11 West Branch, Mich.

NEW 1B PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND JOe FOR. YOUR. COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Adions,
. Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.

Parts. Will Trade.
CHET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

GENEUAL GUNSAnTHING-Repalrlng. rebluing. con
version work. parts made. Inquiries in'filed. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. CaUf.

SHOTGUN SPECIALIST: Bellnishlng. Ucbluing. Ue
stocking. No part orders. Frank LeFever & Sons. Inc.,
Box 151, Custom Gunsmiths. Frankfort, N. Y.

CUSTOM .22 TAUGET Pistol built in your home shop.
Send 4c stamp for illustrated information. Guns. Box
362G. Terre Haute, Indiana.

INDIAN RELICS

BIRDl>OINTS: $18.00 per 100. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
"'rite for large list of Indian Relics. Tomahawk Trading
Post, Pottsville, A.rk.

LEATHEItCItAFT

FREE "Do-It-YourseU" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company. Box 791 - W46, Fort 'Vorth. Texas.

PHOTO FINISH INC

FUEE FILM. Send A noll For Developing. Get Same
Size Roll Free. 8 expo black and while. 75c, 12 expo biack
and white $1.00: 8 expo kodacolor $2.75. 12 expo kodacolor
$3.50. Free mallers and complete price llst on reQuest.
Send films to: Free }l'Um Lab, Box 917, Cheyenne. Wyo.

SEND EMl>TY Kodak film box with ad. Receive Surprise
Gift. Limited time. National Color Corporation, Atlanta
24, Georgia.

SICHTS {, SCOPES

ZUIHO UIFLE Scopes 4x $27.50. 6x ~29.50. 3x-9x $35.50.
write for catalogue to "'VEICO", 2118 North Boulerard.
Houston 6. Texas. Dealers' InQuiries Invited.

BA.RGAINS! RiOescopesl Binf,rulars! Telescopes! SpOt
tersl Free Catalog. Adventure Compans, Box 2133-U,
San Diego 12, California.

WANTED

WANTED TO BUY 410. 28 & 20ga. Parkers. Bill lWbb.
Doniphan, Nebraska.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT Information. Europe, Africa,
Asia. South America. Free Transportation. Up to
$1600.00 monthly. Sensational oppOrtunities. Construc
tion workers, clerks, truck drivers - every occupation.
Complete information. application form, sent immediately
by return mail. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only $2.00
($2.25 airmail) (C.O.D. 's accepted) to: Jobs. P. O.
Box 50512, Dept. EE3, New Orleans 50, Louisiana.

SPORTSMEN! I wlll set ;rou up in a business of your
own. No im'estment required. Make money by obtaining
pennissions. This can be the start of your own mail order
ollcration. Rush postcard for complete instructions abso
lutely free. ~o obligation. J. G. Sears, Dept. 18CH, 2604
Dawn Terr., Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio.

E)runoIDER~;D EMBLEMS-Send 20c for this full color
booklet telling the whole story of embroidered emblems.
'Ve do not stock emblems-All are custom made to your
specitications-I"rices clearly shown in QuantiUes of from
1 to 1000. Ken Nolan. Inc., Dept. G, San Clemente, Calif.

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-Jeeps. $264.00. nadios.

i~e~~s. ~abs~IO~~ryewL~~rssu~:i~:r~ric~~I~o~~?~tSeani~sfO~:
mation sent immediately. Send $1.00 to-Surplus. P.O.
llox 50512. Dept. EE. New Orleans 50, Louisiana.

DEAL}~RS SEND license No. for large price Jist New
Firearms-Scopes-Mollnts-Reloading Tools-Components
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop '1'ools. 3821 different
items on hand for immediate dclivery. Hoagland Hardware.
Hoag!and, Indiana.

BUY 'VHOLESALE:-Guns, Long or Short. Scopes
Mounts. All other SpOrting Goods. Become Deaier, In
structions $1.GO. Deposit Refundable. "'eaver's Below
'Yholesale. Berkshire "rhoiesale Sporting Goods, Six Lakes.
)fi~higan.

MAKE MOt\EY buying and selling Real Estate in your
spure time. Read how I grossed $10. to $1. For Booklet
send $1.00. Dept. A-4. P.O. Rox 232. Gaines,'ille. Ga.

I1'i'l'EUESTING "'AR Items For Sale. 1\azi Arm Bands,
Medals, Daggers. Lugers, Helmets. Bayonets. Lists 25c.
'Marshal's. 12 Sargent St.. Hampton. Va.

30% DISCOUNT: Trophies. Cups. I'la(llIes. 50-pa~e
Catalog 25c. Architectural Bronze, 363~ Oakton, Skokie.
Illinois.

NAZI ITE~1S bought & sold. orig. only. 1 piece or col.
lection: "Usts 25c": Lenke!. 812 Anderson, Palhacies. N. J.

CROSSBO'VS! HUNTING Bows! Factory-Dln'ct-Prices'
Jay Co.. Box 1355. Wichita. Kansas.

Contains finest Pre-measured , .... N
Epoxy-Glass Bedding materials. _I';'
Natural or Walnut color, with _
Parting Agent 10 Instructions. $4110se. ,.. It......r .nI.r "reet "..

NORTHEAST ENGINEERING, INC.
3013 Oi.well A.... Hamden 11, Conn.
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with fitted case

MARTINI- ENFIELD RIFLES
MARK 1

'<._.1lI,

~ Only a limited quantity of these rare
"...- Martini-Enfield Rifles in the 577/450
(.45 CaI.) now available. The rifle that built
the British Empire. Featuring the famoll!'
Martini-action originated by H. L. Peabody of
Boston exactly 100 years ago. The superiority
of the Martini action was recognized by many
nations and became the basic action for the
finest European target rifles. (N.R.A. good to
V.0.)$19.50 ea., 2 for $3$.00. Special selection
$2.50 ea. additional. Modern Smokeless Ammo
currently available and mfgd. by Kynock
(I.C.F. England). Martini-Enfield Actions;
$12.50 ea.; 2 for $19.50. (Add $1.$0 postage)
suitable for conversion to 44 magnum. 45170.
12 gao S.S. shotguns. etc.

CENTURY ARMS, INC.
54 LAKE ST. ST. ALBANS, VERMONT

BROWNING®
9mm HI-POWER AUTOMATIC

SEE YOUR BROWNING DEALER
Browning Arms. Dept. 413, St. Louis 3, Mo.
- in CANAOA, Dept 413, Box 991, Montreal 9, P. Q.

Do you KNOW
THIS PISTOL

Length: 7%"
Weight: 2 Ibs.

For Outdoorsmen and
Enforcement Officers

MORE FIREPOWER - Will fire 14 rounds of
powerful 9mm Parabellum as fast as you can
squeeze the trigger. Carry fully loaded with
safety; a severe blow on the hammer cannot
cause accidental discharge. Cock the hammer
with a simple thumb movement and this
precision semi-automatic is ready to fire.
ABSOLUTE DEPENDABILITY-Rugged, compact,
thoroughly reliable and accurate with ex
ceptional balance and light weight for its
caliber and capacity. Fine steel, hand-fitted
throughout. Richly finished. Hand-checkered
walnut grips.
THE CHOICE of many NATO nations as their
official sidearm.

Prkt" 8ubjl,.'Ct to change without notice.

COLT .45 Automatic
Miniature Model

Beautiful workmanship. $1250
Send for yours today. P. P.

WALTER H. CRAIG
413 Lauderdale St., Selma, Ala.

Turn Bock To Page 64!

Lyman Wax Bullets
Lyman Gun Sight Corporation has some

thing for all shooters, and their latest is per
haps the most versatile item in their line.
Called Accra-Wax, this handy little package
c;.ontains everything that you need to make
wax bullets without fuss or bother. The wax
bullets have good accuracy, are fired with
the help of a primer only, and they make
ideal indoor fodder for either your handguns
or rifles. Primer noise with Accra-Wax bul
lets is minimal, and since there is no recoil;
even heavy guns can be fired by a novice

MealIn A Can
It has happened to all of us on a deer

stand, in a duck blind, or on the range: it is
time for something to eat, but the chuck
wagon is not around. For all of 39 cents you
can now get a meal in a can, and there is
a choice of chocolate or vanilla flavor in a
400 calorie meal that is nutritionally com
plete. This canned miracle is sold in grocery
and drug stores, should make its appearance
in sporting goods stores shortly, and is
known under the name of Nutrament.

We took a couple of cans along the other
week, while doing some testing of new
ammo. Came noon and the scramble for the
nearest hot dog stand left us alone at the
shooting bench. Out came the can opener
and two cans of Nutrament. There is nothing
wrong with our appetite that four squares a
day won't cure, but one can of Nutrament
did the trick for us. We are keeping the
other can handy for a long car trip. It does
not compare to fresh deer liver broiled .over
the camp fire, but then how often does one
get this kind of fare?

(Continued from page 71)
and having a chance to put the fancier ver
sion of this gun in 12 gauge through its
paces was a sheer pleasure. The new B-ST
features the same hand-filling beavertail fore·
end that has endeared the earlier model to
many shooters. Added and certainly helpful,'
on the range and in the looks department, is
the ventilated rib. This Fox gun is the only
side-by-side double made in the nited
States that the average man can afford, and
the price tag of $115.50 is most reasonable.
The gun is available in 12, 16, and 20 gauge
for 2%," shells, while the .410 version is
chambered for the 3" hulls. The single trig
ger gun has the same stock proportions as
the double trigger Model B, which has a
slimmer and somewhat tapered fore-end.

If it is a double you are looking for, then
by all means, give those two Fox guns seri
ous consideration-they are dandies.

U.s. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job as shown

for Most guns $25

11671 McBean Drive, EI Monte 1, California

J & L GUNWORKS

"TIGER" SADDLE CARBINE

Send check or money order
Satisfaction guaranteed or your
money back. Dealers inquire.

A RARE COLLECTORS FIND
.44-.40 Caliber. Original

Blue Finish, in Good Mechanical
and Shooting Condition, Complete

with Saddle Ring $49.95

GERMAN
OVER & UNDER

DERRINGER
22 Cal. Blue Finish ..... $16.95
22 Cal. Chrome Finish.. 19.95
22 Cal. Gold Finish. . . .. 26.95
38 Spl. Blue or Chrome. 27.50

a
gleaming
barrel in

1f4 the time

REVOLUTIONIZES
GUN CLEANING!

WOOL
ALITE~

1f!/o"'."!:< ';;
.~;; ~

Beautiful Original
Walnut Grips.
Excellent Condo $24.95
Near Mint Condo 29.95
Used Holster-Fair Cond.. 2.00

Now you can clean your weapon as fast
and as perfectly as a professional gun
smith..WOOL-ALITE is made of a special
alloy which is unsurpassed in cleaning
performance, insuring maximum barrel
life as well as increasing your shooting
proficiency. Cleans chamber to muzzle
SPOTLESSLY 80% faster than ordinary
old fashioned methods. One runofWOOL
ALITE through your shotgun, rifle or
handgun will convince you of this prod
ucts efficient, time saving value.-Only
$1.49 postpaid including package of
WOOL-ALITE and Arbor. (In order to
send you the proper arbor, please specify
cal. of rifle, pistol or shotgun gauge.)
WOOL-ALITE refills only 49c.

THE

pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ans. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no jump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guar
anteed workman·ship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~~P~;'d'i':.·to~~~',"l.
Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9, B. C.

~-------------------------.
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Give Your
Hearl a Chance

Takes down and packs into its own knapsack.
Weighs only 9 pounds, guaranteed to carry 200.
All new disc wheels, oilite bearings, wide treads
ideal for use in rough terrain or snow. Canvas
cover of top quality, and the aluminum feather
lite frame is made of heavy gauge tubing with
positive snap·lock joints.

Send for you rBuggy today.
Dealer inquiries invited • Brochure available

r----mEM~BU~YC~----1

I Box 3176, Dept. G-9 • Reading, Penna. I
I I
I Send Deer & Gear Buggy(s) at $19.95 each. I
I NAME I
I STREET I
I I
I CITY ZONE STATE I

L~~~·__~~~~~c~~~~~~~_J

without untoward effects. For cheap shooting
fun in the living room, the basement, or even
in the back yard, try this little gem. We
liked ours so well that we kept shooting un
til we finally ran out of wax. Complete in
struction come with each package and within
minutes you can be an expert wax hand·
loader.

Dixie Squirrel Rifles
That black powder wizzard, Turner Kirk·

land, boss of the Dixie Gun Works, Inc.,
Union City, Tennessee, was kind enough to
let us shoot one of his fine rifles. The new
Dixie Squirrel Rifle is an exact, European
made replica of the old charcoal burner,
weighs almost ten pounds, is .40 caliber, and
once settled down on the shooter's shoulder,
feels real comfortable ... and it shoots just
as advertised. As a matter of fact, Kirk has
a whole slew of testimonials of black powder
shooters who have taken this rifle into
matches and copped nice trophies with it.

In case you are looking for parts for some
of these old guns, or are interested in get·
ting a good black powder gun that is a fine
replica and shoots like a modern rifle, write
to Dixie Gun Works for their illustrated cat·
alog. Send fifty cents along, to help defray
costs and the catalog is a warehouse of in·
formation. The Squirrel rifle, by the way,
can easily be converted to a double set trig.
ger gun, and triggers are available from
Dixie Gun Works.

-----POWLEY-----

COMPUTER for HANDLOADERS
YOU NEED THIS ••• finds CHARGE,

MOST EffICIENT POWDER and t"e
VELOCITY for ANY CENTERfIRE RIflE

$3.50 at your Dealer
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~IAGNU~1 CALlllER'S ARE HERE
World's Most po......eriul hondgur"l Strongest
revolvers ever mode-oil chrome-Molybdenum
steel, all mill.d ports-all hand honed-oil
fine custom blued. h:oct weight and sil:e of
original models with exIra beof and .drength
to ha,\dle big cartridges. Weight -44 ox.
S845M .45 Melg"um (also fires .45 10"" colt)
SB44M ...... Magnum..357 Magnum (01$0 fires
all .38 ~ial) All calibers .... enly $69.95
45MA.....u Mog"um ammunilion- -box of SO
rounds onl.,. $7.50

DETECTIVE
MODEL

A beautiful western
style .22 wIth side rod

ejector-in famous slyle
01 old west 6-shoot.rs.

Means business. but un't ~
beat for pleasure.

SpeclfiClitlons: .22 short caliber
51nale and double action_4" bar·

rel-&5hot revolver-black molded Crips-
TKB 8lue finish only $18.95
TKe Chrome fini5h only $20.95

TEXAS KID .22 short
caliber

•• HY HUNTER 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ••
• ' INC. sus SUNSET STRIP. DEPT. 370 •
• FIREARMS MFG. CO. HO"YWOOO ". <,,"ORH,. •• •

~
.:. RUSH ITEMS NO: :

• • ENCLOSED IS $ 0 CHECK 0 MONEY ORDER :

. • MY NAME •• •: ADDRESS :

• 0 Credit Customers: Send $1.00 (or more) for each item ordered.•
• Also name and address of employer, your average weekly wage •
• and how long on present job. NOTE: All prices shown in ad are •
• cash or C.O.D. prices. Credit orders will be billed monthly and •
• will include a small carrying and handling charge. •
: 0 CASH or 0 C.O.D. Customers: Send check or money order in full, •
• or at least $5.00 deposit on C.O.D. Orders. :
• Postage and handling: All Guns & Ammo will be shipped express. charges •
• collect. No charge made by us for handling, on cash or C.O.D. orders.•...................................

GOLD RUSH DERRINGER O~

1873 ~~~!!'~.fires .22 Long
Rille! Exclusive steel
bore a"d sleel back
plate. Specifications:
.22 S.. L.. LR. caliber
weisht 3 on. - overall len&1h
3%, ..-tnrrel swings 01,11 lor easy.
fast laadlna and cleaninc. Opens
at halt cock. Ct'Ioice of gold frame with
blue bilrrel or chrome frame with
chrome barrel, same price.
GRDGBS Si"gle gun cased .•... $21.95

GROCn Two guns cued ...... '43.90

M·I ... u .............
CARBINE =c:;I~';:I~:"e:)(oct

A~;;iobr~~~ ~:!i~~ ~~r~:~~t:'so:"::lv~~~d~:~llg
tiMe, .22 L.R. MI Corbinw. slae, weight and from. in

Specificotlonst .22 L.R. cali- populO( .22 caliber.
b... _ 8 and 16 shot ~i. Specifications: .22 5., l.,

outo _ U.S. PorSurrired finhh-16" L.R. or .22 Magnum colibef.-

bonel-weight 3~ Ibs.-odjultoble ;ve~~:,~ ~::h·6~..~~;;j'ded
~p sigh,. MIC 0t'I1., $-49.95, Acces- checketed grips-ttH'1 bore

.ori.s: 16 shot double over and and working ports-fine blue
under mogo:une16SM only $6 00, finish-traditional rounded

TSM SpeCIal -4X te'escoP:'~~'_II' grips (or eosy handling from
sight and mount .. only thoulder hobt.r.
$12 SO, Me Compen$Olor DR22 .22 5.. t., l.R. Calib....._
•• only $-4,00. 0"1'1' $39.9.5

DR22M .22 Magnum Caliber._
Ottly $39.95

APBMP .22 L.R. Caliber
Now," .22 L.R. udiber. More

Ure power per ounce than ant
olher pistol. Specifications:

.22 L R_ caliber - weiltls 24
ounces _ adjustable tarlet sisht

_ 8 and 16 shot semi-auto _ stand
ard bllrret. 7!-7 M

$-49.9!>:
Accetlon..: APBMP12 12

M

I)arrel on'y $12.00
16SM 16 shot double over and under magazine

TSM Special pIstol scope and mount o~~Y$~:'.~'
Me Compensator onl.y $4.00

BOLOMAUSER MACHINE PISTOL

Exceptionally small.
deadly accurate. light·
ning lasl lalledown.
Specificiltion: .25 clll._blue
51 eel finish_riflesteel bllr·
rel- weight 10 au. _ blllck
checkered. molded. grips-overall
length 4 'h"_mllgazine capacity 6 rounds.
APSTI .25 AUlo. Calibu on'y $22.50

THE
STINGRAY
New ..25 caliber
automatic

NEW LOW
.22 S., L.,.L.R.. PRICE.38 SPEC.
.2Z magnum BRAND NEVI

.)8 ~puj.l• .357 CAL..357 MAC:
MAGNUM Special Low Price

~~:e~r :~oo:~"o~.~e,:;vL..":',-.n-:d:-:u"n':-d."'-:F=",o':n:':-tie:J,
Derringer. Specifications: Coil hammer

spring _ reinforced top hi"I" - single autom"tic ejection,
twin tirioS pins - 'inest metals.

DBl2 .22 5 •• L., LR. blue 'inish .•.•. onl)' $16.95
DC22 .22 S.• L. L.R. delulle chrome. 00IY$19.95
DB22", .22 Masnurn stafldard blue .... only $21.95
De22M .22 Magnum deh,IlI:. chrome ••. only $2-4.95
DC38' 0838.38 Special - delulle Chrome

or blue .. only$27.50
D357C D3578 .357 "'.,nurn _deluxe chrome

or blue ... 001)'$29.95
FREE: Hardwood presentation cabinet With deluxe chrome
•22 S., L., L.R...22 Ma,. and .38 SpecIals. Also" complete
line of acceuories for this 8un.
DWHC W.stern Styl. O.rrinler Holster and Cartridle Loop
Belt. Luther _.......•..... $ 7.50
DDSH Detective Deninler SprinC Clip Under-pant Holster.
Leather _......•.•. $ 8.50
DPG Genuine Pearl Grips for Derringer .. $10.00
DSG Genuine Enllish Stag 80n. Grips for Oerringer

......................•.. .. $ 8.00
DBB Beautiful PRESENTATION CASE that will fit one pistol
for the above Derringers $ 4.00
DM Frontier Oerr;nger Manual. How to use the Derringer for

in-fighting. judo. and come along holds. etc. Over 100 iIIus·
lrations. Used by police alencin as a traininl manual.

....... $ 1-00

OLYMPIC MODEL Mauser k TARGET PISTOL

HY HUNTER, INC. FIREARMS MFG. CO. 8255 SUNSET STRIP. HOL.LYWOOD 46. CALIFORNIA



HEAVY FRAME

STAI-
GRIPS

• • •

The feel is real in the new Frontier Scout, a .22 caliber version

of the world-faITlous Single Action ArITlY. Here are the saITle
classic lines as "the gun that won the West," the saITle foolproof
action, and the saITle superb balance and feel in a new polished

ITlidnight blue finish. ChaITlbered for .22 MagnuITl or
.22 Short, Long and Long Rifle, the Frontier Scout ITlakes a
dependable, accurate sidearITl. Price $59.50 single; $117.00
the brace, consecutively nUITlbered.

Also available: Consecutively nUITlbered, Buntline Scout
cOITlbinations with the saITle features at cOITlparable prices; heavy

fraITle Scouts with regular stocks at slightly lower prices. See

your Colt Registered Dealer or write. . . *Made of Staglite

COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO., INC.• HARTFORD 15, CONN.

FAIRBANKS WHITNEY
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